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Mathematics is fascinating to,ma.ny persons because of its

and 'liecause ,it".presehts opportunities. to.create and dis--

ver . is continuously and. rapidly. growing because of Intel-
.

ctual curiosity, practical -applications and theinvention of

iiew ., .

/

The 'many changes' whic have-,taken, Place in the mathematics

curriculum of.the junior and senior hii,h sahools have resulted

in an atmosphere in which .mahematies has. TOUnd acceptance in

the public mind as neVer :bef4re . The effect of the changes has

begun to influence the elementary school, currieulum mathe-

matics as well. It is generally accepted that the. present arith-
.

metic,program in grades 1-6 will be substantially changed in they

next five years;._

The time is past when elementary teachers can be content
.

that they have taught mathematieS if they have taught pupil$ to

compute mechanically! More and -more- mathematics will be taught

in the elementary grades; one important criterion of the erred

tiveness of a school's program will be the extent to which .pupila

understand. If mathematics is taught by people whikdd not like;

and do not understand, the subject, it is highly probable that

pupils will not like, and will -not understand, it ati well .

The School Mathematics Study Group materials for grades.

4, 5, and 6 contain sound mathemattespresented. at such a level

that it can be understood by children. Fixperimental classes

*1.



have found the prograin Stimulating, and teachers have been'

enthuskastic about the results.. Teachers ih the experimental
-

programs have received the special services of a consultant to

help them.with the.subject matter. It is not.su'rprising that

teae ers who hAve.been trained to teach arithmetic in the tradi-

tional sense need to study mare mathematics if they are to have

confidence in their.ability'to introduce new ideas. -They.must

know far more than the students, and understand something of the

later implications of' the topics they teach.

This volume, Intuitive Geometry,. and a companion volume,

..Number Systems, have been prepared.by the School Mathematics

Study Group to help:elementary teachers_ develop a sufficient

subject matter competence in the mathematics of.the elementary

schoOl program. .What kind of material should-teachers at thli

level have? Is a course in calculus,'or abstract algebra, or

applications of arithmetic what they need? The opinion of the

editors is'that elementary teachers need a thorough discussion.

of all the:materialsthey Might teach in grades A, 5; and

from a higher point of view, but in a very similar set ng.pre-.

sentedin much the .same way they Would present it,:po at they

themselveS mighteXperience something Of the joy of discovery

and accomplishment in mathematics which they may expect from
k.

their own pupilp.

With the ideas in mind which have been expressed in the

paragraph aboVe, the existing 7th and'8th grade SMSG course

.df study was decided upon as the content which' would be of

greatest benefit to elementary teachers. The material has been



Carefully edited, withthe'ided that it must now terve-a much
4'

diUerent,purpose than that;for,which it,wazoriginally intended.

YOur.as the:mature'individual,_ will be able to appreciate much
- .

.that would escape junior high school students. Even though, in

.some cases, your:technical'ability may not be well-developed,
.

you will Wable to think critically and to make conne6

:between what'you know and new material; In s cases,,yow:will

be suppriSed to find that "new" ideas it, mathematics are really
. .

onlya new language fOr ideas'.you have. known eitherA.mpliOitlY

h..
or expliCit;y for years. While,your ability to compute may be

improved'only slightly as you study this book, yourrrill find
,

that you understandArlanroperAions and concepts that were Pre-::_

vious -ly vague or evenmerely tricks used .to get correct,answers,

In elementary mathematics today, the properties ofthe

numbers are considered tobe as important as the actual com-

putations' with nuMiSers. The nature of -the operationswith

ber%iiii considered to be as important as the answers obtained:
. r

But in addition to the work with numbers, the, ideas of\geometry

must also be taught. Both the applications of. umber .ingeometry

(meaSu'rement) and the relationships between geometriceaements

A.
.independent' jnuber,help to fort a for the

,study .of geometry. The introduction'OfbasicmathemOieg ideas

in the elementary grade is the opportunity for Which you are

preparing.yourself...



Chapter .1

NON-METRIC.GEOMEtRY I

-
Lines. Planes Space

:geotetricpOint is thought of as being so smallvthat _it has

no size. In geometry noadefinition is giventor the term'''point".

Instead Mahy. properties' of points are described:

Space

YoU'Aan think of space-as being a set of points' 'There is .an

unlimite9:_number of points'in space Ina way, you can think of

the points of space as-being described or determined by pOSition--.

whether. they are in thiS room, in the world, or in theuniyerse.

Lines

:.. For us, aline:is a set.-..ofPOints in space, notally set of

pointsout a-partibulartYpe of set of pOinntp The term 'lihe".

omeans 7straight)ine.: A ge etric line extends without limit in:

:.each of two directIons: iit.:4

(

es not stop at a point.

,A riiile,has:certain proPertievrelative to poinO and space.

The first of these which WW mention- is:. - 1 '., jam,

r.Property 1: Through' t1 tvio different points in space there
.

Is exattly,one line.' . -.2 : i s,

.Vrom:thi9 one cans0.that there is an unfimite4fputill?er of
6,

lines..in spac . , ,
,

.

: py using lihesyou'aan get Wgood idea Of.,7what space is like.

dOnsider:apoint at atpri...-o6rner. of Youpdesk. Now consider the

set of all, pointsisuggebted by the walls?, the'floor,.and,the ceil-

ing:of your b,lassrOoml. Thenf.preach point* this set there 1s.La

line through ,it and the Selected.point On your.:desk.'Each7line is.,

"a set of pOints. Space iSMadeup of all.the:points:Tons11.such .

anesv Remember, these lines extend outside the room.

.Just: as "point" and!"line" are not precisely defined, "space"

is not precisely defined
' ,:,
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'Planes

Mathematicians think of,a plane as a set of points in space.

Itis not just' anyiset at,pointa, but's., Particular kind of set.

You have alreadyseen that a line is a_ et of points'in space,,.a

.:partioulat kineof set and a differentkind from that of a !plane,

A plane is Amathematician's way ofthinking aboUt the'"ideal" of

a flat surface.

-7:If two points are marked on the chalkboard, exactly one line

can bedravin through these points:. This' is Property 1. This line

is on the chalkboard.' The plane represehted'by the Chalkboard
.

'
contains the set of points represented by the

-I

iihe which you have

drawn e
.

.

Think of two points marked on a piece of plywbod, Part' of

the line through these.PoInts 'dam be drawn on the plywood.(recail,

that "line' means "straight line"). Must the. 'line through these

two .pbints :be on the plane,,of'the plywood? 'These are axamples.of:

ProperiY:2: If a line contains two different points, of a

plane, it lies in theThlane.

, If one thinks of thq,ends of'the binding ofa.notebook as a

pair
0

of points, he can see that the-planes represented by the

pages of the notebook contain these points: IThe question:might be

asked, "How many planeS'contain a specified pair of paints?" -The
r

notebook with its sheets..spread apvt suggests, that there are many

Pla?!ps through a specified pairof'points,

uppose next that you have three/Points not:all donthesame
a

line. Three corners of the top of ,a desk is';an example/ of this

The bottoms of-the legs of a three-leggeal.stool is anotlher example

Such a. stool will stand solidly agaikst the floor, while a four, "=

not alwayS do:this unless it is very well con--

Any three points not on the same line:tte in

legged chair does

,structed.

Property
3

only oneplane:

Do you see why this propertyauggests thect, if
.

chair ar of exactly thesdme,length that you may.

the :Chair on hree legs, bUt-natan faur?:'

the legs of a_

be able to rest'
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, ..

In the figur ,. there, are three points,,A),..B, and C in:a plane.

The line through oints A. and B AO the line through 'points B

and C- are drawn. The dotted lines are draWn.',.sO that they .certain
_,

two, points of the .plane of A, B, aYid C. Each dotted line contains

a point- of th4 line through/ A. and B, and a point Of the line. .

through B and C. The dotted lines are .contain'ed' in the plane.

The of points represented by the dotted line's are contained in

the plane. The plane which contains . A, B, and C can now be des-
.' \ .

cribed. It is the set of all...points which are ion lines containing

two poinii of the figure coltsisting of the lines thrOugh A' and B-
I

. I :
alOd 'through -13- and C. .' .

Exercises 1-1

1. HOw many .different lines may contain:

a. One ceiztain point?

b. A certain pair of points?

2.. How many 'different planes may contain :.

a. One certain point? \

b. ,A certain pa.ir of. oints?

c.. -A certain set of tni.ee points?

3. How many lines can be drawnthrough four points, a: pair of them

at ;a time, if-Vizpoints lie:

a. In the same plane? .;

b., Not in the same piane?

4. Explain the following: If two different lines intersect,

8 one and only one'plane contains' both lings.N,



1 -2. Nves 4ncl Sxmbols

It is customary to assign a letter to. a point and thereafter

to say "point A" or"Point.BI: accordingto,the letter assigned.

A:line may, be represented in tWo:wairb,-like t

'or simply like this

points 'of, the line, not just,those that cal b6 indicated on the

Page.

If you wish to Call attention to several points on a line, you
. .

can do it in this Way..
. 'A , C.

)

and the:line.may be called !'line AB." A symbol fc) ieth 'same fine

is Ig. Other names for the abbve line are "line AC" on -"line BC."
4-4 .

o
4-0

The corresponding symbols would be AC. or BC.
)

'Notice how, frequently the word "reppesent"..apPearsdn these

explanations, A point is merely ilrepresented' by a dot because as,

long as the dot mark:is v/iible, ithas size, But 'a point, in

geometry, hap no size. Also lines drawn with chalk are rather'

wide, wavy, and generally irregular. Are actual geometric lines

like this? Recall that "line"%for us. means "straight. line." A

drawing of a life by; A. very sharp pencil on very smooth paper is

more like our idea of a line, but its imperfections will appear
.

under a magnifying glass. Thus, by a.dot you merely. indicate_ the

position .of a point. -A drawing of-A line merely representsthi,
rk

line. The drawing is not the actual,line. It is not wrong to

draw a line free-hand (without a ruler or straight edge): but you

should.be reasonably careful in'toing so. If you wart tomake a

drawing.,Af a plane on a piece of paper,. you can use diamond-

shaped.figure. Points of. a plane,Are indicated in the same way as

points 'of a line...

..-The' drawing suggests all ..the



In the, above figure, A; B, and D are do sidered to:be

points in the plane Shown. ,A line is drawn thro gh Point, A and

pOint. B. Another ling is drawn through point C'and'poinbD.

AccOrding to proPertd2',. 1C-8.1-d CD lie. in' p74Ine.

It is-pOssible_that a line might pierce Oripuncture" a plane.'

.A picture'ofHthis -bituatidn ylay'Appear,thus:
f.

-

E-4
'The dotted portion of PQ Would be hidden 'friom.7view ig;t4he

Part of the :plane represented were the upper surface of some object

such as the card. table. .

Once .again, you can see 'that the.drawing only "represents" the

situation,

a

How could y-ou''use Property 3 to identify the planes. Of-Ithe

_ figure above? Property 3' states, "Any threepointsnotll on the

same line are in_exactiv one plane.".Notethatpoint A,:point.B,

and point D are "notall on the'same line." To show that apparently
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two names -for the same plane-May bSigiVen,. lt might be possible to

.writesplaneABCplane ABE 1Jf you are: certain of what the equal

sign meansas'usedere'.-..

Thenotion of, "set" wil1 be helpful'in explaining what is

meant by ".equal" when applied this way.

1. Plane. ABC,is a set of points

2./s.Plane ABE is a set of pointa.

. 3. .Points A, 13; C, E.,..and. others not indicated are in plane

ABC and. are also.in. Plane ABE.
t

In fact,- all elements -of-pland:ABC,(a set of,points):and elements

of plane ABE (a set of tooints):seeM.,to be Contained in both sets
'?1 -
(planes).You.:oin say,:"Two sets'are equal. if and only.if. they.'

contain the same elements." AOCOrding to thipplane.ABG,= plane

ABE...'In other words, you can': say set M is equal.to.Set Irif-M and..

N are:twOnames for the,,same set.

'Exercises 1-2
H.

1. In the figure ,below, is point. V a.point.of .PQ?

an.element of the Plane? Is V? HoW.many'points

elements.of the plane?
t,

Is.Point Q

of .PR are'.

A

Rigure (a) .Figure (b)

2. Figure (b) is a.copYof figu e,(a),..except for labeling.

different lines may:be:Aenoted as 4Y and 12. The small:nuMbers

are called -"Subscripts." :Pidne ABP in flgure'(ayeorresponda

to:M1 in figure :(b). AB fin figure (a) corresponds to 4, in

figure (b):

Two

13



In the left -hand column arelistedparts of figure (a). .Match

these with parts of figure 04 listed 'in the right.41and 41umr.;:

Parts of Figure (2.) Parts of Fisure(1'.2)

1.

?.

3. Plane ABD

4. Plane EBA

5. AB

6. The 'intersection clf

plane ABC and plane ADD

.-Does the second column:sUggest

..way:Jor labeling?

. In'-the.figure at the right, (a) does 2 M ?e (b) Also

'(c) It Xi. the only line
2'.

through P anclQ? (d) What is

the intersection of -M1 and M2?.,

(e) Is m2? (f) Would

meet 4 ? (g) Aide .el and 4

In .the same.piane?

.Plane ABC

a.

b. ,E2

c.. M1

d. M
2

an advantage of the subscript

1 -3. Intersection of Sets

Now sotrieusefql and important ideas about sets shall be

introduced.

Let set A.= (1, 2, 3, 4,

Let set B = (2;-4, 6, 8,

5, 6, 7, 8,:9)

1)±, 16)$'

Let' set C.be the set of. those el:ern tshich are$in set A and

. are also in set B. You can write set c 0(2, 4, 6; 8). . Set C is

called the intersection of'set A and se B.
. .

Let set R be the 'set of pupils with red hair.

Let set S be the set of puPiIs who can swim.

It might happen that an element 'of set R. (a pupil with red

hair) might be an element of set S (a pupil who can In

'fact, there may be no such common elements or there may be several.

14
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In anycase,the set of red-headoimmers is the intersection of

Bet S and._set .R.
: .

A:set with no. elementd init is called the "empty. set." Thus,

if the are no.red-headed limmers, theh. tlAe.intersectibp cif set.

S and set R is the .empty At.'

The symbol n is_used to mean'intersection", that id, E

means "the:in ersection Of set E and set F". Thus, referring to

the sets mentioned previously; you can write:

Ajl:THis (2, 4, 6,. 8)

R -S is-the set of red-headed swimmers,

In 'the figure, line .t

pOint.in M1 which is.aiso

eems to be in MI and Also in M
2 . Eve4

M2 seems to be on the line 4.1'hu4

the following statement seems to. be true: M, ( M2

Some people talk about intersections in a'slightlY-different

way than itOas.been discussed here... When we say theintersectToh

of two sets-is empty, they say that the two sets do not intersect.

When we say the intersection of two- sets -is not empty, they say

two sets do Imtersect. The ideas are the same but the

lan age ls alpit different..
4,

Exercises.) -4.

1.. Write the set. whose members. are:..
...

a. The whole numbets greater than 17 and less than 23

b. Thecities over.100,060 in ,popUlatioh in your ,state

The members of tne class.leSs than it years old

2.
.

Write three elements ofeach of the following'setf,
.

'a. The odd whole numbers '

b. -the whole numbers divisible by 5



c.. The set of points on thefltie below,. -some of which are

:labeled .in the P 4 T U

R S

.3. Give the elements of the intersections of the following pairs.

Of sets:

a. The whole numbeins 2 thoUgh 12 and the whole numbers 9.

through,20--

The:set of points On line kl'

and the set of pointsOn

line 12

The set of points on plane.

M
1
and the set of.points on

plane M.
2

Let S = 10, '12, 15, 20, 23)

T = 15, 21, 231

Find S;.() T.

5. Think of.thetop, bottom, ang sides of a chalk box as sets

points.

a. What is: the intersection of two Sides. that meet?

b. What is.theintersectiOn .of the top and bOttoM?.

6. Explain why nintersectionn'haetheclOsure property and leboth

qcommutative and associative. In other:wOrds, if X, Y, and Z

are sets, explain why:

4fra. X fI Y is a set.

1): X CI Y= Yll X.-

e. (l Y) n (Y n z

of
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Intersections "'of Lines and -Planes .

Two Lines

The p si4le intersections of two different lines may be des.
cribed in thr e cases. Figures are drawn to repreSent the three

and k. intersect. or
. .

k not. the empty set.

.4 and k" cannot contain the

same i.two points. .Why?

'Case 2. J and k do not intersect

and are in the Same plane..

n k is the. empty set,
and 1, and are in the

same 'plane. , .P and k are

said to be parallel:

Case. 3. , and ..k do not intersect

and are not in the same

plane. fl k is the empty

set. It, is said that and

k. are skew lines.

.In. Problem of section' 1-1 you were asked,to eXp1ain why
A.4<.

..

lines lie in the same plane .if they intersect.. In the

B

figure above are shown two lines which intersect in point A. B is

a point on one of the lines and C a point on the Other. By

Property 3, there is .exactly one plane which contains A, B, and C.

By Property 2, AB is 'In this plane.

By Property 2, is in this plane.

There is exactly one plane which contains the two lines.

A Line and a Plane

Again the possible intersections of a line and a plane may be

described in 3 cases. Let VI represent a plane and represent a

line.

-



Case M. contains X

q fs' the line .2

7 Case M 8.nd 2 :intersect An exactly one pointj..

11> .
M n 2 is a.:point F.

Case 3'. M. and *e . do not intersect.

M n is the empty set.

(Sometimes-:we say is parallel to M.

ail Planes

(a)' >
(b)

Let A and B be two' points, each of Which. lies

ing. planes .as ,In ffgures (a). From Property 2, the

lie in each of the planes. 'Hence the intersection

contains a line. But if, as in .figure ,(b), the intersection con-

.

.d4ine a loOint C not on, the line AB, then: the two planes would be'

the same plane. By Property 3 there would be exactly; one plane

containing A, B, It can nOvi.be stated:.

Property 4: If the intersection' of two different planes is

not 'empty, then the intersection is a line::

in two intersect-

line AB must

Of the two. planes.

If the intersection of Om planes. is the 'empty set, then the

planes are said to be parallel. Several exaMples of pairs' of'
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parallel planes are represented by certain walls of a r or a

stack of shelves. Can you think of Others?: '

In the discussion ofthe intersect on of two differen, planes

two cases'have been consiBered: Let M nd N denote:the tw anes.

Case 1.' M 11 :N ,is nor. 'empty.' "M n Nis a.line. .

Case 2. M. n N'is empty. M and N

. Are there any other cases? Why?

Exercises 1-4

Describe two pairs of skew lines.-

2; On.yOurpaper,-1Abel three points A,'.)3, and C So that AH is

not Draw and What is 133 n'AC ?'

3.
,

Carefully fold a piece of paper in.. half. Does the Told suggest

a line?' Stand the.folded paper up on a table (or desk) so that

the folddoes not touch the table.. Do the table top and the

folded:paper suggest three Planes? Is any point In'all three`

planes? ,What. is the intersection of -all three planes? Are

any tWo'Ofthe planes parallel?.

`4 Stand the foldqd paper up On a table with one end ofthe fold

touching. the table. Ate three planes suggested?' Is any Point.

in all three planes? ,What is the intersection of the three

planes?

Hold the:folded paper so that just the fold is on the table

top. Are three planes Suggested? Is any point in allthree

planes? =-What isthe intersection of the three Planes?

. In each-of:the situations of Exercise 3,'k, and 5, consider.

only the line of :the and the. plane of the table top:

What are the .intersections of this line and this plane ?. You

ShOuldhave.three answerS,'one for each of'j, k, and 5.

Consider different lines in,a.plane. How many points

would-there be with each point on at least two of the lines?

DraW four figures showing; how 0, 1, 2, Or3might have been

your answer. 'Yhyjobuidntt-Your answer have been 4.points.



8.- Consider this sketch of a house:

Eight :points have been labeled on the figure. Thihk of the lines,

and..planes suggeated, by the figure. Name lines by'a pair of points

and planesby.three'points Name:,

a.' A. pair of parallel planes.

A

b. A pair of planes whose intersection is a line..

e. Three planes that intersect in apoint.

0.',\Three.planes that intersect in a line.

e. Aline and a plane whose intersection is empty.

A pair ofparallellines.:

'A pair of skew lines._

klThree lineS'phat intersect in a pOint.

i. .Tour planes that have exactly:One point in common.

1-5, Segments end Union 6f Sets:

dOlderthAe poinWA,, B, and C not on the. same line. Do

you.s .that any one of them is between the other two? No, you.

Usualludonot:.- whpn it is said that a pOint_P. is between points

Fyand.B, there is a line coritainirig A, B, and P.

Think of two different pointS A:a/AB. The.setofpoints:c

sisting of.A; B, and all. points p be.tween.A and B is calledthe-

seRment AB. A and Bare called the endpoints. The segment With.

endpoints A and B is named by A. Another name fOr this segment

is BA.



Every segment has exactly two endpoints; As suggested

each segMent contains points other than its endpoints. Sometimes

.a segment is called a Iine segment:

k

. fr-Cthe figure aboV&, three of the segmentt are named AB, 7;.

and AC. 7What is the intersection of "K5 and.Bp?

Not only may you talk about intersection .of-.sets, but.you may

also.. find it,convenent to talk about the union of sets The word

"union" suggeqts,uniting.Pr:combining two.sets into a new set.

The-uniOn of two. sets consists of tnOse objects whidhtelchg to at

lea* one. of the'two.sets. For example, in the figureaboye..the

unipnfof AB and BC consists of all points of AB, together'with all
.

,points of ET, that is; the segment AC. :

The symbol U is used tO.mean "union ". That is, X''U Y means.

"the unio 'of set,Xand set r.. -SuPpose.that let X is the set of

)
,numbers ( , 2, 3, il) and setY is the set OfnumberS'(.2,14, 6, 8,..

10) X U Y is (1, 2, 3, 4, 6.,'8, 10). In. the union- of two sets,

do not think of an.elemenwhich occurs In both Sets as'appearing.

twice in the union.

Again, let us*think Of the set of all.pupils0Arhohave red
,. .

hair and the'set .of, all ,pupils who can swim. you .May think.: .:

Let set R be the set of pUpils with `red hair.
a

Let set S.be the set pf pupils who .can Swim.J
. ,

Then R U S is the set of.ail pupils who either have.redAhair

(whether or notthey can swim) or who can swim (whether pr not
l

they have red hair)..

. '.Exercises

1. DraW a horizontal' line.. Label four Points on It P, Q, R, and

inthat order from left to right. Name?two segments:. -

a. Whote,inters-ebtionis a segment.

b. .WhOse intersection.

c.. Whose intersection :is empty,



. .

d. .Whose.unioitis not a segtent...

. a lirie. ILabei three.pdinstz'of the Iine A,. B, and C with

B between A and C.
J.

a.1 What is:AB I BC?

b. What is AC ().

c. What is ABU BC?

d., What is:AB U

Draw a:segment. 'Label its endpoints X and. Y. Is, there d:Rair

of pointsdf-rwith Y between them?

. Draw.two segments AB and. CD for which AB .11 CD is empty but
.

AB I I CD is one .point.

Draw two segments PQ-and RS ftor.w4chRQ RS is -emptsibut,
44.
PQ
.

Let Aand:B be two:-points. Is.it true that there is exactly

one' segment. containing A and B? .Dravra'figure.exPlaining this

problem and your, answer. 4-
4

.Draw a. :Vertical line Label A. and. B twovpdintSto the'rIglit

of Label C a. point to-thejleft of Is AB fT...eempty?.

Is AC n )2.empty?.. .. . >g<7

. .E 'plain why "union" haz the:clodUre property. and As'both..

commutative andassOiative. In other words; if X, Y, .and. Z

dre zets,:explain why:

a. X.0 Y Is 4 set

Y Y U X' .

- U Z -4 'X U Z),

Show that.for every set X you will havO:H
..

.

U X "X;

Separations.

In this section a very 1 impOrtarit idea will be consideredthe"
-idga of:sepaistion. You shall see, this idea applied in three

aJfferent ca ses..

Let^A any two pbint ofspace nbt in a plane PI,. If

. the intersection of AB and M. is pty.,-then:kandB are on the same

side of 11. The'set of all point on the same side of M as A, we'.

half-space. Ef the" inter ection of AB and M-iz not empty',.'



them and B 'are an. opp site sides of M.: The sets' of all pointi on

.the'OppositeSide of M"froM A is. of

AU:Plan N-'.'parates' space, into two. halfspaces..

the plane M is OPaled the boundary cit each of-the hale-;spaces

Now consider only a plane.M,2.and a line 4, in.that plane.:

.tet A:and B,be:two.poi,nts.hot:on the line. Then either,ABC1 /

is. he ehptY;set, ,in-which,case Aland B are 'on the, same Side.of-:

or pip r). 1: is not the emptli set, in which case A and B are on., *.

opposite sides of'1% :similarly.then:

Any, line of of a plane M into tWo
4.

separates the plane hiYf-
7-----7.

... .
.

.. . 0.
planes,

In the figure, below the'S-4-ide of line k is shaded sand. the

T=side'of k is not shaded...

-
,

Now consider, a 4.ne 2 . How would yoU. define a half-line?

Can :yeu.Say anything abouf.segments in this definition as youdid

inTdefining halflpidnesand half-spaces? What would the boundary

bp? is the boundary.a set of points? , - -

Our third case should, now be clear. .004n-you.state.it?'

.;It is. important to/note that these three cases are almost
. alike: They deal Witthe same idea .in different situations.

'Thus:

Cape 1.

Case 2.
r.

Any plane separates space into two half-spaces.,

Any line of a plane. separates the planeint*WO halt-

Planes.

Case 3. Any point of a line separatps,the

lines.

e °

line into'twO half-

Thereis one Other definition'that is uSeful,A.MIsis

half-line together with its' endpoint. _A ray has. one. endpoint

-ray without. its endpoint is a. haif7line: A ray is usually dr

like_this,-7---0. If A is the endpoint of a ray and B is ano

.point of the ray,

AB..' The termray

k "ray of light".

a

.. A.

awn

they.

the ray .is dehOted by AB.. Note'that BA is

is used in the-same, sense n*ich it is Used in



l
In everyday language, -yousometimes do ebt diatiriguish between-

.

lines4--Lrays; and segments. In geometry you shoul4T-distinguish

between them. ' 1Lqine ofsightn:really rerers to a, ray. You do

.not: describe Somebodyas in yourlinsof sight If he is behind you

The right field foui line. baseball refers to .a Segment:'

and a: ray. The segment extends frOMhOme7plate through ftKzt base'.

to the ball Park fence. It stops at the fence.*TheraY_starta....tn*

the ground and gbesTuP the fehoe. What happens to ahOmerun ball

after it leaes the park makes no difference:td..the4playIE.a Major.

league game.

Exercises l -6

. In, the ..figure at the righti-ia the

R-side of / the same as the S-side

61'2 ? ,Is it the same as the ciside?

Are the intersections of and PQ,

_Q.:arid RS empty? Are the inter

sections of :1 and QS, and PR

empty? Considering ,the sides of

..are the previous-two answers what ybuwould expect?.

Draw a.. line containing points A and B.,''What is ABn BA?

is the.set of points ;not in AB? .

DraWfa horiZontakline. Zabel four pointS of it A, D

in that order fr.= left to ,right.

What

.i.,INaMe-twb-rAystUSing. these pOints for their description

1.41los.uniOnis. the line,

'b..''.. Whose, union is.nOt thel.-ine, but contains.A B,

Whose union- does not - cdnt'ain

intersection' is a point.

Whose intersection 1S-emptY.

4 Does :a segment separalte a plane'Does a lie separate spac.e?

The idea of a plane' separating space' is rey.ated .to,the idea of

the surface of a box separating the inside from the outside.

If P is a point.on the inside and Q.A point on the outside of a,.
,

box, does Pq:'intersect'the surtice?.

Explain hOw the union of two -half- planes might be a'. plane.



7. If A and BThare points on the same' side of the plane M

space), must 'an-M:0s empty? Can AB n m by empty?

An

Ankles

Som

. and triangl

with an:end

Let us say,

point* consist

poipts of BC

two rays,

rays_ BA and

angle. An an

An angle

section 1-2'

angle is

ape labe

read "an

written as,

letter of the vertex

1es Triangles

r-,

of the most important ideas-of.geomqry deal with angles

s. ";An angle set OLP9entSciansistingof, two rays

°int in common and not both on the same straight line.

his in another Way. Let BA and Baloe,tWorayS such,

d-C are not all on the same line. Then the set of

ng of all,thepoints ofBA:tOgetfrer with all the

s, called the. angle ABC. AndangleAssthe union of
e called the-vertex.oehe angle.\ The

are.Called.therays(Orsometimes.thesideSl.of
e has exactly one vertex and eXactlytWO.rays.

s drawn in the.figue beloW. u will recall from

hat what is really. mean\ is "a

awp% Three poin s of the ange

d so that the angle

le ABC" and"may'be

AB. The
i always

the

listed in the middle. herefore,

re resentation of .an -

LABCis 2LPBA. Note t at '.in' labeling this angle the order of A.

and .0,does"not matter, but B must be_ in the middle.. Is Z4BC the.

same as LAC (not rawn)? ..

,'

. . .

From thefigu e itlooks as if the angle ABC 'separates the

,plane containing it, It is true.thatthPangle:dOes separate the'

plane. The two pieces into which-the angle' Separatestheplane':

look'somewhat different.: They look like:

and



The pieoaon :th' right. is called the .interior'.of'the angle' and the.

one on.the.lefit th-e.eXteridr: Thel.fltQriorof the LABC can VP

defiped.ashp.intersectiOn of pe:A-sie of, BC and. e-

C-sIdp.of the liheAB. It is. the intersection Of two' half planea

.4hd,does not include -the angle; The exterior lathe set of all

-..points of the. plane.not.on-th.e angle or

,.:Triangles ; ,. '
.

Let A; B, 'and.C.be three points not all on the .same straight.

triangle. ABC, written as A ABC.,,-.isthaunioh.ofABIAC1

You;will:re'Call-thatthe.unidh Oftwo Sets apnais4ofala

\Of:the elements OT the.one set togetherA4ith all theltlementa.Of
. . -

the other.: The Q ABC.can be) defined in .another may. The triangle

.-ABC1,ia the aetofpoints consisting pLA,B, and and all points

OfAB between A: and points. of AC between'A'and C.,.sand

points of BCAfween..Band C., The point and C.. are the

vertices. of ABC.. The word.'!vertices" is used when' referring to

more than one Nriertex Triangle ABC is representedin the figure.

':Anglesof a Triangle

You can speak of AB, AC,- and BC as the sides of the triangle.,

You can speak of 4.ABc, LACB, and LBAC as the angles of the

triangle. These are the angles determined by the triangle. The

sides of the triangle are contained in thetriangle but the angles

of a triangle are not.

Note that a triangle is a safs of

VENiery PoIht.of the triangle ABC is in

separates the. plane in which it lies.

and..an exterior. The interior'is the

of the three:angles:Of the triangle.

all points of plane ABC not on A ABC

points in exactly one plane.

the plane A ABC.

. The A ABC has an interior

intersection of the interiors

The exterior. is the set., of

or in the interior'Of A ABC.
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Exercises-, 1z21

Three
4-* 4-5,
AB, AC, and

6 side of BC.

,1!)

points A, B, and C not all on the same line. .Draw

of AB. Shade. the:A-
*-)
BC. (a) Shade the Cside

What.set isnoW doubly shaded?.H.
a-aide of AC.. What set is now triply shaded?

2. Draw a triangle ABC.

a. : In the triangle,. what is AB n AC?

b.: Does' the,triangle contain any,rays or half-lines?

(b) Shade the

c. In the drawing extend AB in both. directions

What is AB. a
+4,

d. What iS ABU A ABC?

3. Refer to:the figure' on the,

a. What is YWn A ABC?

.b. Namethe four triangles

In the figure.

c. Which of,the labeled pointa,

of any of the triangles?.
.

Which of the labeled points, if any, are inthe exterior

of any of the- triangles?

same side, of WY as

to obtain AB.

if any.,

C.

are in the interior.

e. Name a point on the C' and one on the

opposite' side.,

. Drava figure like that of Exercise 4.

a. Lahel41point P not intheOlinteriorOf any of the triangles.,

b. -.Label .a point g,inside tWo-.!Df the,triangles.

C. If possible, label a point R in the 'interior of ABC but

any 'other of the triangles.not in the interior of

If possible, make sketches in whichthe intersection of a

and a triangle is:

a. .The empty set

13,41.set"of tw elements

6. If possible, make sketch6s

f .4>
c.' A set of one element

lt41 se.t of exactly three eleMents
'

in w 'the intersectio#of two' :-
. -

triangles is,:

a. Theelilpty set, ,; c":-"EXactly four pOints

b. ':-Exactly two points d. Exactly five points



2

. ln..the figure, what are the following:

a. LABC n AC

b. LS ABC n AB

c. n LACB1

d. ABn

e. Z_BCA n LACI3

f. BC n LABC
g. BC n LACB
h. z_ABc n A ABC - 1.

8. In a 'Diane if two triangles have a side of each in common, must

. their interiors intersect If Ihree triangles have a side of

each in cOmmori, must some 'two' of their interiors intersect

. 'Draw LABC. label points X and Y in the interior and P and Q

in the exterior..
.

.

a.. Must every point of.:XY be in the interior?

Is every point pi.: M in the :exterior?.

c. Can you find points R and S in the exteriOr so that RS n
LABC is not empty?

d. Can XP 11 LABC be empty?,

One -to -one Correspondences

The idea 011"one-to-one P.prrespondence was used in talking'
.

about ,counting numbers. This idea 'is alao useful in geometry. By

"one -to -one correspOndence"' is meant the matching of each member of
.

a certain set with a corresponding member of anotlier set. Before

this idea ls uped. in geometry,' let us review our previous:experience.'

Consider, the set of counting 'numbers less than eleVen. Let .us

forM two sets from these numbers. Set A, containing the odd V.

numbers 11, 3, 5, 7, 9) and ..set ,B,- containing the even numbers:

(2* 4, 6, .8;. 10). There is a one -to -one correspondence. between

set A and set B 'because every odd,number can be matched with an

even number.
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. 'Exercises1.8

L.. Is there a one -to -one correspondence between the'states of the

United States and the'U. S. cities of over. 1,000,090.in

pOpulation?:: Why? pores the fact that NeVada contains no city

of over a million population shoW that no such correspondence

exists?

2'. Show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between, the set

ofeyenwhole numbers and the set.of-odd whole .numbers.

. -If set R is. in one-to-one correspondence with set S and set8--

141th set T,is.set R in one-to-one correspondence with Set T?

Why?
.

4. Establish a one-toonecorreSpondence between the set of even:

Who numbers and. the set of whole numbers.
.

,

5.
1011

Foll the given directions in making a drawii'lg somewhat like

the given figure.

Questions

questions.

(a) 'Draw

(b). Cnoo

(c) Mark

(d) 'Draw

(1)

(2)'.

(e) ChoO

(1)

( )

are scattered throughOutthe directions. Answer the

as you? go .along..

a line\and label. .

se a point not on line I and label it P.
4

,some Hint A on line! .

line PA.

Is PA fl equal to the empty Set?

bOes the inter*ction set'of PA and I have only
/

element? Why?
<-). .

se two other points,.B and.0 on.4? Draw PB and

Through each additional. point marked on kcan you:.draw,

a line that also goes through point P ?, `

Let all lines yhich. intersect and pass

the elements of a set called K. How many

have been drawn up to now?

<-4

PC. .

st.

r, 00 .0 .00,0

throUgh P be.
.,

elements of K.
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Does each indicated element of K contain a point'on

Gan each indicated. element of .K be Matched.With an'

indicated point on4 ? -

Do yoUthink that, if more elements of K were drawn` and

more points on I were marked, each element'of K could be

matched with a. corresponding element of ?

Describe. a one -to -one correspondence:between the points A, B,

and C which determine a triangle and the sides of the triangle.

Can you 0 this in more than one way
.

7. Draw a triangle. with vertices A, B, and C. Label a point P in

the interior of ,A. ABC.. Let H be the set of.all-iiays having ,P

as an endpbint._ The elements of H are in:the plane of A ABC.

Draw several rays of:H. Can ,you observe a:One-to 7one corres

pondence batweenAi.and A ABC?. For very point,of A ABC is

there exactly one ray cf.H ctaining it? For every ray'of H

is there exactly one point of 6 ABC on such.ray?-

8. Draw-an angle XYZ with the vertex at Y. Draw the Segment:XL

Think of Kas a set of rays in plane XYZ with common endpoint

at Y. JK is the set of all .auch.rays.which dO not contain...

points in the exterior of LXYZ. YX and DYZ. are two of the

-many elements of K. Draw another element of K. Does it inter

sect XZ? For each eletent of K.will there be one such matching

point'of XZ?.Label D a poin of YX and E. a ppint Of"YZ. Draw

DE. Is there a similar one4o-one correspondence between the

set of points of XZ'arid the set of points of DE?

1 -9. Simple Closed Cumrves

A curve is a set of Points whiCh can be represented by:a

.1).encil drawing made without lifting the pencil off the paper; it

being understood that in the process part of the drawing may be

retraced.

Segments and triangles are examples of curves you have already

studied. 'Curves may or may not"contain.portions thatare straight.

In evellyday language the term "curve" is used in this same sense.

'When a:baseball pitcher throws a aurvei the ball*ems to go

straight for a while and then "breaks" or."curves".
1 .

30



Fig, d

One important'type of curve is called a broken.linecurve,

, It is'the union of several line segments; that is, it consists of

all the points on several line:segments, Fig:' a represents a

broken-line curve. A, B,.C,and D are indicated as goints on the

curve.. It is also said that the curve contains or passes through.:

these points.. Figuresgt to i also represent curves. In

Fig. b, gointS P, Q, and R are indicated on the curve. Of course,

thacurVe can be thoughtof as containing many'points other than

4,.Q,':and R.

A. curveis said to be a. simple closed curve if it cah)pe

regreeented by a figure drawn in the following manner: The 'draw-

inOtarta and stopS at the same Otherwise, no point is

touched twice and the drawing instrument is not removed' from the-

paper in the.prcess. Figures c, g, h, and'I'rePresent simple

'closed curves. The Other figures of this section do not..

:Figure j represents two simple closed.curves. The:boundary,ofa.

State like Iowa or Utah on an ordinary map repreSents a simple

,closed curve.

Fig h



The examples that ha&been mentioned; including that 'of.a.

trianglelsUggest. a vety,important'property ofsimPlefclosed Curves.,

Each simpleclosed curve has an interior and an exterior in.the

plane.- YUrthermore,any curVe.atall containing a point in the

interior'and a point in the exterior -must intersect the simple'

closed curve. As an example, consider any curve containing A and B

of Fig. g- and lying irvthe plane. Also any'tWolcotnt-s. 'in the

'interior (or any .two points in the exterior). may be joined by a'

broken -line curve which does not intersect, the simple closed curve.

Fig. 11 indicates this. A Simple closed:curve is the boundary of

its interior and also of its exterior.

'\ The interior of a simple cloSed-curve is.called A,region.:

There are other'typtS of,sets in the plane which.are

In Fig. i, the portion .of the planeibetween the two simple closed ,

curves is called a region: Usually a regiOn,.(a8-a-set-of pointS)

does not include its boundary.

Fig,.1

.

Consider figure J. The simple cldsed curve (represented' by)

is in the interior of the.simple closed curve'J2. You may obtain

anaturaloneTto-one.correspondence.between J1' and J2 as'follows.

Oonsidera'point such .as P in the interior,of'Ji.: 'Consider.the set

of rays with endpointlat P. Each such ray intersects each of Ji

and J2
t"single paint.. Furthermore, each point of J

1
and each

.

point..of,J2.ison one such ray. A point of J1 corresponds to

point of J2 if the -two Points'are on the same, ray from P. 'Note

that this procedUre_using rays would not determine a-one.r.to -one

oorrespondence:if-oneof the simpleclosed curves were like that

in Fig. i..
..".

Cl



Exercises ima
1. Drawta figure representing two simple closed curves whose

intersection'iZxactly.two points. How many. simple cloSed

curves are represented in yourffigUre? ,

2. In Fig, j, destribe.the region between the curves in terms of

intersection, interior and. exterior.

3. Draw two triangleeWhose intersection is a side of each. Is

the union of the otherides Of'bothi triangles a simple closed

curve?. How many simple closed curves are represented in your

figure?

. In a map of the United States, doeS'the union of the boundaries

Of Colorado and Arizona represent a timple cloted curve?

The line and the simple closed

curve J'are as shown in the

. figure.- vpr,
a. What is J n ?

b. Draw a figure and shade the

intersection of the interior

. of.J and the C-side of
.

Describe, in terms of rays

the set of points on .e

not'in the interioi..of J.

6. Draw two simplepelosed curves, one in the interior of the

other such that, for no point P do the rayS from P. establish

*a one-to-one correspondence between;the two curves. Consider

:Fig, i. 4
Draw two simple closed curves whose interiors intersect in.

three different regions,

Explain why the intersection of a simple closed curve and a

line cannot. contain exactly ,three points if the curve crosses
.1

the line when it intersects it: 70
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Chapter 2

MEASUREMENT...

2 -1. Counting and Measuring,

Such'comMonqU'estions Howmany'people went to the ball,

game ?" or"How much Meat;thall I buy ?" or How fast can a jet

travel?"'have answers iwhich'are alike in one respect: they all

involve numbers. Some °of .these answers are found. by counting,.

e 'others are found by measuring.

The question,'"How many?" indicates that you are thinking of a

see of objects and wish to have some measure -of how many thete are

in the set.. Such a set is called a'discrete.set.- Questions as,:

"How much?" 'HOw.long?"'"How fast?" etc..,. are used, to describe

something thought of as all in'one piece, without any breaks. Such

a.set is called a continuous set. Sets of people, houses, or

animals are discrete sets; a:rope, toad,or a flagpole are all
. .

.thought of ai:being continuous since they are like line segments; .

you can count a number of line segments but,you.cannot count the

number of all points on a line segment... A blackboard and a.pasture

may be thought.ofzs sets of points enclosed by simple closed

curves, and as being,ContinuoUS. Such sets; of poInt6 are not-

counted, they:are "measured%

Propertied of 'Continuous Quantities.

The. sizes of linesegments and. of simple OlosealcurVes can be

compared without actually measuring them. . To compare.segments',AB

and CD lay the .edge ol'a piece of paper along qp and mark' points'.

and 34. Place the edge of the paper along AB with point C on

point A. is between A. and B, AB is.lOnger_than CD: If

D lens on B;the segments are the same length; these segments.ate

said to be congruent. If. B is between C and Di CD is longer:

than AB.

The union of the set of tll points which lie on a simple

clq66d11tve or are contained in the interior of the simple closed
a

117b a closed region.' To-comparethe sizes of.-Ewo.

'closed:regithOne may becut'and.placed'over the other.

Certain properties of geoMetriccontinuous.quantities are
-

assumed:

34
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MOtionProperty, .A.geometric figure may-be moved: Without

changing its size or shape.

Comparison
.

Property.7.Two continuous geometric figures or sets,

of the 'Bathe kindlilay be Compared to determine whetherthey have the
. -saMesize,.or which one iathe larger. _

Subdivision Property. A geometric Continuous figure or set

may be Subdivided

Subdivision end Mepsupement.

The subdivision prOperty of a.continuous quantity is the basis

fo the process calied,ineasuring. If a segment 71'3" is subdivided.

by .point''C so that AC = CB,'then AC is ona.half of B. If

two nts .1:1 and E are placed on AB so as tosubdivide AB.

into three equal parta, how does AB compare with AD? with .AE?

AB can be subdivided so as to compare the length Of.one'line

segment, with the length of another line segment. Suppose asegment

is choSen of any length leba than the length of 'AB; call the

length of the, segment "e.

Beginning at' point .A in the figure, abOvaa segment of

length: n..is'Marked:off 4 times so that AF is'of length 4n.

The symbol "hn" means "four times as long:as the segment of length

It is said that tile length of AB is approximately equal to

4n4 A symbol for the words "approximately. equal to"'is a wavy

Tequals sign like this, "e. You can state thatthe length. of:

AB 4n. .Notice_how-these Symbols are used:

4 is the measure,

n is the unit of measurement,.

4/1 is the length.,

Subdividing Units of Measurement

You have seen that the. sizes of continuous quantities can.be

found by measuring, and that for thls.a unit of Measurement must be

Used. The unit of measurement must.have two charistics:
. .
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1. It mustIpe of:the same natureas the thing to be
. .

.measured--a line segment to measure a line segment,:.

a ClOsed region o.measurie a closed region, and so on

2. It-hdat'be poss ble to move the unit, or to copy it

. accurately, so hat it .caabeused to. Subdivide the"

thing.that.is easured.

In measuring. a:re 6ngulax; region it is assumed that the

.-result does notidepend.on how:the rectangular. units are placed on

the largefigure. Th asaumptiOn that:the area obtained does not

*pend on the Way:the units are. plaoad on a figure.can be:teated.

Measurethegame rec angular closed region with the,.same:unit, but %

.pla9e the units on _tie region in different ways. IfyouaCtUally

try,this.'-'experiment" you.shOuld get the same readlts, within the

liMits of exPerimentaierrOr:. The assumPticin that:a,cOntinUouS

quantity can be measured by covering it with units in anyway found:

convenient is very important. If,'in.this experiment,.different:

results were obtained, then a single rectangle would seem to haVe.

'two different sizes. To agree with our assuMption:tiiat'continuouS

quantities of the same kind 4an'ipe compared, the fact that..the whole'

.rectangle must haVe greater area than any partof it, is accepted.

To measure this rectangular closed region a smaller'rectangular'

closed region may= be uSed.as a

Exercises 2-1
.

1. Drava triangle, a Circle, a'- square and a rectangle. Ifeach.

of these is used to measure the area of a sheet:of notepaper

Would any of the figures be hard to use as'a unit of

measurement? If so, what 'is the reason?

.(b). Would,the measure be Same number for any two of

the figures?

. Use the closed region as a:unit to compare: the areas

of the two closed reg ons.
A



The size -of tloied regioh

times the size of B.

Compare the .ength o

'curve

(a)

A,

curve D with the lenith,of,.

D

s approximately_

`.(1c) Compare the' size of'tile closed region D with. the-

.size of the closed region C.

4. SUbdivide solid A, into. parts. the size of box B: The solid

box A is about tipies as large as the lid B..I

Draw a triangle.ABC'.. each' side of the triangle place a

'_,101K*it.whith Zubdi'Vides the side into two congruent segments;.-

kame.thesepoints. Di E,'and F, as shown in,the sketch. Draw

segments DE, EF, and DF.

A

r strip of paper tt'determine'which segments are'
..

congruent. ,,,(You should find three.set.s with,threer::

segMents inach set.)
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There are all simple closed curves in this figure. Some

are triangle's and some are foursided. figOres. Name all

the simple closed Curves.

Copy - triangle EFC by tracing it, .and compare e-the area

the closed .region:EFC with the areas of .the other tri- .

angular' closed regions.

(d) What sets of closed regions are the same size?- (One set
. - ..

. : should have four members. and 'two sets should ,eadh.have

3 members.)

6. Could. the space. inside fa .box be measured by finding how many. ...

. ,

marbles of, a 'certain size it :will' hold? How Would .the measure -'

meet be Stated? What different shaped object 'WOuld be better:

to measure this space? .

22.' Stpndard Units. of Length: ,... ,

. Two people using different units. to measure the same ,thing may:::

well havediffiCulcomParing results; at .least some agreementAs.

advisable, When a-unit. is areed upOn and. iuSed. by a large number

of people, itr_As a standard unit. .

IlLin&ar" means "having the nature of aline ". 'All measurement'.

of line segments is,,called linear measurement..

In histOrSr disggreements abOut:linearunitsbecathe SO9cOnon-

, .. that ia group, of Fr Ch scientists :Called .a confekence : of represen-
-

tatiVes from many countries to meet. With theni '0ndetabIlsh. an',

!-interational set of measures. This group. developed the metric

System which discarded the_ old units, and based all of their units

Oh .the distance froM the' North, Pole to:,th& equator: The mewter .is

the basic, 'unit of 3..ength".in the :metric system. (The .meter was ::.:,

planned to.b.e.. one yten7MilliOnth of :the: distane from the North' l'Ole.:';' .'

to the EqUatoi,4, but recentlY:ali- ,1,0-,,ernAtionaI congress of ScientistS.

- defined the Meter in, relation to. light Wa:veS: The metrie system. '......
. ,

is used -..y .all scientists ire the World 'and is In common 'Ilse in ail%

4/6
-.,...: .,..

. _ . . .

counts es except those in whiCh En048h. is themain. -language spoken.

The National 'Bureau. of. stan44rop in WashingtOn has an accurate
Y

copy of the,meter, a bar. made. (.platinum and iridium; Since 'this

Metal changes. very little in length Wider differentattOSPheric

cOnditiphs, Congress '11-A.s padbed a law that tells what part:Of this
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bar shall be the Official yard in the United.States. This bar is

the standard unit of length.with which all standard units .of-length

in this country are coMparedIf a manufacturer wants to make

measuring,instrumentS0.iiisProducte must .match the official

standard:.-'
-The Rulerfand the Number Line

Measuring segments MaKbe considered the same as comparing the

segment,thatiS to be measured with,a number. 3ine:.

ordinary ruler represents apart of a pumber:11ne on which-the unit

ia'an.indhthis part of the number line starts at zeroand goes to

In the first part of this section it was stated. that` the meter

is the basiciunit,of length .n theMetrid System.' Howeyer,'it

freqUently convenient to usd another. unit to measure 'lengths Which

are smaller than

1001
of a meter.

( labeled in ihches

one meter. This unit is the.centimeter wn

Many commercially mOATUlers have:one edge.

and the othbr in centimeters.

.following picture will helptYouvisualize the size ofioneoenti

meter,.pik its. approximate relationship:to-the inch.

'11centililete 1 .f ar = ----o
Q

.
. 100 t.

,.4.g.
I

..

1.meter . 100 4.
I' -.,.. .

Under Manlaboratory conditions'it is frequently necessary to

Use a.unit'of:M6asure smaller than the centimeter. For these pur-
.,

1 .

poses.scientists.Use a unit which'is- X- of centimeter, called's.
,,,_. ,- I 1 3. . i° A 1

:mialime'ter.' No,4tnat x
1/4) 100

of_a meter. is
1000

of a meter.-

The prefix".milli'n3eAns one- thousandth. The flollowinp 0011-e"
,., 1

will' help fix the.size,of a 1 millimeteunit in our minds.-''''

4

1 I

cm

-I mm.
, * /

k. 1
1 millimeter of a deriVimter.77 o a ',meter.

. 10 ., . .,..,ipoo

1 meter . = 1000 mm.,



4.

i.ltihat'Ilic4r1 on the ruler is below each
on the. e segment?

How. long is
(a), AB.? ,AC?! !....(c)").CD? (d). W`-.; (e) F.G?

f-1).tiaW a :se r, .erit...5'.ipphes long -and divide it into
each Long.

: .

Is ,C1:1r0 :;relation betWeen parts (a):and:'(b) of this
problem?:

4. Convert the fol owing measurements :to th-e unit indicated, write
the steps in de ail.,and state answers in, decimal form.

sections

(a) 17 cm to- Pm.

:(c) 48 o'.,:to cm..

(e) to m.

(b) 3.4 M. to cm..
(d) '357 min., to m.
(f) 9.1'm. to min..

Meaningbf Linear Measurement 7-

_ 7 ,.

*.,,, :,.. A ,,:iinq seginert may be considered as a set: of points.. When7::,a: .:
. _

01ine.,Segjil-nt, is. easured in inches, 1 inch. units, are "placed::Oide.'

7
:,..,..,,

H: by. Sidb!!. ,.On the tine.. Segment so that two consecutive units ha.r0.;:::i,
II.t '

: e

,' exataY. one 'point in common. The SegMent AC -:-.i. the-union of the

etS determined by

.1,-
,,*..

1.1AB -and BC.-.,a,:44 a line segment is. exactly 6.inches merely
is the ,Union Of.iix unit s4egilsfor.ieaChel inch. '

,This ses is a conceptual basis fOrl.inear
k in actual practice:the notion that approxiMatiOn is involved

is paramount.', A similar uSe of union of seta will appear later in,,
connection:with area, and Volume.

B - C.
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2 -3. Measurement of Angles
.

An angle determines three.Petp of point in the plane, the.

set of points in the interior of tpesngle, the set of points in

theexterior.gt4eangle, and:Eeset','OPPoints on the angle

itself. A poiritrjailAlie. interior* angle BAC . ,f ..it is on

4. the s ;side of,1JmeAB. a'spoint 'C, and,onithe same side'of.. i
±7

line', ...ea Anypelii4 in the 'plane wnic4 is not a .

point on the anglezand'hot,a point in ,the interior is a' point in.

the exterior of the:angle.

4 has been ata.04pra4pOly, measure anything you'must
, .

use a unit of the saMeatUre40 the thing, measured. To measure

an angle, an angle ipeneaen,aathe measure. In ,the
:

, following sketch; theA.nterior:Of angle, BAC,' is subdivided so

that angles areformedcharexactlyjlka the unit angle shown.
..., . .

.
The .measure of LBAC, fortIlinit angle, is '7;'ita.Measurement

. is 7 unit angles.
A

UNIT ANGLE

Standard'Unit for Angles

: Jtfst as there are ata14ard units for meaSur4g a line Yetegment.

(inch, :foot, yard, millimetdr,'centiMeter, meterso are there
. .

standard units for measuring an angle. Start with a line.:ancla

point on it. fThrough that point draw 179 rays so that they,

together with the-two rays do the giver) line,'de*mine 180 con-
-,

. gruent angles. These angleP:togethith theirfinteriOri make
A

a half,pianeOgeti'tet wit11:.the_litne Which.determknes it The rays

are numbered.in,-order to 180, forming a;acale. To each

ray corresponds number and conversely. In the lcetch below, only

the ray correspondingto 0 and every tenth ray .thereafter is
0
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,..pirawn. One of tnese.i8O'congruent angles is eelected.as the

'standard unit; its meaSureMent4Stalled'a degree and its measure

!. in degrees, is 1.

A scale like this can be used to measure.arr angle. Place the

angleon the scale with one. side of the angle on the ray that ..

tprrespondssto zerp and the vertex of the angle at the fntersection

ofothe raYs. Theh;the numberwhich corresponds to :that ray along

which the other side of the angle. falls. isjthe measure: of the angle,-.

in degrees. The. -size *.rdeaaurementhe angle is that number of

degrees. . 2

The symbol. for "degree" is "°" so.\that thirty-five degrees may

be written "356".

The Protractor. Since placing an angle on a:scale is

inconvenient,.an.instrument called a protractor is USually. used.

Ihen_the. ,scale can be placed. on the angle,

the scalk,

.1.0.9nsid&Chis drawing:'df a protractor

frOeptipt:Ve.! In the drawinz,two of the

lineAtie on the actual instrument .a po

shown on the curved part,

rather than:the ;angle on

and think cik!le rays

rays are shOW ih dotted.

rtion of each ray is



To measure an angle with:the,.protractor, place the protractor. on

the gle so that point V is on the vertex of the angle and the

Arilay 4zhich corresponds to zero on the:protractor lies on one side
. .

ofthe-angle. Then.thenumber which corresponds to. the protractor

ray which is on the other side of the angle is the measure, in

degrees, of the angle.

An actual protractor'has two scales, one-of which ybu read .

from right to. left and the other from left to right.

Sets of Angles. Angles may be separated into sets according

to their measurement or measures.

An angle of degrees is 'called a right angle.!

An. angle whose measurement is less than 90 degrees is .called

an acute angle. .

An angle whose measure is more than
)
90

is called an obtuse angle.

Perpendicular Lines

and leas than 180

. When two lines interseet,.they are perpendicular if one of the

'angles determined.by.the lines is a right angle. Line segments

perpendiculavif the, lines on them are perpendicular..

In similar fashion a line segment may be perpendicUlar to

ray or to a line. The symbol for "perpendicular ". is

.43

a

are
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Exercises 2-3.

In the next drawing a protractor is shown placed on a figure

with several rays drawn from point A. Find-the measure, in

degrees, of each- or the angles.

(a):LBAK. (b) .:LpAc (c) LEAD (d) LEAH (e) LBAE

:LMAF "(g) LGAM .(1) LMAC 41) LpAE LCAG

(k). LICAF (1) LHAF

2. Detbribe how to use a protractor to construct an angle whose

(a) measurement is 200 .

(b) measure, in degrees,. 61...

2-4., Area
. 4

The most familiar of the simple.closed curves, the rectangle,

is.a.dour -sided figure (ina plane)'which has a right angle at each

.its fdur Corners. Under this definition is a square a

.rectangle?, . .

If the lengtil and width of a rectangle are denoted by...1

linear units and.W linear units, respectively, then the

perimeter of a rectangle = (2Z+ 2u) linear units. .Note parti-

Cularly that 2 and w are measures so .that the measure, of the width

in the'linear unit being used = and the width of the rectangle:,

is equal to (4) linear units.
1

Opposite sides have equal lengths and intersecting sides are

perpendicular.

If a rectangle is 6 units long.and 3. units wide, then the

rectangular closed region can just be6eVered by unit square

:1



areas as shown.
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the large. rectangle

effirMari
MIME=
INEBEESSE

the union of the eighteen small rectangles? With respect to the

"union" concedinote the similaritYbetweenthe measurement of this'.

.rectangular closed region and the measurement of 'a line Segment.
.

The measure of the area is, then, by definition, the nu-tither of

unit -square closed regions. There is an easier way to get the num-

ber than by counting. them.

Using/ and w , as defined above,

area of a 'rectangle w square units.

Exercises 2-4

1. A farmer.has had a rectahgular garden for a number of years.-

He knows that the length of wire-feriae around it is 500\.feet

and.has found by experience thathe uses a 100 - pound. bag of

fertilizer on it'each year. One spring he decides to enlarge

his garden so it will be twice as long and twice as wide,.

Since the.old-fence is worn out anyway he: throws it away. He

then goes to the hardware storeand orders 1000 feet of-.fencing

and 2 hundred-pound bags of fertiliZer; Is this order reason.--

Able? Why or why not?

(a) A rectangle is 3 units long and 2 units wide. 'If-

another rectangle is twice as long bUt naS the same width,.

how AD the areas of the two rectangles compare?' ,Draw a

figure illustrating the answer. Do the same if the new

-.rectangle has the samelength as'the original one but

twice the width. * .

(b) Doesthe reasoning used in part (a) depend.on the'par -

ticular measures,. 3 and 2? If'nOt, Write a statement

45
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.

telling the effect on the area of doubling-the length- of

aavrectangle:, On doubling the width.

3. .(a) If a reCtanglehas length and width of 3 units and

2 units, what is.the effect on the.area of doubling both.

length and width ?' Draw a figure to illustrata your Con,

cluSion. Use mathOthatidalThotationtto:describathis

situation for a_ general rectangle.

(b) In the rectangles of part (a) compare the two-perimeters.

Write a statement'telling the:effect On the perimeter ofa.

rectangle of'doublin both .length and width. Is this true:

fora any. rectangle?

. A farmer found that it took 2110 ifeet.pf.fenCe to go around

his rectangular farmyard. He. noticed that one of the sides is

40' feet long. How long id each of .the, other sides. Let- x

stand for the number 'of 'feet in the width and write anumber

.sentence describing this problem.

5. In the' figure belOw; D,. E, F are theAddpoin,tSof the sides:

Let a stand for the number Of:unitsAn.the length of segment

AF.

Libel with an. 4 all the SegMents which have the same length

as, AV, Similarly, let b" be the number of. units in. the

length of 'AE and c the number of units in the length of' B.D.

Write number sentences for the number of units in-the perimeters

of ACED and LABC.

In the previOus sets of exercises EnglislCunits-were used in

lindingperimeters and areas of closed'regions.',Now consider the

use of some of*themetrid units. .ThedbetriO'units for linear

measurements were the meter, the centimeter and the millimeter. The

corresponding Metric units Tor area measurement are square closed.



regions haing. edges.which measure 1 meter, l centimeter, and

1:millitheter respectively.

How many squaroe.millimeters are there in a square centimeter?

7. How many square centimeters are there'in a square meter?

3. ..,.

How many square Millimeters are there in a square meter?.- -

A ruEi is 2 meters by 3 meters Find its perimeter.and area.

.10. The floor of a room is in the shape of .a recangle.

The length and width are measured_as 4 meters,dna 3 meters.

There is a cloSet 1 meter. long and 1 meter Wide built in one

corner.. Find the floor area of the room (outside the closet).,

2 -5. BeCtangIllar. Prism

A'-figure shaped like that shown in the next diagram.will be

.referred to...as a rectangular prism; most, rooms have this shape.

The flatsidea%Of the prism, each lying_ in a plane, are called its

faces 'e.g., ABCD. Note that each of the six faces is a closed

rectangular region. For each face of:the prism there.is .justone

-.other face that does not meet it; these are called opposite faces.

OppOite faces*actually:lie iri'parallel planes and are.:,4ongrUenf..

The'set.of all` pOints lying on the six faces con'stitutethe prism.-
The .prism has an interior; if you ,walki a room which has the

shape of a rectangular prism'you are Wal ing in.the interior. of the:

:Since two planes-which: intersect must intersect in a line, two

faces Which are not opposite must'intersRct in points that. lie on a

line, actually the points of a line segment. These segments are

called the edges. of the prism.. How many edges are there on a.

rectangular prism? Some of.' these edges have the same length. 'How

many different.-lengths could there bs:among the *edges? There are

on the prism certain pointsawhere thzRe faces intersect, or what

amounts to. the same thing, where three edges intersect. These

points...are called vertices (singulgr:. vertex):of the prism. How.

many,vertice's are there?

. As you noticed,:paraliel edges haVe'the same length,' hence,

there can be at. most three different lengths.., In the figure

47



below, the number of units:in the lengths of three edges have been

marked as 2 , ,and h; ;these letters were chosen since the lengths
o-

of

2

the edges' in the three,possible directions are often called the

length, width, and height of the prism. Since all the faces are
.

orectwizi;u1a... closed regions, their areas can be 'found readily; the

sum of the areas of all the faces is called 4.7he'surface area of the

--.;reCtangular prism.

%. Volume : 4

The t.e4:m rectangular solid frill ,refer to the set of points

--,*;4:0.:ts the union of a redtangularprism and its. interior. To

.measure this, .rectangular solid; y.4 find. its volume. This Volume,

will, be referred :to as the-volume of the' prism; the,las:t.phPue is

a figure of speech since.actually a prisM'does not have volume,.

though it does have-area. When yOu-measures. volume, youpick out

.some convenient unit'of volume and see how many such units are

necessary to make up the so11

The term "volume of the interior, rectangular prism" can
.1

be used in thesame manner as,the term
tareale-t17101-Pr of a

rectangle" was used. The Volume.-!WPhe,;'.inter$W:::0:sfl,.

prism is' equal' to/the volume og Vanit4.*".0,*
What must you, know. in order,to.

prism.? This procedure 'of. finding the volume of

area of the lase and height withoUtneedingto know tl 's

of the base will be used ag4in WhenOth#00s and O.

considered..



If all the edges of a'rectangUlar prism are known, the area of

the basecan:be foUnd readily, then the volume; If a rectangular
. prism a units by b units by c units, has as base the face

Whose area is a.x b' 'square units, its voluMe Would be

c x (a.x b)' cubic units. Nowstand the priSm on end .so that the

b. by c face iS:the base. Using previously stated ideas,the

volume of the solid should be written as a x (b x .c) cubic. units.

Resting the prism on Its third ace,' the:volute-is b x,(a'x c)
.

. cubic units. . Since it is the same solid in different positions we
have

c (ax X/(lo x c) b X. (a c).

EXrcises

1. 'A room is 15 feet long,/ 12 feet wide, and 9 feet, high; there

are five windoWs in th walls, each 3 feet wide and :6...feet

high.

4a) How many asphalt tiles, each 12lnches by 12 inches,' will

be'necessary to tile the floor?

(b) How.many tiles will be necessary if each is 6 inches by

,

Y'jlow much wall,, surface is there, not cou ing the window6?

In finding 'yoUr answer does it Matter Ofte the windows

are .placed? .

.(d). Hpw many quarts of paint are necessary to paint these

walls if a pint, Of paint will cover 66 square feet?

2: A. trunk is 3 feet long, 18 inches wide, and 2 feet high. The

edges ars-all,reinforced with strips of brass, How much brass

stripping is neCes'sary? ..EXpress the answer in inches, in feet,'

and in yards. ' - k'
. .

. A cube isa rectangular -prism for which all the edges are con-
. .

gruent so all the faCesare square ciosed regions. How many
.

square;ihthes-Df-Wood.:dre.heeded to .make a CoVeredcubical box

with edges ;of.. 18 incAles eache HoW many square feet?

Let 1', w, h stand for the nuMbers of units ,in the length,

width, andhOight Of a rectangular prism.

(a). Write a number sentence 'telling how to-find':the number,

S,' of square units in the surface area. 'N

S.



.Write a number s ntence.telling ho to get the total
. .

I number, E,, of its .of length in all he edges.

Trite a.statementte ling how to find the number of cubic. units,

in a rectangular pri M:if the number of.square units in the'

)paapand the number f units in' the height. are.known...

.A rectallgUlSrbOx i h. units highand has a base .whose area

is 33 'square units Write-a7number sentence showing how to.

get number, V, if cubic units of volume in its interior

the. nUm s h and B are known. Notice:that this-is just

mathematical senten e'fOr the Statement yoU'made in Problem

If 1, wt. h, stand or the number of units in the length,

and height of a rectangular prism, write a number sentence

telling how-to find the numberof cubic units, V, of VolUm

the interior of the solid.

Hom..many cubic inch -stare thef.e in a ubic4'oOt? How many

cuic..feet are in a ubic yard? Show how to obtain these

elusions.

9.' (a) In a..3inch.cub (a cube eachedge pf which is 3 inche

what is the'vol e of the cube?

(b) Is it larger or allpr than 3 cubic nchep? Be:Very.

careful 'not to confusOhevolumaof 3--inch' cube with
,

e of a
.

c1 ube, is

it always true that the volume. of an / nch cube is

greater than :4/ cubieinOhes?

a. measured volume Of0 cubic incheS-.

.(c) If/ is the,number.of inches in the 0

a:rectsngulax"prism,i8 2A'nches long and inch /Wide,- what
41,

:

isits height if the rectangular. solidis' to have/a volume of

1 eubicAnch?

11. 'Tell what will be the. effect on the volume. o airectangular

prism if all its measurements are tripled? at will be the

' effect if two are doubled and one tripled?

12. An iron rod is to beflmade with -square Gros section 1 inch

on a side.: If as cubic foot Of iron were molded into this shape,

how:longwodld the rod be? Express the answer in inches,' in

feet,. and* n Yard.



13. 'If a building were, a one -mile cube, that is a cube 'one mile on

an edgeWOuld there be space for the whole pOpulation ,pr the

United States 1 . 6..bout: 176,000,000)? For the popula'610n
n L.

China (about .6106,000,000)? Could the population..::g AOt

countries together be ad'coodated? (Allow 10 40.1.tisP'per

.person.). -

. The iength,: Width; and height of a .rec angular prism .are
1 . 1

measured' S 10T-inches,
0-

inches, and 3.f. inches, Find the

v,OlUrile of its interior from these measurements.

15. The floor plan of a room is as shown:.

15. 1

How manly square feet of wall-to-wall carpeting would be

necessary for the floor? What is- the volume of the interior

of the room if it is 9 feet high?

16. A pantry, the floor of 'which is h ft. by 5 ft. , is 9' ft. high.

It contains a deep freeze which is 2 ft. by 3 ft. 1:)[ ft.

How many cubic feet-of space are left in the room? Express

the answer also in cubic yards.

In the preceding exercises volumes were calculated in terms cf

cubic yards, cubic, feet and cubic inches. Some metric units for

measuring volumes are the cubic meter, cubic -centimeter and cubic

millimeter. A cubic centimeter and a cubic millimeter are 15Ictured

below.

f

OR" icrw:r
icm

I -cubic centimeter

1mm.

1mm_

cubic millimeter

4 .



...:'

.17., How many cubic millimc,
t
'die in 1 cubic:Centimeter?.

18:. HOw many cubic centimeters in 1 cubic meter?

19. 'How many cubic millimeters in.1 Clbic(meter? ,,'

.-'..t-,.

20: DraWa.cube 3:Cm...on each edge. .Draw alsokpectangulgr pllism
.s. ,

. _

whose volume is 3 cubic centimeters.. Which haa-tha greater

volume`'

21. The length; width, and.heightof'a rectangular prism are

2.meters, 3 meters, and meter. knnd its total surface area
,

!,;. ..,:y:

'and its;..yoilim6.. .
.,.

..

22. Suppose thatin a room 5.meter
.

long, 4 meters wide,;:add.3

Meters high, a closet is built in one corner. .T.11ss:clOset tuna:,

lo:the ceiling and:has a base 1 meter oh a:side Find .the

'volume of-the room WithOut.the Clost.

'Dimension

Oonsid'er'.Vw5,,E.11es side by:side.ata point. A by the base-'

board of a 1400m. One of them .is trying tO:direct the other,to,

draw],to.aI.UmA..:::of sugar ,which is also bythe baSebbird:

direction dOes.bc-needto give?
. .

4 FT..

PresUmably all he needs to say is "Fcillow the baseboard this Way:

for four feetH-you cantt miss it!'.'. The'complee description of.

Where the, sugar is loCated.by the baSebbard cad,0:e given by.one:

number and one direction. .For this reason the edge of7Ahe room is

called one-dimensional, Of course, the section of tasei,pard.

followed may be a single segment, or'May.turn one Or more corners,.

'so any segment or simple closed curve is-Cne-dimensional,

If the lump of sugar S .is.Somewhereout.id the mfddle of the .

flOor; thistoresents more of a problem to the directink,fly. His

friend cannot. get there at all byf011oWing.thebasebArql: How can

he give directidhs? .0ne7of the simpler ways would be as shown below.



litFollow the baseboard this way !for fOur feet. Thep turn to :thS

lett so youare headed pOrpendlOtgar.tos the baseboard and crawl for

this Case.. When the lgthio,:ot sugar was inteto the
. _

rectangle it_was found convenient toUse'twb pUmbera

tl.Ons para114.:to!. an edge of the 'room -CO. diabribe its lOd4tiOn..

Fox' this the set interior to: a rectangle i(or any simple ....

closed Tcurve),`
. ,

If the lUmp of sugas''n-Ot on the PidOr at all VIA is some,.

where else in'; the. . q , ,

or example, , SOpended_ from the peliing .by

string,the problem gireot106.jpa4der still
,

The directiOt4 then might go like this -,awe, this way .along the

,b0eboaPdfoi.' four feet, then .turn to Vie left:; and, proceed along

tie floOm:pOrpendicUlar to the. baseboard for. six feet.. You will
. ,

then be directly under thesugai-. To 6etto:the sugar fly directly

Up. for two feet". This time three numbeis and three dii,ections

parallel to an edge of the room have been used to describe hoW to

get to the point S,, ^so the4 interior Vf;*bhe room. (that is, the
,-
interior of rectangular sbljd) called three -dimensional.

On the ba.$is of the above discusion What dimension' woUld you

want to give a point ?::



dimension.Roughly th m of the set, in the 'fly moves sho'w.§'
:. . , . .. .

how much fr edOM' of m6ion he has. If he stay in the: one- '...

dimension set Vonsisting of the floor's edg he can ,only move -,-. ,

' one way r the o her along this edge., If he way..ga. anyt'Where" in the

two -di ension-al et inside, the, rectd.ng.ular edge he can 0a.1,41 all

over:the floor.: If he is2:'merelk7 confined ti the three-dimensional

set interior to he roam; he can fly all -.aver thp room;

Entaish Units

1g. 1 ft.
3 'ft rycl

16i ft. .= I rd.
'320 rd. = 1 mi.
5280 .fp,.;

TABLES,. FOR REFERENCE

Metric 'Units a'.
. Measdrements teengtky:

10 millimeter .!(mth.) centiniet.er (cm.
;100 cm.

.;,

1,000*m. . kilometer (19n.)

; . . Measurements of Surface

9 sq. ft., r,

160 sq
43,560 sq. ft. I:=

040 acres

1 ,sq. :ft. *" lop' sq. 3 .= ^1:eSlS
1 s'4. yd:". 10;000 s4.' Om: '1: sti.
1. acre m. = . 1 s4

*. .
.1 sq. Mi.-

MeasurethentS ,of Valume

1 cti. ft.
1 cu. yd.

Metric and Engli

iz.'1,000 au. mm.

.00';QQ0 cc

sh Equiralents,

cm:.
m..

kg.

5 .

%. 1. syd .

ti o.62
ti 39.37 in..

2.2 db..:

1.05 qt.



Chapter, 3

PARALLELOGRAMS AND TRIANGLES

. Two Linet on a Elane ;:

Figure 3-42.40ws that the intersection of 1,ines ..N.and 2.2
-4

is 'point. A... gays-On AB and AC. (Recall that AB
-1

4aps the raY-with A'.aspendpeiint and containing point B) . Rays

on .e are AE and
1

bbse've that"-the are four angles formed by the rays in

Figurela: angle BAE, angle BAD, angle, CAD, and angle CAE. .

Thesearges shall be spoken Of as anglesformed-by..e, and.2;,
c

.

'Ielp shall Speak of two intersecting lines. as determiningfourangIes,
. .

AngLes CAD and DAB have a common ray, RcD;, and aooMmOn

vertex, point A. AnyftwO:angles which have a COmmon,ray, a common

vertex, andwhose intdriorz; have no point incommOn are called
. - d ,-J.-.?:- ..

'..0.adjacent angles, Thus, aqgus'"CAD and DAB are adjacent angles.

. Angles -BAD and EAC- are not adjacent angles, but they are

_. __both forAed byrayt_on the two lines ,,e and de . When two lines
4.1

_ 1 ____ __. . .

.- intersect, a paii,:of non- .adjacent angles formed by these lines'are

et,A....pallea vertical angles. Note that here ".vertical" is not assO-.-.
,- . .

"&lated with "horizontal." Thus angles-Wa, and CAD are a pair..
.

of vertical. .

.

.

.....,

angles ,u,

Two intersecting Ithes separate a plane into four. regions..

Each ofiChelp. fOur regions, is the interior of an angle.. ;The

interior of-each angle is 'the intersection of two half-planes. Th6:-

1:''Itersection4of the shaded half7plane determined.q and. the

shOhled half,plahe-determined by 1.2 is shoWn in Figure 3 -lb:' The

`55
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intersectim'of.these two half-planes is.the interior o4 angle BAE.

The interiorof, angle: CAD ,is the fntergectionof-the two 'remain -
ing

.7

ing Unshaded half-plantS. These two ghgles,gle BAE and. angle
. .

.CAD, are Arerticial angles. .

9

.

t' -A
a. . .

4,

I,

Figlite,3-1.b
4

rf .

th6 sumA the, measures. in degrees of two angles 'is 180j
the angles are called supplementary angles. In Figure-3-7lb, the r

shaded'angIes BAE and BAD are supplementary. These supplemen

.

tarp-angles are :also adjacent angles. Kdkever,..supplementary

angles need, not be .adjacent angles. :

T6' indicate the number1 of units in an''/.angle, the symbol

ollbwedbl..thenameof9 the:angleltenclosed in parentheses will be

sed. For examrlle, m(LABC). pearls the number of units in angle

ABC. :My angleanbe used as a unit of measure, but in this

chapter.'the degree will., be used as the standard unit. Thus when

You:wrtte 111(LABQ 4.(Z angle ABC is a .degree (140(1).)

angle. NOte that since. m(LABC) a number 111(/ ABC) = /1,0,1

hot "Th(LABC) 4e."4

4
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Exercises 3-1

in answering' 1 through 3;

1, (a) NaMe the angles adjacent to LJKM,

/ (b) Name the angles'adjaCent to LJKL.

2. (0., Name the angle which with LJKM completes a pair of

Vertical angles..
. .

(b) WhentwOliAes intersect in a point. ho0 many pairs of
4

vertical angles are formed?:

3. (a) Use aprotractor to find the measures of trieyertical

angles:, LJK4 and ZLLKN.

(b) "Draw sets of two intersectinglines as in Figure 3-16.

liary the.size of the angles between the lines. With.a.

protractor find the measures-of each pair of vertical'

.antles.

(c) What appears to be.true concerning the measures of a pair

of vertical angles?

.PropertyWhen two lines'inteTseqt, the two angles:-ineach

ti

pair Of Vertical angles which are formed have

equal.measure,orare congruent.3.

The following figure? is similar to Figure 3710. Let x, y,

and 'z represent the angles .LKJ, 4144,,

tiveiy. The an0.es are indicated in this way in the figure.
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Copy .and complete the folloWirig statements:

(a). m(Lx) + m(LY)i= ? ..

i(b) If 111(a) is knOwn,' how-can 'you find m(A). .How

can yOu find m(Lz)?.

(c). Write. your answer for' part (b) in the form of a

number. sentence as iedOne in parte,'(a) and (b) by

copying and completing the' following:,,

e(Lx) ? -

m(Zz) =_.

(d) Write a number qentence to show the relation between

m(Lx) and m(Lz).

a

3 -2. Parallel Lines and Corresponding Angles.

.A line which intersects two or more lines in distinct points

a. transversal of those lines.

From. the vertex of angle T thereais a a b
In FigUre 3-2a, t is'a transversal.

ray which extends upward on line t.
c d

Thit ray contains.a ray 4 angle b.

Also, the-interiors of angle and

angle f are on the pame,side og

the transversal t. Angles placed

in this. way are called corresponding

angles.

1

are cut by the transversal t,
-

and lies r
1

and r do riot

(-+
.inters ct, in the language of sets,

12

Figure 3-2a

t

Figure 3-2b
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r ,t is not the empty set,

r
2

.n t .is not.the empty set,
,

r
1

fl r
2

is.t4 empty set.

That r1 and r
2

are parallel. Neither r
1

nor r2

parallel to. t.

. Exercises 3-2.

Use:Figure 3.2a to answer Problem 1.

(a). .Name another pair Of corresponding angles on,thesame

side of the t fisversal as angles. b and f. .

llow'manipairs 'f corresponding angles are in Figure 3 -2a?

(c) If the measures of L a and L e. are. 90, what you

say about the mea ures of all the.angles in ,Figuie

(d) If the measures o La and L e are 90, are angles. h.-

and b supiaemen ary angles? Explain..

2. 'In the following tab using fig. 2b,:predict.whether rl and r2

intersect and, if so, where... Make a drawihg to 'check Your'bredictier
. .

Measure of .L a
. .

in deCreeS in degrees

Of. Lb
.;

Intersection of °.

r - and r
21

50

50

'50

8d
50:

.

.

' 40

.

3. Use Figure

I

the table and complete it.

Measure f-

in degrees

l'1ea .ure of p:

in degrees

and L2

Are

Parallel

.

Intersect

above t-

InterSect

trelcw--t

(a) 120 1 I0 .

(D)
-

120.

.

1 0

(c) 120 X30

(d) 0 : 1'0-
.

.

(c).' 90 90

(f) 96
. .f

.0
.

.

no
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Figure 3-2c

As a-5:,'esuItof,these.problems we

propertiss

ProOeft;y2: When, in the same olans, a transversal inter
.

sects two lines and a pair of.corresponding

Angles have different measures:then the'lines

intersect,

Property When, in the same plane, a transversal inter-

sects two lines and a pair of. -corresponding

angles are congruent, then the.lines are

.parallel.

3-3. Converbes

Certain statements are written in the form, "If . . ther7

. . .," for example,

.(a). "If two.anglesare Vertical 'angles, then the angles,

L_Lhave the same measure."

Suppose a new statement is made by, interchangin 64.11:4'
.

part and t14 "then" 'part. Thus, - "
(b) tyro angles-!hae thc same measure, thenheangies

are vertical angles.' A'statement obtained 'by such an

.interchange is called a conversdstatement.. In the

example above, (b). 'is called the converse of (a).

Since such an interchange in: W.,' brinc,s us back. to
,

(a), yoU can elso'%call .(a): thcconveroe Of. (b).



If you interchange. the parts of a 'true statement, will the hew.

,statement always be true?.

"If Mary and Sue are sisters, then Eary.and Sue are girls."

Converse of 1:! "If Na'J2y and Sue are girls, then Mary and Sue

aresipters." Is the original statement true? Is the converse

also true?:

NOw consider the nemt statement: .

'2.. "If Lief the son of Eric, then Eric is the father o

Lief."

Converse of 2: "If Eric is. the, father of Lief, then Lief is

the son of Eric." Is the original. statement true? Is the converse

.,rue? .

These two illustratiohs show that, if a statement'is.true, a

converse obtained by interchanging the "if" *part and ,the "then!'

part, may be ,true or. may be false.

3. Is. statement (a) above, dealing with veftical angles,

Isthe converse stg;ement, (b), true? One cannot accept;
-faconverse statementip true statement as always being true.

acerci8es 3-3
f:

121aWa which a converse of statement ( )- in

Section 3-3 is not.true. Mustany)two angles_ich have the

samemeasure always be vertical angles?

2: For each of the following statements write

statement is always true: "false" if. the statement is some

times falSe.

(a): If Blackie is a dog; then Blackfie is a cocker spaniel.

(b).,If Robert is the tallest boy in his school, Robert isthe

: tallest boy in his class.
ti

(c) If an animal:is c_hOpse, the animal has. fourA,egs.

3. Write a converse for each, statement in Problem 2 and tell

whether. it is or,false. '

Read the follo ".true" if the statement

is alwayS tr4; "L'lsif,theisicatement dS sometimes
(a) If a fig re 4:s-a then the figure is a. simple

Closed c

tb) If a fig _ire is ,a simple..closed.curve c:ompos6d of three

'line ments,' th-cil the figure is a triangle. '

;

\
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If two angles are, congruent, they are right anges.

If two:lines are.parallel, then the lines have no point

in common.

If twoangles are. supplementary, they are adjacent.'

If two adjacent angles are both right angles, they are

supplementary.'

`Write a converse statement for the following Property..

Property 2a: If, in the same plane, a transversal

intersects 'two lines, and a pair 'of corresponding angles

are congruent, then. the lines are parallel.

Is the converse. true or false?

Write a converse statement for Property 2: If, in ,the same

plane,. a transversal intersects two lines, and a pair of

corresponding angles have different measures, then the. lines

intersect. Does the converse :statement seem to be true or

false?

. Can a converse for a false' statement be true? If so, can4ou

give an, example?

co

fD

. .

In the-diiiiiiiing:alyOVe,1 is. a transversal for 2,..s7hd

3' 2 _, 3
/ t is a,. t r an S 1/PE.:4-1 is a tr S,X..te r's al

for and are t4x.e4. pdint s and AB,

BC, ' and CA a.re-, segrileritS them 3i;:iikkrs. The union of

three points not on :t1--.',Satire*-.14:e:\afid .tfw -:0t1)-rient s joining them in

pairs his called 'a .triangle3.':';'0Ur 4ng to this defini-

tion, contains triangle:,-.4.%. and C are



called the vertices

and CA are called

. triangles that

isosceles triangles.

called equilateral.

called:scalene.

57.
r

of the riange and the, segments 123, 'BC;

the sides.of,.the triangle.

haves atleast two Congruent sides:are called'

If th'Pee sidesare pongruent the triangle is

If no. two sides are'congruentjtp triangle is .

The union_ of ,AB, and AC is called "Leriang1T..ABC4

Notice that .poin5t C and B are the .only points.'61ia.red by

angle .A: and side BC. A4le 'A and side BC. are said to bp-

oppoSite each other because th4 4 intersection ConsiSoniy:of the

endpoints of BC.' Is LB 4iCi,itote W0Why?

Property 3: In' an isoScltPiangle the angles opposite

congruent sides are congruent

You can convince yourself that Property3:is true .by drawing

isosceles and equilateral trianges, and by measuring the. angles

opposite the Congruent sides.

SiMilarly the converse of Property 3 can be cheCked by drawing

triangles 1 1th'a pair oengles, or three angles; congi'u nt and: .

measuring- the sides .opposite these. angles. ,;.

Exercises.3-.4

.1. If a triangle i6 isosceles, is it aleo equlqateral? Explain

your an,swsi.,

If a triangle is equilateral,js ycialso isosceles? Explain

',your answer.
.

3. (a) Could a triangle be represented by fOiding the; soda -

straw,shola,hin this.figurST?, pcplain YPur. answer.

zn

.

('b) -Could a triangle be ,represented,by .folding; he

shown hene2 Explain your answer.,

soda straw

V
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(c) State .a property about the _lengths of the sides of a

triangle as suggested by your observations in parts

(a) and (b).

3-5. Angles of a"\-Triangle

The figure shows a property

.angle of triangle.

,

CQRNER

about the 'Sum of the measures o

B

.
CORNER C

: !$...11,;

D. A
The, following figur.es:,show 'another Way o

. the sum: the- angles of d';Criangle.

C
fihding out about

.(aY
, 7)

. -4
Consider' the. triangle 'ABC and the rays-- AP and BQ shown

RS is drawn through point C so `that the meaSure-

..c5frand 'the measure of 4/y! are equal. Here. a new notation;

y! ubed; yt is read "y, prime." (In this problem this nota-

'pion"' is. used in naming angles.)

64



Use a property

whenever you cat::

'(a) Is RS parallel.C..to

(b) What kind pf.,ah.01CS.
marked

(c) What kind;,of..a.h!41eS

marked z :

mez ..m(L

m(L x) m(L y) m(L

A.13?

are the pair b.7.argleg;
Is m(L x) = m(Z X!)?;'

arp the pair of angles

Is m(Z z) = m(Z zi)?

x'.) + m(L. + m(L z

x) + Y) + m(L 2) is the sum of the measures:

of the angles of the triangle.

m(L ) + m(4 y') + m(L zi ) 180

(h) m(L M(Z m(L z) = 180.

(i) 4- Therefore the sum of the measures of

of. the triangle is 18041.,.

::This' is a proof of Property 14.

Property The sum of the measures in degrees

Why?

Why?

Why?

the angles

1

Why?

why?

Why?

Why?

of the angles

of ; ;any triangle is 180

.Notice that .in this proof Just any triangle Was,.drawn. Does

this proof aptly ,to all triangles? .you .are in doubt about this,

iyou might draW some other triangles quite. different in. shape'-from

the one in this section,, label points, angle sments, rays, and

lines' in the Barrie way. 'Then; try the proof "above for the'

you have drawn.



. What is° the measulf.e.,;of each angle of an equilateral tri`dngle2
What is the measure of the `third ,angle' of.uthe triangles if ,txo. -1

. . . ,
of the angles of ,,,,:triangle ',have the followihg measures?,;
(4) 40, and 80 :,1;';''

(b) 100 and
(9.) 70 and '.:1+05

.- (d). 80 ,'4n4',180 4-4'0 , t,
Suppose one angle iikerkSiSOsaeles triangle haS a measure of
50. Find the measures: of. Ow 6-ther.twc5 angle. ,Ar two e:,

,,different se :4 of ansi4er'S postiblO .

..,

. ,JIB two triangles, . ABC -:aild's. DEE, ,:are,draWn-:s'o that
i...m(L. BAC) = m(L EDF.) = m(Z.BbAii..!.1::r1(.-Z..E.Fli),' what will be true

:
. ., ,

......about angles ' ABC and DEF? 4.i.,4pon .what propertY is your
. . . ,

answer .based?..
In, each of the faillowfng the measures of certain parts of the
triangle ABC ere given; those of -the sides in inches and

.those of the angles in degrees. You are asked to find the
.

4, measure of some other part. In each case, tiVe: your reason.,

Given , ,. 'Find , . Property

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

-

m(L ABE) '_ 6o, fl(Z, BcA) -1.-. ko.

m(L CAB) 'f= 52, m(Z BCA) = 37.
m(L ABC):,.-.. 40, m(I5S).= 2,

.

9i(Z CAB)

m(ZABC)

m(L ACB),

m(L BCA)

m(AC):!

.

1

tiand m(AC) = 2.
M(AB) m(AC).= 3, m(BC) = .

.m(L BAG) = .100, m(LBCA) = 40,
, .

and m(q)..= it. ,
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6. In the figure at th7.....4(144.11t,'ti
. and t ape.

(at Does "m.(Z y) = M(L.n)?
Why?

Does. (Z y)

Why?

Try to pj'ove. that .

m(L n u).
. .

In problem 6, it has heen shown that.7the measures :of, angles.

and b yin the figure beloW are equal if.. line r .:.1:8 'parallel,.
.

to FY. ..jUstethis property -to prove that the sulm .of the .rneastires
,

of the angles of triangle DEF shown '1_86.

Parallelograms.

In the following figure, , 3:: and k2 represent

lines., Lines a, b, and .c are ,Perpendidular to gO

through. three points: D,: E, and F. of K1. That is, the.
lengths of. FA; E13,,; and DC are the distances from E,
D to: fine k2. One often draw: a .small. square,; as in the figure,

at A, to indicate .tEat an angle is intended tO.be a right:

angle.`.



C,

Figure ..3,76a

. In Figure .3-6a, FA;: EB, . and DC represent. segments which -

are equal in length. This common length., is. called the distance .

betWeen lines kl and 4:c2. ThUs the dist4Ce betWe.'tiao narailel

lines may be described as the length of any teg,thent:contained. in a^

`perpendicular to the two lines, and haVing an endpoint on

each of ,the lines.
Any simple closed curve which is a. 'funion°of segments may be

called a polygon: . The word nsolygonn is applied ti).:cUrves

are not simple, bUt any polygon in this chapter w1.14. be a simple

closed curve. Unless it is indicated bthqrwiaeto t is understood

a polygon lies In a plane., 0
Polygons with different numbers .'of aides (i.e. ,..segments) are

,

; given special. pamps! A. polygon mi:th three a, -tri -

angle. Similarly a. polygon with four sides 40 ca.11Od:., a qua

lateiial-;,' and a polygon. with -five: sidesc is called O. pentd.gon.

qUad'rilateraf,tWO .sides (segMents)7. whih .do not Intersect are

cal .e OVIDOS etts es. . .

particukgey impartant kind Of quadrilateral ;he

paraillOgram. ThiS is a qua.drgateral WhOde. opposite sicles;11;e

on para4lei lines. IftWo Segthents lie on= parallel liries'3140':.
.4ASeiment..are said 'to'; be Tips, kt.Ais

oppOsite =Ekes ,of. 'a parallelogr;axil 1.7e i.paP:s.gel, 4
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Property Opposite sides'of.a parallelogram are parallel.

and cdt!kruent.

This property of congrUenCecan be checked by4measuring

opposite.sides of severalparallelograms.

.._ .Exercies_3-6r_

I. The followingquestions refer to:

a figure Which is a quadrilateral,

'-as suggested by the drawing:: Each

.A;Aluestionowever,-involveS a .

':idifferent :quadrilateral,.

AL is .parallel :to OM, LM

is parallel to KO, . KLhas
:a length of .3 'in.: and OK'

a length of 6. in. ..%What area

'the lengths of LM and OM?

(b) KLCIOMI is the empty set, -LMTIOK:iS.the'empty

has a length of 4 in., and OM is three times

as liM. *Find the. lengths of KL' and. OK.
4-) 4-) .

( c ) LM110K is the empty set, ONTIKL. is not the empty set.

Can two opposite sides .have the same length?' Can both

pairs of opposite sides have this property? (Draw.figures

to illustrate( this.)

2, Draw a parallelogram and tuticarefully,a/ong its.sides..The

resulting paper represents the interior,of the parallelogram.

Draw a diagonal (a line jOining opposite vertices) and cut the

paper-along-this diagonal... Compare :the two triangularpieces.

What do you conclude about these triangular pieces ? CarrY out

the same process for twoother parallelograms. Of different
. .

shapes.. Write a statementthat appears to be true on the basis

of your experience in the problem. A*.

In triangle .ABC shoft.at

the right, assume that the

segments AB, DL, EM,- FG

are parallel; aSsuMethat;

the segments AC..and'JG are.

parallel; and, assume that

the segments BC and aE:
are parallel.

69
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List the parallelograms
0:

in the drawing., (There

should be 10 paral!,,

lelograms6)

.(10) Without measuing,liot the segments

figure which are congruentto

(c)

yj

n the above' ..'

Without measuring, list othe segments ilrthe

figure which are'congrueilt to BK.

Without measOring; list thesegments,in

figure which are congruent to Y. 2'

3-7. Areas

If the

as shown ih

above

the above'
6.

of Parallelograms and. Triangles

Sides of a parallelogram are extended.by dotted lines,.

to Figure.3-7a,

Figure 3-7a

there are several pairs of parallel lines cut by a tranpverSal.

By making use of the converse of Property 2a, one can oprify

PrOperties 6a and 61:i about the angles of a parallelogram.

Property 6a:, The angles of a parallelogram:at two consect.1-

,' tive vertices are supplementary.

Property 6b: The angles of a parallelogram at two opposite

vertices are congruent.

Acd,ording to the results above, what can you conclude about

the parallelogrdm L A, is,a right angle? If the figure is

not a rectangle then. Z:A, and L B. are.Qot right angles,.

one of them is an acute angle. Why? Suppose the acute angle is

L A. From point D, draw the segment DQ perpendicular to the

*se -703 of the parallelogram as shown in the figure at the
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, )right.. Since AD and BC are con-
.

gruent, imagine the triangle AQD

moved rigidly, that is, without,

changing its size and shape, into

the position of triangle BQIC.

]±e-stx i Llie el, en=

sion of AB. Why?

The figure QQ!CD4 i&therefore a rectangle. Moreover-the

Pectangle ..Q9,1CD and the parallelogram ABCD are made up of

pieces of the same size. To' find the area of the parallelogram it

is drily necessary therefore to.find the area of.the,rectangle.
4

Notice that the base AB of theparalleIogram is congruent to

the side QQ.1 the(--> rectangle. QD "is a segment perperidiCular to
( ) .

. the parallel, lines AB 'and CD_ and is called, an altettide Of the .

parallelogram to the base AB.
4.

On the .basis of the_discusgionabove the.. statement

holds; The number of square units of 'area in the parallelogram is

the product of.the number. f linear units in the base-and the num-
,4

ber of linear units in the altitude to this base.

Consider any triangle' ABC as

shown at the right. Ehrough C and,

B dAw lItes parallel to segments

AB and AC and Meeting" in some

s poirrte S. The figure ABSC is
`=,/therefore a parallelogram.. Thtsseg-

ment CQ. through, C. peAtendicular

.to line AB is called the, altitude
. 0. a

of the triangle ABC to the.base AB.

The length of altitude ipQ is the di' from C, to line AB.

NotiCe that AB. and 71P,' are also `a base and an altitude of. the
oiv

parallelbgram. - 1

In Exercises 3-6,-Problem 2, you discovAred that thaarea,64'.,

trtangles ABC and SCB°'are the same., Anqo the two triaigUlar

regions 'over the whole pdrm allelOgraM and its interior, >i foljows

4at thearealof the:triangle ABC is. one half that of the area of

the parallel ram ASC. "Thepumber of square units in the area

,r of a triangle one-half-the product of the'number.Of linear units

Mb

4
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in the base and the nuiflber of linear units in the altitude4to

thiS base." . .

Area of a parallelogram: If ,A = area, the base, and h .the

altitude, then A.. bh.

Area of a triangle: If b the base, and h the

Exercises 1,1.

. Find the areas of the parallelograms shown, using theedimen-
i

sIons. given.

2. Find the areas of the triangles snOWn:using the dimensions

given. --

Let QRST be any parallelogram not.a rectangle. One possible

drawirrg is shown below. Extend the line segments TS and QR

as 'shown in the second figure. below. At the vertices Q and

S, where the angles of the are acute, draw the

perpendiculars QV and SU. QUSV is a rectangle. Let b

be the measure of . QR, h the measure of US, and x the
measure of RU.
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(a) If the measure of QU: is. b + x, what Is the

Measure of V$? .

(b) What is the measure of _QV?

(c) What is the measure of TS?

(d) What is the measure of. VT? '

(e) What is the area of QUSV?

(f) What is the area of the triangle RUS?

(g) What is the area of the triangle. QVT?

(h) Using your answers from (e), (f); and (g) above,

show that the area of QRST is given by the sentence

A = bh.

.ab

;F
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Chapter It

CONSTRUCTIONS AND CONGRUENT TRIANGLES

Mathematical,Drawings

Drawing picturesand diagrams helps us solve manyproblems..-

For:some problems thAsidrawings. need:not takelongto make and need

not be carefully drawn. For such problems a rough sketch of the

situation is-often sufficient: Other problems. an be solved. by
.e .

measuring drawings, but when drawings .are used thtswaythey should.

be accurate representations.

Many tools are.used to make accurate drawings. A.man whose

lojob is.AO make accurate drawings

is called a draftsman. He uses a

Compassand.a straightedge, but

also he .uses many other tools.

;Draftsman use such tools as

protractors, T-squares, 30-60.'

triangles, .1+5 -1+5.: triangles,

rulers, parallel rulers, .panto-

graphs, and French Curves to help

make drawings accurate. You will

beUsing some of these tools but

others.,are too expensive to obtain,

at t4is time.

-Relationships among two or more. lines on a plane, are of

Special interest. Perpendicular lines are lines that intersect so

asto forth 90° angles. Parallel lines (in a plane) are two or more

lines. that do not intersect, or, in set language, lines whose.inter-

SedtionIS the empty set. Perpendiculars may be drawn accuratelY:

with the.aid. of a protractor.

Protract0A.can aiso be used to draW parallel lines accurately

yOd l*methbr that corresponding angles are! equal when formed by

parallel lines.4nd a transversal.. Suppose you wish.to draW a line.

Parallel to a given line. One way to do this is to draw.a).ine

q,erpendicUlar to the givenline. Then any line.perpendicular to At
a6
'is parallel to the.given line..

74
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Triangles:can be drawnWith'a ruler and protractor if you know

.the' meabUre:of two sides and the angle, betWeen those sides, or if

yOu'knOW the measures of two anigles and ,the length of the side

betWeen the angles.'

For the first vet-of Measure8, two sides and the angle
, .

etWeen the:sides:). follow these eteps:

a. Dseldur.protractortodraw an angle,ofoythe given
..

/'size. ,.

User ybUr rger

.one .ray 'efithe,

to;ineasure one side.of the triangle on

Be.,41,Ire the measure starts
'

410.4.,Pre:the other sii4*.the:POOW0 ralr.-4-the apg1

tne,segmentS td l'OrdCtile

`third `side: I

Scale.draWings_are representatiOnsof'tig*es;Snd,are-Very

impOrtent,inManytkpes of work.': The firstAIPPIDA:n Scaleedraliiih

is to select .a.s41eloy7vhich.the measurements ,ct:,:theObject.Und

cOnbtraation,mair be' drawn 9n Yciur ',,SuppoSe4Ou7con,sh.todr

a.representatiOkoCa,footballlield.''. Atfootballfield.iS airee

tangle' which 1.156.7.ard long, and 53 -IyardstlejE?14:44POH

of an indiCtO:ripresent oaelard, the or
6.7rincheson yourj:)aper. Thes nAber.is-obtaUied as follows;

.

g

r

aW

be

160
3

n 1
X =° 73-"i J

r*. ' ExerciSes:4-1'..'
;k 4 . ,

1. (a) raw A'lupgptontal line and mark two

it. Draw perpendiculars.at each



(b) Wrrat is

2.. A7rawan:Obli.

''througb pvr
other, and.±APA:410::.eCh liikeintersects the oblique

angles of4

(a) :.Drams

a.:ti'!onshWbetween the last two lines drawn?'

ice: and mark?two points A and B. Draw. lines

and 111..po-that they are parallel to each.

line forming

in

1.A414'

1L Draw 'a t

the angl.

City;

nOrth

map itiv

many it

6. /!lak

yect,

of -ta

wide;

21 'feei:'14':?

'feet

1444-1-e_th_Aittwo angles of 60° with a side 2

Og.-.between the *ngles .

cri.,; triangle 14:::'.this?

with. :SideS.:(;f: 2 -t inches and inches, with'

'rlijed.by these;sides being 110..

4i011es eastjof..clty A and city C is 30 miles

icy Inch to represent one mile draw a

e-drawing of these distances. How

J*rb y -A to city C in.a. direct lirie?

e dra.w

:A. iscoUrt.,

g a lOgth.

idth of `36
are 4-1 feet

cOurtsare

1.1:andi3f

Let inch'

foot.

n,2. Constructions.

. The ancient Greekb,whO were the first people to make a science

ometry, had rules about the tools that could be-used in
.,..

metry. Only tiOtoolsould be used; a straightedge to make.

t line Segments, and,a compass to draw circleS and arcs and
...

to m re segmentS-oCequal length. An arc is any part of a

dire' Notide that a compass will not measurq-a seCment in indhes

or any'ol-hcr:141t, but:it:can be used to construct a se; merlt the

1
- ..

alley.,

service
court
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. '..SaMe'length as some other Segment.: In this chapter geOmetric

',drawings made with compass and straightedge-are balled

o.

In.the:prohlemS:which Occur at the end. of this section,,some

.terms are used with'whiCkyou::may.not be familiar. When'three or
.; .". .

more,lines intersect.lhOnepoint,,they are called concurrent

A polygOn-With four sides is_called a'ouadrilateral; one with

five sides is called a pentagon, with six sides a hexagon, and One

with eight sides an octagon. If the sides are all the samg length

and the. angles all have the same measure, it is 'called a regular

polygon. A polygocOs said to)pe. inscribed in a circle" if

every vertex of the. polygon is.aspoint on. the circle.

9

77



Bisecting a line segment Bisecting.an angle .

. The 'figures show the steps in The.figures.show the. steps

bi$ecting a line segment with in bisecting an angle with

straightedge and,goMpasses.g straightedge and, compasses:
_



Erecting a perpendicular: angle.

from point op-a line.

. ". Follow, .the steps the Fol101vthe steps. P .fle.

figures figures.

This ConstruetionCanbe modified ,;

to copstruct:.a 15.erpendioUlar'to a

line 'from a ,point not on the line.
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Exercises 4-2

Use a ruler to draw'a horiZo4A1 line 1.2 inches long.

Construct a vertical segment-the same length.

2. Use a ruler to drawan oblique segment .3 i inches

struct A horizontaleegmerit the same length.

Bisedteeeh Segment.that'you.constructed in problemg

only cOmpAseand. traightedge.
;,,:

. :_Draw aniacat' e angle and .bisect it. .UseoOmpasS and straight-
...

. .
.- .:

!jedge.
I,.

Draw an Obtuse angle. and 'bisect it. e.cOMpass'apd- straight-

edge.

. Draw a Segment'andthen divide it into 4 equal;parts. USe.

compass and straightedge

7. DrAW,an acute angle and An:obtuse angle.... Copy each angle using

coMpass:And straightedge (milt:.

(4) XtTNa triangle. Then construct the bisedtoof each

angle. Extend the:bisectoreuntil they cross.

(b) . What do you notice :about the figure'

Draw an obtuse angle and'aivide.it intofouequal angles..

dbmpas$ and straightedge.
,

10. :(a) Draw a triAngleThen erect. pe6endicularefroMeach

vertex to the opposite-eide. EXtend thePerperidiculare

until: they cross. (;It maybe necessary oeitend the

11.

sides,, of the:triangle,sothat the perpendicular meetS'this.

dine.

(1* What 'do. yownoticein'this:figure?

Construct -a triangle, whose SideS are the sahie length as the

segments given here.
t?.

a

(A), -Construct.a triAule with a beeethe,A

segment drawn herei, and with the:angl

base the same as {;hose.

erygth as the:.

aCt end of the



(b) 71.1111 AIX-triangletonsti-ucted7with these meatures lbdk

aliket.'This.bonstruction is used tO draw triangles when

tyro angles. and th;e tide' between these angles, are, kpowri.

k4Onstruct:a triangle. With:twe,sIdet thesame size as

;ii these .segnients,arid. with the
,

Angie %formed bY.these seg-,

11L-1nts.the same-s-ize as,thangle drawnhere.

(b) Will fall triangles constructed with these measures look

alike? This 61pStrUctiOn is Usd.whenrtWo:tides and. the
.. .-

prigle,betweentliowsidesare-1,chol4n.":

(a )',Construct a right triangle that has one acute angle of

60P.. Hirt: How bp.hah equilateraltriahgle be used as

the ba81..s for this?: How many degrees::ihleich:angle of
an:eqUilateral triangle? How-can:you Mike two right

triangles from an equilateral triangle?:
k

(b). .How many degrees are there the Measure cif-the-third.

ang1e.oT this particular right triangle

1,5 Draw. ofthe-raYs are the

-Only 1,n'oerte4ki.on:

46; 'flow many :angles are forMed by'the:'rays in problem-15?
. - -

17, .Sets.'Of..concdTrent' Iines'athat are related. to triangles are

..;:The.plerpend4ular,bitectort,bPthe

,Thebl.soeCors. Of thgfangle.

The pereaJ.L'u ;ilarSfrO each 'tertelt to the :opposite
40e;(Illeee perpe4diCaarsline the4Ititude.sof heights

of the tr1angle.).

(a) Drall'atrianaligAen Ohstrdction,-the

C.Onqect'eachoethse 1Midpoints to

the oppoiNeiverte. Those are da11ed!the,;--

medians, ofd/ triangle'...
) Are the ,median concurrent?



P. t

:ii:Praw-a circle. With the same P4dillS,:- use any, point on".the
,- . .

41rcle as center and inark'''Off arcs:on .t4e .air4cle...:at equal dis:7,
*ta..nceS' fiOm'..the..Pdint. Move the point of the COmpats::tO one
point;Ohere the arc .crosses the Circle. 'Mark another.;%arc.! on

the, 'circle. ContinUe until the arc drawn f6.1.1,,a' at the *Stertkt.'`:
ing If 4.0u dO thiS .carefully you will .d1,Sdairet_
.the last arc drawn fails exactly on the first
a. giany arcs 'there?
b. Connect' each intersection of the Circle an an arc.

Intersection oq,each side of it.
.

. What figure do these segments form?
How use these points to construct an e.quilatVral
triangle; .:-

..How' can you form a six-Pointed. s-ear?
Using the same radiuS as the Cir`tle,.`dratt.an:7ar,C.:.,f6iir .one-
point on the circle to another. .Move the !point ',Or the ,
compass to either'4.nterSedtion"and repeat... Contihue
around the : What .doeS *this figUre look. like?

.19. Draw a circle and . one diameter:. Construct a -.diameteri''Perpen4,
the first.. diameter. Connect 'the.endpoints 4.5f. the ,

diam.ete in !order.
'a. 1.6,14at.figure. does' thit fOrm?
b.. How cb.n you form polygon, with twice as .many sides? ther

are two ways that this, can.l?e .ddne.. Can you find both ',6P

'Fr

there

Symmetry,
section is developed..SO that you will be'able.I

for yourself what Is mearit...,
di seoover
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Exercises. 4_3

1. fay Fold a sheet of notebook

paper down .the middle.

Starting at the folded

edge, cut off aright

triangle with the longer

leg along the fold,_as in

Figure 473a. Unfold the

piece you have cut off.

What shape is it?
Figure 4-3a

(b) Label as A the vertex at the fold, and the

tices as B and C. Label as' D the inte

the fold and7the side. The figunenZw'resem

Figure 4-3b.' A

Refold your:triangle.;along
a.

AD. Do right triangle461

A?-13 D- 'anti :A C D exactly

fit civer.each other? It is

-said that triangle go.
has symmetry with redPect to

the line AD because when

folded along AD the two

halves exactly fit._Line AD:

is an axis of symmetry of the''

triangle.. Figure 4-3b,

2.

.

(a) Take another piece of noteboOk paper and told t leng

wise down the middle.

Take yoUrfoldSdsheetand

fold it crosswise doom the

middle (so that the crease

folds along itself.) Cut

off the corner where"the folds.

' meet, asindicated in Fig. 4,.38.

"Unfold the piece You cut off*.

What. shape is it? '

(c

D.

FOLD

Figure 4-3c



(0'4, ''Label `your figitr4 as in
. Fig. 11-3dV If you fold

along AC .do the tw
,;.halves exactly fit?, What

0,.1
,,,happens you fold along

DB.? Is there an axis of
sy1T-,letrr: How marry.

Lbok at the regular hexagon in
Figve 4:=3e. Does each dotted

detetnine an axis of
symmetry? There are other axes
of. symmetry., Find them. - How
many axes Of symmetry does a.
regularl hexagon have?

79

Ficure'4-3d

Figure P-3e
h. Draw circle and one of its diapeters. Is this diametEltan

0 axis of symg4etry. Does a circle have.' other axes of syprrietry?
Are there 5 axes.of, symmetry? 100? 105? Are there more than
any number you may name?

5. Look,at the ellipse in Fig. 4-3f.
It is a figure you get if you.
slice off the tip of a cone but
do not slice ,straight across. Is
AB an axis of symmetry,? . Are

there others? How many axes of
symmetry does an ellipse have?
AB is called Vtle major axis of
the ellipse. Orj another axis of symmetry is a "segment ca'led
the minor axis ot the ellipse. Why do you think AB is called
the major axis? inhere is the minor axis?

Figurp q..3f

From theSe exercises you have learned that many bf the geo-
metric figures ybu _know are',..symmetrical withespect to a line.'
Many ornamental designs 'and-.d,00rations also five such symmetry.

Definition :` A' figtire 4.-:Symmetrical with .respect to a line
each point*, A' on theOfigure there is a point B on the

figure ',for which ,,,` the 4-ine s' the perpendicular bisector 'of 717.

84
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6. Draw .a rectangle and draw its axes of symmetry. -Label. each

axis of symmetry. How many axes-of symmetry does.A rectangle

.7. iDray an equilateral triangle; and-label each axis of symmetry..

/How many.axes..of symmetry are there?

.'8. Dralla square, and label each axis of symmetry. He w many axes

of symmetry does a square have?

9. Draw and label the axes of. symmet'rY, if there are any, for

each 'of the figures. How many axes of symmetinr-does each

figure have

(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

)

(d)

(f)

(h)

10: It is said that a circle is. symmetrical with respect to a

. point, its center, and that an ellipse is symmetrical with

respect to a point., its center (the point where its major and

Minor axes intersect). It is 44.so said that the figure below

is symmetrical with respect,to ',DeScribe in your own

words what 'you think `is meant by-symmetry.4-wIth respect to a

point.
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Which of the figures in Problem 9 have symmetry. with respect

to a point?

11. When an, orange is cut through the center*in.. such a way that each

Section is cut in half, you may think of the surfaces made by

the cutapSymmetrical, Symmetry of this kind is symmetry with

'respect to a plane.. Name.other objects that are symmetrical '

with respect to a plane.

,4-4. Congruent'Triangles-

In Section 4_3

.sheet of paper, you

when you

produCed

cut alcing aright.triangle on a folded

an isosceles triangle. The axis of

symmetry (the fold) forms, with the edges, two right triangles

which have the same size and shape. When two figures have the same'.

size and'shape they are congruent. The two right triangles are
. .

congruent triangles.

Two circles, each with a radius of five inches are congruent,

as aye two line segtents having the same length. Also, rec-

"tangles are congruent if their bases' and altitudes are congruent.'

0

,
. .

.Anti;,ktes..B and F,, as shown, have equal measures. You may

say -LrrndOnzfruent ro L F, andyou. may write L: B F,

'where the symbol " stands for the word "congruent ". Is

L F' G?

Consider two coneuent triangles, DEF and ABC traced on

paper. If the paper is cut,aiong,the sides of triangle DEF, the

paper model would represent a triangle and its interior:: The paper

model could be placed on triangle ABC. _and the two triangles would

exactly fit. If point D re placed on poiht A with DF along

AC, 'point F would fall on point C, and ,point E would fall on

86
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point B. In these two triangles there would be these pairs of

congruent segments and congruent angles:
P . .

. ..
AB l' DE %

"
',L B A' L E

CB l' FE 'L C Z F

CA FD . L A 1" Li ir

i?, Recall that anothe of expressingrZ: B .-^_' Z E it' m(L B) -

m(Z; E). .Your .choid'e of expression_Will depend upon whether you

wish to emphasize. the angles as' 'being congruent figures or' the
.

measures as being equal numbers. -,

a .....a. .

In triangle ABC, sides AB and BC and- Z
.
B are referred

to as "two sides' and the Included angle". L A ,and L B. acid
- - .

1 t,side AB are called."two, les 1;9,h ;the included side ". Do you

see why?

In the study o5I -'constrUctions, we found that a.triangie eoui
,.;.

be constructed if certain parts (sides and apgleWate en.
g

Three cases were consicitered:
s

(1) two sides and, the includittgle, '_

(2) tWoInglels
.
a:n d the incluged side,7e

01 three sides (prdedthat tNirmgsu -% of any one

, side iS lgs thank the sum of, --. r-: sures of the
V .

other two sides).
. .

Yost may wish to try these constructions

t Fuethervre, by contrUction, we lice 'if t'ne-part:j of a tri-
s

angle are given, as in any one of the three capes,' the tri,antle

is completely determined. For any ease, a corrspondence can be.
.

.

established so that two triangles which have thegiven parts are

copgruent.

We state-three properties:

Two triangles are congruent if two sides and the included

angle of one triangle are congruent respectively to two sides and

the included angle of the other trian le. This will be referred

tcl, as Property S. Angle,, Side)

Two triangles are congruent if two angles and the included

side of one triangle. are "congruent respectively to two angles and

the included side of the other triangle. This will be referred to

as:Pl'opertj'A:.S. A.AAngle, Side, Angle)
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. Two triangles are congruent if the three siides of one triangle
are congruent respectively to the .three sides of the other. triangle.
This will be referred to as PiopeOty .S:, S: S. (Side, Side,: Side).

Let us look at the Conver e of the 8e.S.S. relationship. If "two

triangles *e congruent thell
congruent restively to' the
The.coriverse; of Property S. S.S.
this by looking again _constr
of the converse of Property S.k.
AS.A. in the .same Manner.

N

three sidles of one tria.ngle are
sides, of the , other :triangle.

Lie statement. , You can test
Test the etrUth or. falsity

. conVe se of Prope
'?,,

1A-ork cdrrespOndence;',
, '.because. you s,Cari
t:1.4;,supp,ose

s S.; and it`

Notice nth
between pairs.
let 'congruent si

.1 . call a, b, and
the sides of a tri

conthe Convuence' sets':
s. of...two congruett

, .

rrep-ond to .each
e sides of on "%'.fv

ngruent
.,"are Congrtleb and s,

and r correspondiq
c arid t correspbA
it is true that t

777-1. , d,
pOndinv, sides ,.a.te1/4-14:3n4 ire

correspiondenoe for angte;S'ad If!.two tri

st- -
b and 4 '11'!b.(4re

-des. ,. For th),,s--phe,
es are cOlfygruesn:

.4 %

s a :Jand 1,
i"

tst94--a.,13. a

:V,..-.:,4?s,,:ar4-;
;Iire4f.D.Tde.A.e ..-

z,,34::'', =-...,:': -p.:(- :

. . .
e,We'i*."-Corfes-...:'c-.....

kvoa1ae344-1d;0..f.-..,

.rk ,tenfrlierit:
You cOthla set 1.1; t

then theirr'-correspondna,ankl'eS are c:ono,'rueni-54:s
'R.ecall tie c onSti ,i1N1.14on,of :a ppli.P614104.r,

alia.Verp bitit on
Constrgi8nplo ar* Inter-40, AS12,0;

"..

.'..-.' `.)so ., A.- .,;,:is.,4
point :,- .11; ,. our draw. 11'e Ser'fitents ..,
GJ.;.' a0 '','- 4,,,,1:lerl: tlie.e...0ine forrried

s,,y;;:,.; ., ,:i-'.,,4171.1* ',Fr ...*'' :: : '''

two t!:2a..r..,..],ps,,...,,7iAa- ant),..7.:.HPJ. By

.s:ttr-4er../.1..,E..4.-.17.-g.x 7:.?...67:: t2=-' '11:7.T
't -t.:9;.;.-1,, le': ..: 3). .,8)-'. j

he pe 01'. 1:014X' 1` -::1.1ne has
&ht.: 1:> on. '1..V.:: ',Jp. is a .s,ide.

1 , ,..
or each; tr'i'angle p.. nd so fs'?caileci. a .....-..
Common ,: side. By loting P,roperultsfr.S.S.S.i:. wt-hOts:trian4I'e.,.Nr-

.G.IRJ 1-' triangle INA s7g-Ice,...three s1devof on angle.are dongreni'
to three±stfdes Of: the Othe?:trie.ngl'e '-:Af-fg1.-; wry °.(oppO:site'"' GJ).

in triaragXe:',GPJ ',corresponds to angle 413H;si , JH) pin ''.

,7
triangle HJ. By applying the-434f7i-tsi. -1..idt1-.'''...,say:44.-f..t: "briar-1,4e ,'



are congruent.. then each pair of coltrespondin angles is cOngrUerit.
.

and each p4aiir Of..'corresp nOng sides is congruent, you kx that:
. L JPG is 'congruent to J.PH If a proraCtor is laid along
with the vertex mark at: o mark then the 180.
Mark wilt be on the t rah PG. means that sum of the
measures of the 'angles at ,.P. 'is., '480 and, sinpe :'these. measureS.
7ane:,:equalltrac i must be 907 Hence,, angles JPG'. and JPH are
right anEaig

1. In the tii,,,dre- the construction of th'q bisector
shciwrIs. kap se menu, AR and ; CD ane drawn.

4,ABC is

.

' r:(a) 111-lat : parts Vt. t:rlanEre -.ADD 4.4i e
0ing cv.rts 6i" by c9tr1s,t,nt.iec ti on ?

(b) Arid Another%par tr e ABIX-,/.tAt must be 'Icon, --,
t

gruent lrrat Of: tri rigle BCD. 14h-ylar,,e...X4.-
it> ,

(c) Is triangle ABD ...congruent to t gle BCD ? -0.
(d) . Z. c Utrit -3. 4..regf

2. In the ..figurrs shairn h the4onstruct ion o
Z.'HJK .Z. EFG. Stgmen ..,EG7'. and pic are aTtiyrn..;;,...



.(a) What.partif triangle: '.EFG are congruent to correspond-

ing parts of triangle HJK by construction?

(b) Is triangle EFG .congruent,to.triangle HJK?

b) .L.J. congruent to L F? 'Why?

3. Mr.Thompson wishes to measure

the'ditanCe between two posts.

on Pages of his property. A

grove of trees between the two

poets (Kand Y) makes it impos-

-sible tOMeasure.the distance

XY .directl. He 3ocateS

point Z such thathe can lay

Out a line from X to Z and

continue it as far as needed.

Poini,Z is alsoin a position

such that Mr., ThoMpson can lay

out a line, YZ' and continue it

as far as needed. ..Mr.Thempson

4nows that L I L 2 since they

are.vertical angles. He extends

YZ so that QZ YZ and XZ so

that,XZ ZR.

(a) ..How As point R located?'

Is XZ Z.ZR`?

(b.) Are triangles XYZ and

QZR 'congruent ?. Why?

(c) How can Mr. Thompson determine. the length

4, Line 21 and line 12 are parallel lines cut

may?

of XY?

by a transversal.
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(a) What do you knOw'absUt:angles 1 and 2?
km

(b) Are angles 2 and 3!Congruent? .Why?

(c) Show that /1 L3. ...1,
7% 15. In the parallelor: , ABCD, the diagonals AC, and BD

sect at E. : %. . '
L'

inter=

6.

(a) Is angle 1 (in ABE) congruent to angle 2?

(b)

(c)

(ti)

(e)

(g)

That kind of angles are L2 and L 3? Are they cOngruent?

How does the size of L 1 Compare.with the size of -Z 3?

Show that .1 6 ".;_: L 7 ;and that 'L 5 4.

When two triangles have three paira of congruent

are the triangles always congruent? If not, what

is .needd?

Is any:side'of AABE

of .ACDE?

Show that the diagonals

other. 0
*

The construction ofe perpen--

dicuIar bisIctor. of',segmer CD

s :radiUs.

res.:

t

angles,

else

congruent to the corresponding side

of a parallelogram bisect each

shown. Usually t
7 ,

is useq, for the four

ever, it is !only necesSary'for

two arcs that interst on one

of the Segment to have the equal

radii. Thus, the arcs drawn from

C' and D that intersect at: E.

have equal radii, and the two.arcs

91



dr6wn from. C. and D that interseCt'atHF haVeA4a1 radii.

By applying. some of the properiles.a.tiout'congruent:t:riangles,

show why EF1' bisects CD and is :t0VDD;LH011ilt::
.! H

.

First think..about.the large triafigles. CFE and DFE, then'.about.

. another. pair of :.triangles. that seem to be congruent.. .

. Right-7riahla

If a triangle:. ains an anglg.having a measure; in degrees,

90, it is oalled-a:ri'phtriangle. If .a.triangle contains an obtuse

angle. (an An4e with meAsure greater-than 90)111his called an
. -

obtuse: triangle: If a triangle :Contains only a Hangles (with
,

measures,leSS than 90), it :is called an acute triangle.-

Thy riOtriangle.iS of special Anterest.' The -ancient

EgyptianS are, said to have used a Partic4ar right triangle to make

corners "Square ".'' This triangle has /sides' 3, k, and 5 units

long. When such a triangle is made. Of, rope stretched taut, the

anglebetween.the two' shorter sides is a right. angle.

While the:Empitians are thought to have made use of

this fact, it..was.lefi to the Greeks to prove the,re-

lationship;invoiyed. The Greek philosopher and-Math-
..

ematician,:Pythagoras, who lived aboUt 500 B.C.

interested,in the prOblem. Pythagoras is

with the proof of the basic property. .that

studied in thils, section; this

the Pythagoren-aropIrty.

It is thought. that Pythagoras looked

pictured' in Figure 4-5a, He noticed

of different sizes that can be'foUnd

more than this: If each. side of any

of a square, the .sum ofAhe areas of

'same as the area of the larger square. In Figure 11-5b, two .tri=,

became

credited

will be

still known :by his name,'

at a moSsaid:.like the one

that there are manirriangles

in the mosaic. EkIthe:noticed

triangle isyused'as*e side

the two smaller' zquares.is/the

angles of different size -are inked in and thesquarlf drawn on.the

sidesoftheriangles shaded. Count tshe number of the smallest,
.,

tiangles,in.each square. For eadhtriangle that is inked:fn, how

does the.nUmber of' small triangles in the two smaller squares bom-,'

pare with the'number in the larger square? \If.yoU draW a mosaic
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find that thiaiS'true not only for the

trianglea-given here. but fora triangle.. of any'size in this

two

mosaic.

.:-.,

Figure 4..5a . Figure 14-..517,, .,t,

Pythagoras probably noticed the same relation in the 37475

triangle that the 'Egyptians had usect,fgrao4Ong to .make.a right

angle. The small squ4re.are each 1 sqUare unit in size. .1h.the

three-Squares there-are 9,.16 and 25 small 'aqueres. Notice that

9 + 16 25. .PythagOras waz able to 'prove that in Ea right tri

angle, the area 91 the square on thehypoteriliae .(longest, side) is
equal lathe sum of the areas of the squares on the other two

,sides., This.is the PYthagorean Theorem, or as it will be called,.`

the-Pythagorean Property; ;

So far this has been shoWn only for_two very special right

triangles;jt is true for all right triangles. tn. mathematidal

language-the. Pythagorean property is c2 a2 + b2-Where c..>stands

for the measure of the.hypot-enUSe and a: and b stand for the

meakIrea of tope other two sides. The:medeUrea of any two sides.:

0 r';
ikj
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.cant be sqbstltuted in the number sentence-above:.PP
and from. this the

:/thirdv4ue c4nbefound.:...A familiar triangle can'beused.to.sii'Ow

10 he two-shbrt 4des,are 3 units and .4 what is the

square of the hypOtenuse
\ .

2 .. 2" 2
c a b.,

42

c 25:

e ..5.

Of course, 5 x 5js 25;,.sO c 5; 5 is the positive square root:.

of 25. If a number is the product of two equal factors, then each

factor is a square .r of,the number.. The'symbolfOr-the:POSitiye

square root is %/r.'. Tn4 numeral is placed under the sign, for

.example,

:What,ls ? 7

to understand since 3 x 3

.,;ao

06 ? '430 ? The first three are ..easy,.;

5, k x 4 = 16 'and 6 x 6 =,'36 but titi'4;:'

is no integer that can be multiplied by itself to give the product

30.: In fact, thereis no rational number whose..square is 30v.

Tbere.are:decimal forms of-rational numbers that give'productS

ClOsho, 30 whem,sqUared.-lYou can' even find a number whose 'square

is as closeto 30 as you wish! For usp now there'ls a t ?ble at the

end of the chaPter that gives the decimal value'(to the. nearest

thousandth) that is Closest to .the square' root of integers fr6M-.

tos100. You can elsciuse the table to find the square root of

all counting numbers up to 10,000 that have rational square roots.

Exercises

When.approximate values are used in these problipms, use the °

symbC1, ti, in the work and answe/Y
.

Use the table at the end of the chapter to find the approxiMa.

value of:

(a) .,./T. .(0) Ntrii. (c)

'

, .4/T5

2. Use the Pythakorean Property to findrt e length ot the hYpot-

enuse:for.each of these:triaTIgles.

(a) Length of side a is 1 ", length of:.b, ins 2".

(b) Length of .a is !I.t.,- length of b is. 5h.
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0

(c) Length of a is !1; ,lellgtif of b,. is 3"

(d)% Len th of a is 5fyd..pilld..the..length :of b is 6 Yd:
., . i' , ..'.

. , a,.

The h Otehuse of a right 'triangle 1s.13 fi1 and one side.,ilb

5 ft. Find the length of the. third side.-k ' :.: '

2 2 2.,
c a + b

2 2 2
3 5 + b

-:25 = b2

101 = b2

The. third side:ls 12 feet 'ong.

right triangles. The measurements
.

(a) c 7:15, b = 9

,(b) r.t26, a 24

:(c) c 39, b f= 15

A telephone pole is, steadied by

guy wires as shown. ;:Eaoh wire is,

to be fastened715 ft._ aboie the

ground and opdhoreCi 8 'ft. frOm

the base of the

Find the

are in

third

feet.

.

side of these

4

H. °

( 7') HOlerflUoh wire is needed to str tch one wire °. from the

ground to the point' on th po e at WhiCh, the wire is
- 4,

fastened? ,
.

: (b) .:;f .5 ft. of w t.e .are required to fasten each Wire to the

pcle and the. /45,und anchor, hoW much wire is needed for

. each pole? 4..
. .

4!il roof on a hou is. built *

gir
,,,

'Y shown.. How 10 should each '

''rafteribe 'if it extends:18' .::'

inche6 over thci wall of the
41%-p. .

.

. 2 4 .
.

6 A hage

the :t14,1-6d floor level. The beams that support this
) original bUildint. A paSsageway. 14 built between the twobuilds

arc aoldition icrQssv,,,the street t frc5m: the



pa6age, are 48 abOve the
._

street.. A crane o_perator is
!A!

lifting these' beams into

tilace with a crane arm that

is 50 ft.,' long. How far

down the:,"street froth' a 'p,oint.

d'ireCtly under the Joearii should

the crane cab bel

A garden, gate is .11 ft. wide and

high. IloW*long ahould.:the:
: A

brace that extends froth . C ' for - b.
be?

Two atreet§ meet at the angle.

own. The ptreets are 42 ft .

IiinfOr. a cross walk'

are paintOd'ab' that the walk

runs ::ih6 4aink:,directian as

the street.

_T.-rpm one end of -the- cross. walk
c.

,to the .point that on the` perpendicular from the other end s:

5oint of the walk,: hOW, long is thecrOsswalk?

-:TO:P.know that one side: of an equilateral triangle 'R

units? whatis.A.ts height? Give the answer ln:relatibn to

,

One 'PrOof of the ,Pythakorean Property ..

There are many. prioof,i:.oP this Property. The one used here

not the . one used :Py,thagOras.
' w

Draw two squares` the same size. Separate the first acluare

into No squares and tWo rectangles aS shown here:

A .a b A b
V

A=ab
.
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Let' the measure of each side of.the larger square. in Figure 4-6a be
.a and the measure of each side of the small square be b. Notice
the areas of the small squaresan'.i-TTctonr.,les.

One square. has an area of measure a2.
2The other square has an area of measure b...

Each.reatangle has an area of measure ab.
..

Sqcethe area of Figure.476a.is equal to the sum of.th4Lareas of
to,:all of its parts, the measure of the oi-eapf Figure 4-6a is

a
2

+ 2 (ab),+ b 2

Now turn to the second square. Use the same xumbers, a and
that were used in the first square.

b R

Figure 4-6h

:Nark the length6 off. as ehOwn here 'and draW the segments 'Q,, QR,
RS:. and SP. The large square is separated into 4 triangles and a
quadrilateral.that appear8 to be a square.

The measure of each triangular area is: 1
ab. -There are four 'con-

gruent triangles. The sum-of the measures of the areas of all
` four trtvgles is 14(2 ab) ,or 2ab.

If you Ipok back to Figure.4-6a, you will see that 2 ab

is the measure of the area of the two rectangles. Cut the two
rectangles from the first square. Cut along -ftle-dagonal of each
rectangle. See if the four triangles you At are c1pngrUent with
thOse in the Second square.

,A
square = a

2. + 20 +. b
2

(From 116a)

1, ...

......,

A
square = 4(7.0) +

APQRS (From 4-6b)-
, .

. = 2ab +
QRS
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Therefore a
2

+ tab + b
2

= '2ab + Why?
PQRS

a2 + b2 = A -gPwAS (addition property
equality.)

'This shows that PQRS has an area whose measure is a
2

+ b
2.

units,
but a

2
is the measure of the area of one small square in-the first

figure and. b 2 is the measure of the area of the other square. .

From this the area'of the figure in.the center of the second square-
is equal to the sum of the areas of the two small squares.

Place the square whose area measure.is' a
2

along:theside of
length a of one triangle in the second square. Place the square

whose area measure is b. along the side of length b ofYthe. same
t

triangle.Theareas of the squares on the two sides pf the tri-

angle are equa.1.to the area of the figure in the center of. Tigurs
116b.4 All you need to do. ndw is..prove -that this figure is a square!

What are the pr4erties of 'a square?

1. The'four sides are congruent.'

. Y2. Each angle.iS.90 in measu'rement'

If you cdn prove that these two conditions for the. quadrilateral. in
Figure the pythagorean Property has been, proved.

'As has been stated, the foul' triangles are .congruent :since for

each pair two corresponding sides and the arigle:b.etween,these aides
are congruent. As a'result, PQ = QR.= RS.&SQ tecailse they are
measures of corresponding segments of congruent trtaglet.

So far it has been shown that the squares in(Figure:4-6a are
congruent to the squares: on the short sides. of anyone of the tri-

angles in Figure 4-6b.: It has a.).sd been Shown that the .sum of the

areas of these squares is equal torthe areas of PQRS, and that PQRS.,

has four congruent aides. Let us prove that4'he angles are right

ancle.



of,

b
2

A= ab A=b

A = a2 A=ab

b

a

a A= a2 la

[

a

a

(1)7 In .A PST, m(L 1), + m(L ) = ,90 Why?

(2) ,m(L.1) =. m(L 4). Why?

(.3) Therefore m(L 4) + m(L2).= .90 Why?

(0+) and m(L 2) + m (L 3) + m(L 4) 180 Why?

(5.) m(L 3) + 90 = 180 Why?

(6) and m(L 3) = 90 Why?

You can go hrough the same type of reasoning to show that

dngles.5, 6 and are also right angles-.

, PQRS has b en proVed to be a square and its area has also

been proved eq al to the sum of the areas of the squares on the

other tOb side

Solids

You have been draWing figures which are contained within a

plane.- It 'is not so ,easy to draw pictUres of solids on paper or ,on

the chalkboard. This is because you must .draw the figure on a sur-

face ir such a way that it will apptar to have depth. This requires

the use of.projectkon which you IA.aVe possibly studied in art.

r(a) Prisms.

(1).' Rectangular. Prisms. 'One way to draw a box is as

follows

a. Draw a rectansle -siic as ABCD in-the figure/

beloW.

99
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b. No0Uraw a.second-rectangle. RSTV: in a popitiont
similar to the one e :14.gure.

c. Draw AR., BS, DV and .CT.

When you look at a solid you cannot-see all of the edges, or Paces,
-unless the solid is transparent. For this reason the edges, which
are not visible, are:represented by dottedsline segments. This
also helps to give the proper projection to the drawing. The dotted
line segments do not have to)pe drawn.

After You-have sketched a rectangular prism, you should be able.
to_sketch Other prisms by stlAdying.the sketches given.

(2) Triangular Prism

1 00



(3) Hexagonal Prism

(L)

O

Pyramids

In thiS drawing let the base represent a square
. a_VOrtex at the 'bottom of the :drawing..

.

. .

onlyb, First, draw only twql sides pi-' the piquare, such as

AB *d: :7, Las... shown .141. the figure 1.?elow,..

c. No171 selebt a paint- P., :liebti3ii,above potht-, By

and draw PA, a and ,''PiC:.

d. AD, CD and.' IT ,may, now be drawn.' ,'s dotted lin

segments' in-t-er$&CtingLoti," PB, wlth AD .paraliel.,
to BC and ''CD : parallel ._to ;JAB., ; ',:

.

.:,,;

e.. 'How many fabestioes' this pyramid have? P.'.

with

101

g. - :
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A cylinder two congruent bases' which' are r-
. ..

circular. regions. In draWing cylinders on the surface Of.
. .

you
.

, ._ cyour:pper ou, are again confrontedith the :problem of
,

. ! . . . _, ,

g,ettin the correct perspective. If you construct two',
circle with your. compass. and then draw line segments °.,r

I.

. . .connec,Ing the end points_qfparallel' diameters-,of the
tWo circles, the figure.you have drawn will,not have the I.

li;-
''.

appea ance of a right cylinder; In 'order tb have the.

pi-ope -perspe;:tiv you mu§tidr.a.W,-;the base's' as -ovaIs as -

. . .

R
.., ,.. .

ShoWn i,h.the'fl.CAlre. below..
, .

' 'w.- Draw a reetangle:su.chas ABCD .,in'the,figure below..
......._ . _

. I

.
16: !ow use AB, and DC ab diameters of the.circular'

I,

ase't.to be shown.

FN,

Cone

cone,may be sketched as shown.
V -



Intersecting'1=fanes
('

There are times when it'is useful torepresent,- on
,.

t
.%

oA surfaCe,the.intersection Of two r more planes. ,An

example is the intersection of .a i&rall4and the -floor Of
. ,

yOur room.. ,

.a. Draw a parallelogram

b. Select a4oil-f:t 7R on° AD, and draw

to AB.

c . Draw a perpendicular .to ru, and a perpendicular;

RS .to solhat VT and RS -have equal, measure.

Now draw TS. 1

:RV parallel..

(O.. Line Intersecting a. Plane

This type of drawing is also useful at.,tfMe-s.

,is illustrated .

Draw a ParalllogrS.m such-as ABCD. 1

Select a paint R .on the surface of Anc15,

-

103
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°

c. prow araw a line through R so that it appears to

pass through the surfaCe of ABCD.' This will ,require

some pra2tice.

d. You will.halie,aletter Picture if the line through R.
)

, is .not. parallel to a side .of the parallelogram.

Practice making sketches of each of the solids.

C

4

A

04.

411

I

.1
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TABLE
SQUARES AND. SQUARE, ROOTS OF NUPD3V1S

No. - Squares.' Square
No.roots SqUares

4

Square
vobts

1
2 -

3
4

5

1
4

9
; 16
25

1.000
1.414
1.732
2.000

'2,236
_

36
37
38
'39
40

% 1,296
1,369
1,444
1,521
1, 60o

,

.,
6.clbo
6.083
'6.164
6.245
6.325

6
7 ,
8

9
10

36
499

.
81

loo

2.449
2.646
2.828
3.000
3.12

41
4
)13

44
45

1,681
-1,764
1,849
1,936
2,025

6.403 -
'6.481
6.557
6.633
6.708

11
12
13
14

15

0

114
169
19c1

225

.33..4
3.606
a.7)12
3.873 .

46
47

48
49.

5o

.
2,116
2,209

. 2,3011
. 2,401

2,500

6.782
-6.56
6.928
7.000,
7.071

16
17
18

- 19
20

, 256
289
324
361
400

4,000
"4.123
4.243
4.359
4.472

51
52
53
5A
55

,

2,601
2,704

,2,809
2,926
3,025

7.141
7.211
7.280
7.348
7.416

21
22,
23
24
25

.

441---
484

529
'576
625

-

4.583
4.690
4.796
4.899

.-.5.0o0

56
57
58

59
6o

- 3,136
3,249
3,364
3,481
34600

\ 7.483
7.55o
7.616
7.681
7.746.

26
27
8

20
30

676

77N
841
goo

5.099
5.196
5.292
5.'385
5.477

61
62
63

2.1

3,721
3,8101
3,969
11:,0265

' 7.810
7.87/1.

7.937
8.000
8.062

31
32
33
34
35

2 61
1 4

- 1,0 9
1,r56_w_.
1,225

5.568
5.657
5.74;-f
5,83].
5,91'6

66
278

69
70

4,356
/111,2.6182?

)1,761

t1, 900

8.124
8.185
8.21'6
8.307
8.367
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Squares

7)

76

80-

81;
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
go

91

92
93,
94.

95

.,776
c129

,374

o X1'1
6;40o

P.6,561
6,.724

6,889
7,o56
7,225

7,396-.
7,569
7,744
7,921
8,100

8,281.
8,464
8,649

9;025

96

97
98
99

1_00

9,216
9,409

'9,604.
9,801.

10,000

Square.
-roc:its

8,1126

0.
8..602
8;660

8.713
:

8.032
3488
8.9,04

9.000
9.055
9.11o.
9.165

'9.220

9.274
.9.327
9.381
9.43'4
9.487

9,539
9.59 2
9.644
9.695
9.747

9,849
9.899
9.95o

10.000



Chapter 5
.

SIMILAR-TRIANGLES AND VARIATION

5,1. Indirect Measurement

You May havexeadthat the sun-i; 93,000,000 miles away from

the earth, or that the diStance from"the earth to the nearest star

(otner.than'tneisun)_#, light- years, or that the diameter_ of _

the earth is aboutA000 miles. These distances-ere measured
indirectly. . r

Indirect measurements are also used,in problems which ape

closer to home. To measure the height of a building, 'You may sight

the top of theSuilding with a sextant and measure the angle:of
, %7

elevation. from the ground. Then.you measure the'Clistancefrom wher'e

you sighted the top to.the.bottom of the building. In `the follow

ing diagram it is indicated that,the measurement of tne.angleof
ellivation is 60° and-that theme;.sure x of the distan-Ce from
.A to C, in feet, is 100. Fr&m this information the measure

of theheight df the building in feet can be calculated. The
and y. are 'used to represent numbers, not lengtq.

Y



. .

Notice that in the above eliagi-am a 4rawingqias been made tp
scale. Thejtriangle\above is not of`thesames4eas the real
triangle, but .it dor4717iaye the' same, aid that-thiS
one and theadtualtrianglearesisailar.' Measure e length of
CB in the figure above. ;CalcUlate the height y. -in feet; given
that .1 inch represents '50* feet...;

In the diagram below flour triangles baYe been'drawn, each,_
having One right angle and pe They:a,re...,LABC4
LADE, LA.F\G ;Akin. i-I'na°t do you notice about their shapes?'

For'each one find thp measure x of the.hor.iontal distance and
y of'the vertical distanOe',:and caleglatethe ratio

Y

.In.th6 table the xis and y'.s are numbers which are measures-of:the

lengths Of the various segments such as AC apd CB. The netation.

CB will also be used for-the measure of the length of Ca,. AC

for'the measure of the length of AC, and so On.

22Icr+27,
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Exercises 5-la
1.' Complete the following table by measuring:

Right
tri-
angle

ABC. yi = CB = x
1

= AC = Yl CB
x
1

AC

xi
AC
AB

1. .CB
r
1

AB

ADE y2 = ED=ED = x2 = AE Y2 ED
x2 AE

AE
r
2

AD

.Kr

J2 ED
r2

AFG x3 = AG = Y3 GF
x -- AG
3

AG-
AF

3 '

Y3 ,.GF
r
.3

AF

AHI y4 = IH =AI= Yk IH
Al

x/4

Al
xu

AH
_ IH _

AH

As you..foUnd in completing the table Ahove for triangletwith
one. right angle and .one 606 angle, the ratios i are the same for
all 'X and y.' Similarly : .and 23,7. are the same fOr all y and
r and all :x and 1-... The four trianglet have the same shape.

They are similar. triangles.

It Pears that in timildr^ triangles_ the 'corresponding 'sides,

416are pr,0ortional. The. ratio X:. 'is a certain fixed number, If: you

know what thit number it, then you can solye all problemb of the
4

following kind;
.

.

Let ABC be a triangle in Which

Z ABC 'it- a 90° angle and Z. BAC is

a 600 angle. Given the. length of the

segment AB, find the distance from.-

.B to C, ' Or the length,pf BC.

In general, in the'right tri.7 - -:4-
4.

angle ABC, with the right angle at

B, the Atio of the measures

y. = BC and , x = AC, ,depends only on

the measure of the angle BAC. Tables
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have been made, showing the value of such ratios as for
different angles. You will learn how to use such tables to solve:

problems of indirect measurement.

Exercises
, .1. Draw a right triangle' ABC.' Let D be the midpoint of side

AB and E. the midpointbf side. AC. Which of thefolloWilFg

pairS-Of.ratios are equal? Give-reasons for your. answers.
(.1 A

AC (c.) -(0 AB
\-1 AE 1: AE DE' BC. _ .1 -AC' AE=

2. Would your answers dniProblem.l. be different if you had started
with a differenttriangle ABC? Why or.why not?
Draw a right triangle., ABC: and let DE be a line.. segment

i)aralIel to :BC, wheue D1 4-on AB and isis on AC..

Then answer the 4uestiOil6' in.Problem

The angle of .elevation of the top of a tree is. '3'6° if the
.:MeLlrement is tb.ken4: 'a:point 50 feet fromthe baSeol:
:.thellree. How tall ins the tree? Draw a_triangle.to scale

'anc.1 usemeasurements to find this answer as was done in find
in's 61e height of a building in the first part of this section.
T an ,S.ar* points at which trees are ,located on one side

Hof a.river and .1 is a point directly,

-abross'the'river from S, so that RS.

perpendicular to ST. With

sextant the mea6rejn.dereep of
'STR is found to be 60 The,

distance ST has been measured

-1000 feet.'. Dral'figyre to

scale,., using 3 in. to represent

104 feet. Find the distance

,from tree R -.to tree S.-

5 -2. Similar Triangles

Two triangles can be thought of as being similar if they are
'of*theysame ".shape." A more careful definition is:

Definition: Twbtriangles:are said to be similar.if there

is a one -to -one c'Oq,espondence between the vertices, so that corres

ponding angles are, congruent and ratios of th2;ffieaSures of corres.,
ponding sides are equal.

,.,
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es?

Another Way:of saying this is Suppose two triangles.are40

labeled ABC and A'B'C': Then they are similar'if

1. m(Z A) = m(L Al), m(LB)'= m(Z BI), m.(Zd) = m-(Z .

'AB AC 'BC
A'B' A'C' B'C'

. :Actually, if corresp ding angles a4e congruent, ratios of the

-measures of corresponding s des are equalAlso,if ratios of

measures of corresponding des .re equal, corresponAng 4nEles are

congruent. Hence if 1 holds, then 2' must hold if ka holds,

then 1 must hold.

If two pairspf corresponding angles of two triangles are con -

gruent, the third angles are also congruent. Thus/there are

Alternate definitions of similarity which seem to require less than

the definition given p.bove:

Alternate Definition 1: If -ABC and A'B'C' are two tri,

angles with the property that the angle at congruent to the'

angle at: As, and the angle'at B is congruent to the angle ;at

481, then. the triangles .are Similar,

Alternate Definition 2: If. ABC and. A'B'C' are two tri-

angles with the property that,

AB AC BC
A'B' An' B'C'

4' then the.triagles are'similar.

Exercises

1. In each ofthe following, ABC. and A'B'C' are two similar

triangles, in which A and Al, B and B', C and. C'

pair t of corresponding vertices. . Fill in, the blanks where it.'

is possible.. where it is not possible, explain why.

(a) m(Z A).. 30, m(Z:B) = 75, m(Z Al) T , m(LB )

.(b) AB AC = 4, A'B' = 6, vcf ? ,

'f,\ AB 2= 7 A931 = 5, ? ?

(d)
BC

=
4

, A'C' 3, A'B' B'C' =

(e) m(Z A) = 30, m(2: 73,. m(L.A1) ? , rn(Z CI) = ? .

Find which of the following are true statements._ Give reasons

for your 'answers.



A
anacute angle of another right triangle;:then'the tri-

angles are similar.
A

tb) If kwo sides Of"oile triangle congruen t. to two sides

.of, another triangle; then the triancleSNare Similar.

10E',

(a) If ohe. acute angle of.dhe right triangle is icongrUent to

AB C AB 13C
(c) if AB1

A A

AIB I BIC I
then trrangles' ABC

AIBICI are, similar.
I ,

(d) ar
A ,BI

- A
!IOC
'

then triangles ABC and .AIBICI.. .are

. similar.

(.e). If
AB

=
. AIBI AA!CC t

and A1' -BBC,BICI
BC.

then triangleS ABC and

A!BICA 4'e-similar. fv.
--.ki

3. (a) If
'V
the corresponding angles of two quadrilater4ls are con-

gruent, m4,st the ratios of the measures of corresponding
sides be equal?

, . Aw'
(b) If-the ratios of the measures-of the correspondingsides:

. . -
of two quadrilateral.s.are, ecT_Ial,. will cm.Tesponding angles
be, congruent?

:)0 The ''']'onometric Ratios

0ne,of'the main problems in the branch of mathematics called.
trigonometry .(Greek: "tri" means " three "; 'gm" means "angle",

"trigon"'means "triangle", and "metron" means "to measure"; thus

"trigonometry" means "the measurement of triangl s.") is to find
the Al:flown measures, of some parts of a tr:a. _le :}:en the measues
o tn(: et .ur parts a.,-7e known.,

One way that you might approach the 'pro-)1cm would be as
follows: I;ou could o.,,a.W a la; ,_;c of measure
,the sides. Then you could tabulate your'results. Of course, .You
would wart to tabulate,your results-systematically so that it would

be easy'to locate information in th'e table. You might have an the

first paEe a table showing the situation when' LQ,PR is%of
. .

measure 1.

4. To work out the table, you would draw.an angle of measure 1.
Mark off lengLhs 1, 2, a, 4 units, and. so forth, on one side .of.

the antje, draW perpendiculars, and measure the ,lengths of corres-

112
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C '
.

-->
.ponding segments' -QR. In. the figure below, PQ is orr.ray. .PA

PR is on ray -17ii. The figure is. labeled'r:!cr PQ:= 3.1

You might measure.-QR...22 all the cases from,

or:whatever limit.you may choose.

Then on Page 2 you could make a similar table showing what..

happens when angle QPR is 2
o'in

measurement. On the next pace

you would have a table for the caafe. where QPR is 3° in

measurement: If you continue in'this Way, with L QPR

.1.1°. fin measurement at a time, hpw.many pages will you need in the °

boOk? If there are. 1001,entries.on each page, how-manyentris will
J

there be in all? If it takes you ,.minute-per entry to make the

cohstructionoand measure the lengths, how many hours would yoU need

to make the table? Fortunately these measurements have teen made

1 t o PQ 100,

for us,and are recorded in a table.

The ratio,
'measure of the length of adjacent side

PR measure' of the'length of hypotenuse

is called the cosine of L OR. It is ahbreviated like this:

cos Z: QPR:

Other Useful: ratios formed froln the'lengths of tne sides of

the triangle PQR are the sine (abbreviated sin) .and the tangent

(abbreviated tan).

Measure of the length of opposite side
measure of the length of hypotenuse

measure of the length of opposite side
measure of the length of adjacent side

sin Z QPR =--

tan Z, QPR

113 .
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A part of a table of trigonometric ratios would look like-
this.

(L QPR sin L QPR cos 4QPII tan QPR
20. 0.34 0.94 0.36:
40. 0.64 0.77. 0.84 °
6o 0.87 .o.5o .058.
70

a h .)

You can use the table to.solve.problems likethe following:
Sample Problem:. In:the right triangle

B

e

fbe4easure of Z. AOB
inchp, Find AB'

Solution:. First

the given. angle AOB,

side. The only ratio

side is the!tangent.

tan .L AOB = tan 409'7,1 AB

measure in degrees of Z. AOB is w40, you can use the'nota
:

tan. Z. AOB = tani,10°, sinceitisosaid that. LAOB s a409
.angle., Look up tan 40° ;in the table and,tind

.tan 4015:,8 o.84. ,,
means "aPproximately.equal then, t e'

relation f

If the

tion

is 40, and the length OA
and OB.

let_us find ABi. The-side AB is opposite

;while the known side OA is the adjacent

involving the opposite Side and-the adjacent

.Thi!11ation

0.84-

can be soled for the.unkhown AB.

AB. ti .40.84):

The measurement of AB is 3.4 `ineheS,lapprOximatelj.
. -
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BY similar reasoning, OB can be,fouild by

cos 110°'
OB OB

co* /40°. 0.77,

4

OB

the

0.77 (OB) or 0.77-0B)

O

following steps:
-s7

A
OB 5.2

.0.77
ti

The_lehgth of DB is approximately 5.2 inches.. Check.your answers

use of the Pythagorean Property.

(0A)2 + -(AB)? (0B)2;

,(0A)2 + 42.4. 6.4'0 Q,27:6

JOB)2 .-1;' 27.0;

Is .27:6.Z 27.b ?

Yopr re*Iilts will not check exactly because approximations to

the values of 'bps 110° and tan 40Q were used.

It

.

so haPpens that foi. certain,angle9 ,Such:as 300.:1450 and

60°, trigonometric ratios can be found by reasoning instead of

measurement. .
. Consider an-equilateral triangle OK whose sides are .2'

units-long: The angles.of this

quilateral triangle are 60° in measurement.

othe Midpoint- A ofthe;segmeAt OC. SinCe.the corresponding

sides of thetrlangles. OAB and CAB are equal ,in length,, "these

triangles are congruent. Therefoie the corresponding angles L ABO

and L ABC are equal in measurement. Since .2:0BC is 60°

measurement, then L ABO and LOP are 36°:. in Measurement.

Jpin the vertex B:
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'the same way, you can see that angle's. L OAB and CAB are aqual
irimeasurement, ancLso,must be right angles.. Why?

Therefore triangle 4PB is a right triangle.

cos

o.

', 60° . coSL. AOB.. saA-
OB 2/

In order to find the value.Of sin l.60 ° and tan 60°, find AB,
which Shall- be Called y., By. the Pythagorean property,':A

(-61) 2:t ).
2

=.(0B)
2

Thus
1 y .=

2.
3,

. Y = 1.7321.

(Check ttsipit approximation for -4 by calculating (1.73211F.)

sin 60° = AB = ti 0.866o
- and

tan 60°

E;,:erc.1303

1. t,:.e,'Vwal,:s of pin ;30o i:.cos'

e

, 1.7321.

-o

o%r1Lororrietric ratios forin angle of measurement. 45.,

You may calculate the ratios by using V-2 ti 1.4142.
3: In Problem.2, you .will find sin. 45° vi. You could then

determine a decimal expression for l .by dividing. 1 by

1.4142.. If the computation.seems'tedious you might think

about another numeral for- 1..

1 .A

,

116
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IP v.:

It is .easier to.di4ide 1.41M2 t!y 2 than to divide 1 by

1'.4142. Find sin .450. and cos 45°, by computing 47,12

sin .60° tam,60°4: Find the' ratioa and
sin 30

o
tan 30

o

State' in your own words why you think these ratios are not 2..

A regular hexagon is, inscribed.ih a circleof radius 10 inches.

(a) What is the measureofLPCQ?

(b) What is the meaSure-bf'Z. CPQ?

In (c) and (d) use ana.Ppreximation

for, and:pxpreas your answers

aS.decimals, correct to 0.01..

(c) 'Find 'Di:

(d).: Find PQ

In probleMs use the table in the earlier part of this section,'

,6. In the table,,. compare the val6eS of sin 20° and cos 70°. Is

there any reason for what you notice?
.

Examine the sine column in the table;' AS AOB increases..in

measurement from 20° .to- 70°, -doesain L'AOB inerease. or

decrease?. What abOut cos LAOB?:-What-about tan .A0B? LOok

.at the tableto answer the question about tan .L..A0B:

Using the table, find

,n
200)2

(cos 20°) 2,

What answer should yoU get? Why? Check by finding

306)2
+ .(cos 30°)

and', (sin 600)2 + (dos-60)2.
sin 20°9.' Use thesvalues in the table and calculate
cos

200

Compare:yeur.result with tan .20°. What do you nottce?- What

Is the reason?

.3106e of a Line
. .

Op a sheet of graph paper drasi thp line. 'einint the origin to

thg point P . whose ceordinatO'are



(2,4).

Where does th1 line intersect the'vertical lines through
and (2,0)? For each of these intersection,points cx,y1

find : What do you notice?

Take Arlypdint Q ,other.than 0 onOP. Let_ the coordinates
Of Q. be (k,y): Drop the perpendicular from Q to the X.,aXis,.
and let .B bethe foot of:this perpendicular.

x

Whdt.do you conclude abOutfthe,ratios
v

`and 11'0B OA
AP 4

..

9A
it 7 , or "2' and 13-2 I then I for any point

, ' OB -.x'' x
Since

(other than 0)'on line OP is.-2.
.

If I
.

-.:2 , then y . 2x.X.
c) ., ,Plot. he poi is F2,72), (2,4); and (3,76) on yoUr

graph-. Do they iie,On the .line OP? FOr each of these points
calculate the ratio . For any point'. on OP, y = 2k.

On another sheet Of'graph paper draw the line which passes
through the origin (0,0) and the point P' with coordinates
(2,3).: DO the points ,(3,6), (6,9), 'and (14) lie on OP!? For

4



each of these. points, what is the ratio

similar triangles tar's us that

-1 (provided that x 0) ?
. x -2°

. This could be Written

,
? - What property of

N,v .

3'
y = 7x

In general, if is a pOint'for which the ratio

then the following statement is true:

If Q, with copdinates (xiY) , is any point on. 01". then

. m,

y .

Thus, the equation bf any line through the Origin (except tlie

y-axis l )' has the form.

y = mx,

where m is a certain number;

The number f m, is called the slope of the line. The slope of

.3the line, y 3
-7.2F. The slope is a measure, of the steepness, is

Of ,the line.- Look again at any. line y = mx, m

Consider any._

7

, I,

point. Q(x,y) oh, the iihe. Drop the perpendicular 'from .Q to the

X -axis and let B be the foot of this perpendicular. Since, mx,
- :

y.

Also 'in the right triangle OBQ,

slope of, line.

BQQ. -
measure of opposite side
measure of adjacent sj_de

We conalUde, then, that
,

slope = m = = tan 2, BOQ.

We can think of the Slope geometrically as the tangent of the

dhgle BOQ which the line .makes with .the X-axis.
.

r.
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Exercises
..

. ,

.
.

. Find the equations of the lines joining the origin
.

to each of
the. fo4owing'points: (4,1)',. (3,1), (1,1), (1 2), (1,5):
COnsider the line OP! discussed, in the text,, where P! is
(2,.3).: What is the tan L AOP', where .L.A0P! ,is the angle
the line makes with the

3. *(a) Draw the graph. of

x-axis?

y = 3/x.

(.b) .Mark the Point. R on the

X-Drto the right of 0

. .

such that OR 1. Construct

the perpendicular to the

X7axis at R. Let K be

the point of intersection .of

this perpendicular and the

graph in '(a).

(c) What. is RK in.terms'of OR Write a numeral for RK.
Write the coordinates of. K.

.(a) Draw.. OS = 2 and then draw. LS 'perpehdicular to the
x -axis, wheife L is a poiA on the graph in

(e) What is the measure of SL?

(f) What is the ratio If ? the ratio ?
OS

Let. P be a point with coordinates (aib) 1, where -a- = m

.coordinates-of all poihts on .0P satisfy the equation:

The

y =mx..
If Q is any. point '(c d1 whosecoordihates satisfy this

A 'a tvue sentence.. Draw the line
',:h-2ouLh E

peiVerdiculal.- t9 the, X- axis; and let RI, with
'coordinates (c,-(11) bc the point where this perpendicular
intersects the line 1511...

120
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) YJhy must dt inc: be a true sente ce?.

) What 14, true of d and What is true of Q and Q4?
) What haVe you proved in(), and (b)? ,

25. Graph the lin s y 7x, y x, and y 1,
on the same set ,of

alt's. Use fou values of x for each graph.. Find the slopes
of these lines.

. Find the slopes

points:.

(a) '0,0)

.(b), .(o,0)

of the lines joining the following pairs of

AZ:

.(c) (0,01 and (2 -5)

(d) ?) and (2,8)

vertex at -(.0.;0) and its, interior

. and (1;3)

and (2,3)

7. prait aTectangle with one

completely An the first

the rectangle are to be

diagonal from (0,0).

8. A road rises 10 feet

the SlOpe of the road?

distance.

quadrant. The measUres of the:sides of

5. Find' the slope of its
.4

3 and

-(T reare two poissible"answers.)

ove distanCe of one mile. What is'

Consider e onemile to be a hdrizontal_

.

Choose an appropriate .scale on coordinate axes' so thatyou-.can

compare the graphs off y = 7X. and y = Bx. 'HOw does the

measure df the angle determined bytheee lines 'cOmpare with the

measure of,the'angle forted bylines of slopes 1 --en7d7.21.

t

5-5. ,Reading Triskonometric Ratios .,FromaTable

To read a.completp table of trigonometric ratios you use the

ratio-headings at the top for the angles 'whose measurement is found

-on the left, and the headings at the bottom for the angles whose

1 2 1
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measrzrement folind on the right. For example, to find sin '20°'
first look for':-.20°., It iS:.ikthe column on the

i3Ook for "the 'colgMnwith."Sine" at the:top The nt.6.1ber(14
the,':20°,:rOwand t,te Sin7column.iS0.3420. Si 20 P.:8..3/.120.-\..

'

. in the column,
oIfyOu.want.,to know c-os 70 you will find:70-

-,tte'right.: Therefore You will use the column headings.at.the
bottoms

i

Look for.the'numikr. in the 70° .row. and the column with
"Cosine"at the-bottom,.and find cos 70° ;":" 0.3420. This is the

> same 'number as b re. Thibis as it should be; for' angles of,
20a and 70° are-complementary, so that sir. 20° = cos '70°,
Why?

Just as the $ine.of the compleMent of the angle is called the
cosine of the angle, so the tangent of the complement of an angle,:.
is Called the cotangent of the angle. For instance,
41' cot 70 °.= tan 20°.
The symbOl."cot"i's used as an atitreviation for "cotangent.", 'You
notice that the' "co" in cosine and -We "co" in cotangent dare

-suggested by. the "co'.' in, complementary.
- .The.table readings are given 'as four -place decimals. Most of

theSe readings have been rounded to the nearest 0.0001. They are
only approximate values and hence.we use sin'20 ti 0.3420: We say.
"most" because some do not. need to be rounded,. like cos 600.= 0.5.

.



Angle Sine

1° .0175
.00119

3° .0523
ho

.0603.

.0872:

, .10)15

7° .1210
3 ° ..1;392

9(c)). .1564
10 .1736

110 v.1908
120 .2079.

130. ..2250
14° .2419
15° .2588

160. .2756
17, . .2924

-.,, .3090
.19; .3256
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Tangent Cotangent

0175
.034q
.0524
. 0699
.0873
, 4

.1051

. 1223

.1)0

.15821

. 1763

k .1944
.2126
.2309
2493
. 26791

.2867

.3057

.3249
.-3443
. 36/10

21
o .3584 .3839

22 .3746 .. 4040
. 23.-, .3907 . .4245.

24- .4067 ..4452
?5o

.4226. .4663

26° , .4384 '.4877
27°,1 ..4540 .50954. ..
28u .4695 .5317'
:,,,00cy ,

.4848 ;5543
300 J5000 .5774 -,

... ..

-.31°
32°

.5150 ..6009.

32'c; '.5299 .624-9

33° -4.1'6 .64q4'
3
..1,0., , '. 5592 . .6745
35- .573 , , .7002

360 ..5878 .7265
37: .. 6013 .7536

.k ',-3-0. . 61,37. .18i9
?).o .

...6293....
:.-.6 .42a':

.8098

.8391...
. 4.

...
.

)11- .:' .'6561 '..8693
,,:4e .6691 ,9Q04.''.430 .6820. .9325:

::.44°
:

.6947 .',9657.
450 i

.7071 1.0000
Cosine Cotangent

Cosine

37.290
28.636
19.081
11.301
11.1'30

.9903

.999)1 .

.9986

.Q976

.962

39c0)
33
37o

36°
0 0
,.)

.901J
, io

3.1)1/13 .992 j '33°

(.11 .9(JC3 ,2(°

6.3138 .9877 81°
5.6713. 4.98148 80°

5.1446
5.7046

.98f6

.9781
750
73o

4.8315 .97/14 , 770
4.0108 .9703 76°
3.7321 .9659 75u

3.4874
3.2709
3.0777

.9613

.9563
74°)

730
72-,-

2.9012 .9/135 71',.;
.9,37 70-

2.6051 .9336 692
2.4751 .9272 6.3u

2.3559 .9205 ,- 67°
2.21160 .9135 66°
2.1445 .9063 65°

2.0508 .4 .8988 64°
1.9626 8910' 630
1.8807- .8829 62°

'1.80.4o .8746 , 61°
1.7321. .8660 60°

. .

1.6643
1.6003
1.,...)399

.8k72

.85;

56°
0

576)0

1.4826. .3290 ry:,

I. 4281 D ° ..8192 55P

1.3764 .3090 54°
1..3270
1.2799

.7986

.7380
53,,°
.52u

1.23 9 , .7771 54
1.1918 ,7660 50

1..l,i
1.0724

k,1.0355
1.0000

Tangent

123.

.75117
° .7431

49Pe
48°

.7314 47°.
; 't.7193 46°

7071 45°

Sine Angle
o
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Exercises 57...

1. Use the table to find the following:

(a) sin 10°- (f) tan 40°

(b) tan le' (g) cos 17°

(o) sin 41° (h) tan 60°
(a) cos 63° (i). tan 70° f

i(e) sin 82° (j) cot 880
.2. Checkthe statements below by studying the numbers in the

Table. Do you agree with the statements?'

(a) The sine of the angld in the Table ls always between 0
and 1.

(b) The sine of an angle,increases with the size of the angle
from 1° to 89°.

(e). The sine of an angle less than 30.. is less than .

(d) The differences between consecutive Table readings

varies throughout the Table.

(e) The difference between the sins of twoconsecutive
angles is greaterfor smaller consecutive angles than

larger consecutive angles.

3. State properties for-the tangent which are similar to, those

given in Problem 2 for the sine.

Find the following products:

(a) 100 sin 32°

(b) 81 tan 48°

5. Iti the figure at the right L ABC

has measure' 60 and LACB has
measure 32, in degrees, and

'AB = 100. Find (a) AD and

(b) BC.

(c) 0.27,Sin 73°

(d) 0.05:tan 80°.

5-6. Kinds of Variation

Let uS:think again of the sqqation y = 2x and its graph.

e

for
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If perpendiculars are dropped from the points P,Q,R,S on the
4

graph to the X-axis, four similar right. triangles'areformed. The

ratio of the y-coordinate to the x-coordinate of each of these

points 2, and 2 is called the slope of. the line. There is a

relation between, thrY-' and x-coordinates of points on this graph

and this relation is expressed by the equation y =.2x.

In the world around.you.there are many situations where two

quantities are related. When you buy peanuts, the amount you pay

depends on how much you buy. If you hang a mass on a spring

ance, the_distance that the spring stretches is related to the

weight of the mass. ,

Here there is a picture of kcylihder filled with air.. Pres-.

sure can be exerted by placing a weight on the platform P which is

123
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.connected to a piston in the cylinder.. The volume occupied by the
.air depends on the pressure, 1...thich, in turn, depends on the weight
ADlaced at P.

The distance through.which. a falling body has traveled .since

it was'dropped depends on the time elapsed since it was dropped.

The force with which two planets attract each. Other; according to
. .

Newton's. law of gravitation, depends on the distance between them::
In all of these cases when one of the quantities changes, then

the, other one also changes in. a certain definite way. In the rest
of this chapter you will study some of the simplest properties

related to these changes, which are sometimes called laws of,
variation.

Exercises 1-6.

Suppose. peanuts.cost $.60 per pound. Make a table showing.

the cost of various amounts of peanuts:

Amount in pounds 0 1 2 3 4,, 5 6 7 8 9, 10

CoSt in dollars

Make a graph showing how the cost is related to.the weight.
,Let w be the'Weight 14-1 pounds..and .c .'bethe.costipdbllars.

What simple geometrical figure is formed:by the.points in the
graph?.:

.

2. A,girl:measured .the distances. through, Which'a spring stretched
when she ung masses of various weights On it. Here is a
table of her observationt:

Weight in .pounds 0 1 2 :3- 4.

Stretch. in inches 4 14 .4
Make a graph showing the relation between the weight w in

pounds .and. the stretch s in inches.

'Find a formula for s -,interms of w which fitsher
observations, .Using your formula, or your.graph, predict the
stretch, in the'sping 'if shehangs a maSs.:of Weight:. 4

-i

poundson it.
.

3. A boy placed masses of various weight on the platform P. of
the piston. He used a pressure gauge to' measure the pressure
p in pounds per square inch of the air in the CylinderHe
also measured the height of the piston each time, andcal,.

126
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culated the measure v of the volume, in cubic inches, of air

in the cylinder. Here

P,

are his results:

1

15 20' 25 30

250 "187.5 150' 125

Make, a graph showing therelation between p and v. Predict

the measure of the volume if p

4. Make a tabld showing. the relation between the .measure h. of the.
) .

length of the altitude and the measure b. of the length o1 the
,

ta.sa:'-in an equilateral triangle. :calculate your results correct

to 1 decimal place.
.

Tbis table can:be completap by measurement. ,Construct eqpilat,

eral triangles of base' 2 units, 4. units, .etc. YoUli% results

:will be m.re accurate if your triangles are: not too small.

Vaka.a graph showing.the relation between. b -and-.h. 'What.

geometric figure is formed by the graph?

5. Give a formula expressing n in terms.cif b in Problem .4-4 you

i. may wish to use-tan 60°'. h

6. Make a table showing the relationbetween the measure 1) of the

lengtnof the base and the measure A ,of the area of an

aquilateraltriangleUse the values of b yoti used in

.-yOur table for "-Prob144. Make a graph showing the relation

between b and..A. give a forMula for .A in terms. of b.

127
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Direct, Variation

In Problem 1 of the last set of exercises they

betwebn cost (c) and weight (w) would be -c ..(0.60)w . ;

4 . When you graphed this relation, you obtained a straight line
through the origin: c:

(0.0)

tt is said that c varies directlY as :14, or that,the cost

is proportional to the weight and that %Mc) is the constant of
proportionality. Infthisrrelation, the ratio of the'meaSureor

the cost to the measure of the weight isalways* 0.60. Bedause it
does not change, it is called-aConstant.

If you drive along a straight road at the speed or 50 les
per hour, how far do,you go in 1 hour? .2 hours? 3.5 hours?
t hours? The. measure d of the distance traveled is given in
terms of the measure t of the time by.the formula:

d = 50t.

The measure of the distance is a Constant'times the measure of the
time The ratio theasUre.of thedistance to the measure
.of the time is a constant. Thedistanoe-varieS directly, as the
time . The distance is proportional to the time.' -The constant of

proportionality is 50..

In the graph of the equation' y ='22c, the y- coordinates of the

'points:on the, graph are a constant timesthex-coordinates. In

other words, y .varies directly as x.' The y- coordinate

proportional to:the x-Coordinate and the constant of-proportion,.
ality 2, the slope of the. line.

According, to Hooke's law ofelasticity, the amount that a
.spring (See Problem 2 of Section stretches is proportional
to the weight of the object hung on it. 'Suppose you know that-

when a mass haVIng a weight of 2 :Pounds isAiLingOn it the

128
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the spring stretches 3 inches. Mow much stretch would. be produced
,

by an object. weighing 5 pounds?
,

Solution: ,Hookels law May.be'expressed by means of the

equation:

s kiw;

where k is some constant of'proportionality, and .t anct w are

the measures of the stretch in inchet and '5he weight in Pourfcls,

respectively., Accordingto thegiven:informationi'Wnen w

s =34, Applying the above equatiOn; you will find 3 . (k)(2). All

you haVe to do noW is to solve this equation for the unknown con-

stant k, and- then. calculate s from the formula 's = kw, when

w =:5. :Finith the problem.

Exercises

Write a sentence in mathematical terms 'about the totalcott,.

t cents, of n gallons o.gasoline at 32 cents,,per gallon.

inthit statement the cost may alto be stated. as d dollars.

.Write the sentence a second Way, using d dollars.

-2: Suppose the gasoline you bought cost 33.9 cents a gallon...

Write a sentence showing the.cost, c cents,, of g gallons of

this gasoline. ,

If your pace is porMallY,about 2 feet, howlak will you walk
in n steps? Use d feet for the total distance and. write

the forMula. If n increases,` can d decrease at the..same

time?

4. Write a formula for the number. .i of inches in f feet. :,As

decreases what happens to

State the value of the constant, k,. in each of the, equations

you wrote for Problems 1 through-4..

6. Can you write the equaticin in Problem 31mthe form ??

What restriction does this foim place on n?

7.' ,Find k if y varies directly as x, and y' is 6 when

x is 2.

8. Find k if y varies directly as x, and y is 3 when x

is 12. '
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Sometimes it is required:to write an equation from a set of

number pairs. From ,the information'In the table,does it

appear that a varies direatlYas b? Why? What equation

epPearp to relate' a and' b?

b

20

5Q

-70

100'

-110

2

5

-7

'10

-11

10. Suppose that d.,L varies directly as t and that when t is

6, d is 240... Write the equation relating', d. and t.

.11. Use the relation y
2 4

to'suPply the missing values in. the

following ordered Pairs; (-4, ); ); (-2, );

(-IP 1; (0 ..'); ); '(5, ). Plot the .points on graph

paper.

12. In the relationof Problem 11, when. the number is doubled,
is the number y doubled?. When x is halved', what. happens

.. .

to y?' When the number. y s'multiplied by 10 what happens
to the number x? Are your atements true fbr negative valUes

of x and y?

13. In the equation y = kx what happens to the number x if''y

is halved?JWhat happens to .y iof X is tripled?

5-8. Inverse Variation'
.

. .

Suppose yoU have 10 ,gallons of punch for a party, andyou

mant-beTerfeAly fair.to your guests and serve eachone exactly

the same eMOu :,,How does the amount for each guest. vary with the

number n H6fiLuepts? If the number of guests is doubled, how is

the amount that' each one gets changed?. Let p be the number of

zaIlbns of punch per. guest. Then the total amount ofpunch,.whiCh.

is 10 gallonS, 1is .equal to:

(the number of gallonS per guest) xL.(nuMber of guests);

The relation between p and n can,be expresbed by means. of the,

equation

Give e; formula for

pn = 10.

in terms of n..

130
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In.thit case p varies inversely as n or p is inversely.

"proportional to n. In,general, it is said that one quantity varies

finversely as another if their product is a non-zero constant. If

the number substituted for n is multiplied by 3, that is, it is

tripled, what is true of the corresponding values of p which make'.

pn = 10 a true statement?

Boyle's. lawstates that, at constant temperature,. the volume

o(1:a gas is inversely proPortional to the pressure or, in anathema-

tiCal.language,

P1.7 = k.

Find the conqipt in the experiment and check to- see whether this

equation fitsftle obserVationg. (See Problem 3 of Exercises 5-6).

EXerlses'.5.4,

1. (a) The table below, as it is now 'filled. in, shows two pop-

sibie ways in which a distanceof- 100 miles can be

traveled. Complete the table.

Rate (mi. per hr.) 10 20 25 50 6o 75 80 100 .

Time (hours) .10 5 ,

(b) From part (a), 'use. .r for the number of miles per hour

and for the number' of hours and write an equation con:.

netting r and t and 100.
s

(c) When the rate is doubled what is the effect upon the

corresponding time value? '

(4) When t increases in rt ..100 what happens.to r?

2. (a) Suppose you have 240 square patio'stones. (flagstones).

You can. arrange them-in rows to form a variety of rectan-

0
gular floors for a patio. If s represents the number of

/

Stones in a rOw.and n represents the number of rows,

what are the possibilities? Fill in a table like this one..

Total NUmb'er.of Stones- 240

Vvimber of'stones.in a row 10 12 15 16 30 40

Number of rows )- 24

(b) Write an equation connecting n, t, and' 240.- ,(If you

Cannot cut any ofthe stones, what can you say about the
4

kind ofonumbers n and s must 'be ?) 1
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A seesaw will balance if

wd = WD when an object

weighing, w pounds is

pq d D
A

..,
d ,feet,froffithd:Tulcrum and on the other; side an object s

weighing W pounds is 1) feet from the fulcrum. If
WD = 36, find D when '"W' is 9, or 18 and find W
whent D is 1, 6, 12. ':

(b) 'What can you say about: Corresponding values of -W as D
is doubled if wd remains constant?. As numbers substitu-
ted for W increase, what can you 'say about. cOrresponding

values of D. provided wd remains constant?
4. Write an equation connecting ratS.of.intetest r and the'num.

-bet of dollars on deposit p with afixed'interest payment of
$200 per year. Discuss how cci

t

tss nding values of r:)are

affected as diffetent'numbets are su itUted for p. If the

interest rate were doubled how much' money. would have to be on
depOsit to give $200 interest per year?'

. 4

5. 017S-the Constant of proportionality in each of the Problems
.

1 thfOugh 4. ...

. State your impression of the difference between greet varia-
tion 'and inversev'ariation.

7. Find' k :lif y variesinvetsely as x and if. y is 6,' when

X ,is 2..
411.

8. Find, k if .x varies inversely as y and if y s 10 when
x is i..

_../

From the information In the table does it appear that a
varies inversely as b? Explain your answer.

a -4 71 1 3. 8 , 19 41

b .78 2 ' 6 16 38- 82.

10.. S'tudy the number pairs whibh follow:' (-2, 8); 2); (0,0);
(1,2); (2,8);' (3,18);

qiy Does it appear that y varies directly as x?

(b) Does it appear that y .varies Inversely, as x?
11. (a). Supply the missing' values.. inthe.table. below where xy = 18.

`x -4 -3 72 1 2. 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 .9 1.8

y



(b). Is it-possiblefOr x or y to be zero-:in

Wny?
xy = 18?

c) Plot 'on graph'paper the points Whose coordinates you

found in (a) and drawthe curve. You may wish tofind

more number pairs to enable you to draw,tne curve more.

easily.

Notice

the letters

that in the discussion of direct and inverse variations,

and. y. may be used interchangeably', In -y = .ki,

if k is not zero,'it is'said:that x varies. airectlY as y -and:
y varies airectly as x. In' xy = k, k- cannot be _zero and it is

said tnat x varies inversely as y or that y varies inversely
as x. In tnete statements .x and y can represent different
pairs ofnumbers while k represents a constant, that is, a fixed

number. In .the generel.equation the ietter,"x",is used rather than

a particular numeral, in order to:includeall possible cases..
For x .0,-theequation' xy = k maybe written y.. k which
says that y varies directly as the reciprocal of X.

Occasionally you may'aee direct variation represented by the
, statement X = k. There are times when .thit. form is useful but:

from".yOur work with zero you- know that x = k exaludes.thepos.01....

bility of x being-zera..,

The graphs of y = kx rand xy = k 'includepoints With nega-
: five. coordinates;, .In many problems it doesn't make sense foi. x

or 'Y to b& negative. In the problem of serving punch at your, ,.

party,'the number n ,of guests-mutt bee counting number. Ih such

cases the equation is not.a completely, correct translation of the
relatiOn into mathematical, language. 'The corre&t*transiatioh..Of

your puncir-at-the-party problem is the'number sentence
Y.

"pn = 10 and n 'is acoOting.number."

The' correct translation of Boylela law is

(2) "pv k and p > 0 and .v> O."

When you graph the number sentence (1) you obtain a set OfiSolatea?..

:points' in the. first quadrant. ThAvaph of ihe relation (.-4:ithe:X'

'branch of .the hyperbola

pv = k

which lies in the first quadrant.

133
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5-9. Other Types of Variation *-

If You make a:table of the measure d of the distance in

feet throUgh which an object falls from rest in t seconds, you
will obtain results like thiS:

t 0 1 . 2 .3. .4

d o 16. 64 144 256

Sketch a:graph of the relation, betWeen d t, .indetbe
bersPor.,d are _large YoUmay wish to use a different unit on the

from'that used' on the t-axis.,

d
*

150 ---

100

50--

b.
0

A2
You obtain apart of a curve called a parabola._

If the.number.t :0 doubled, by.hcJW much, is the number d.

multiplied? 'If t is tripled, by howliluoh is d ,.Mu1tiplied? As
you see, d varies. directly as t2 _The:relation pan be expressed
by means of the equaVon

d kt2

4edOnStant? 0ow far dOes the

'

where k' is

1DOdY.fall in

constant.:'Whg

10 :,secondp?
_ .

Exercises. 5=11,

(a) What is thearea.of eachfaaeof a cube whose sides have
length 2 inches? HowllanY:f4ces ,are,there?..-14hat is the

,,tdtal.Surface.ar'ea ,the. otelarep..of 411 fac-ds?...i-.

e'teble showing .the reiationbetween the lengthsfcit,

.ie4ch side pf 4Oube:and the surface area.

.s 1
'5

A
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2. 'Let S .be-the measure of the area in .square centimeters-of a
f w s

A

square with'6dges, e cenimeterS,Idkrig ,
.

(a) 514.4 an 'eqUation connecting S .and e

AO: Tell how' S vaties',with e.
.

,.2(61.. Flot the graph of, the equation you found inl.(a). Use

values of e from 0' to 15 'and chOdsea" convenient

scale for the values of S.

(d) From the graph.you drew in'(0),

(1) The area of a square with edges 3

(2). The length .of .a'square of area

squire cenUleters.

'° (3). The area (A;a ,square with edges

.(4) The lengq:- of the edges of a squars:76f;area'40.sq.mn.;

:4 FrOm the equation youfound in .(a), find:
,.

W Tha area of a square with, edges 3 cm. long.

(2)' Thq?area of a square with edgek,5.5 cm. long.
3. If E isilpy:oportional to the square of "v. and E is 64 when

1

V is 4, find:
*

(a) an equatibn,connecting E and v.

(b) the. aloe of E when vi 6..
. '

(c) thealue of v when /.6 = 16. ---'k,,

4. Suppose'trass seed costs 70 cents per pound, and one pound

will sow ah,,4rea of 280 sq. ft.

(a) How many .pounds of deed will be needed to sowed--square

plot 10 feet on a'side?

(b) How much kll it cost to buy Seedt14Sow a square plot
.

-
10 feet on a side'

3.1 .

(c) If. C pOWis the cost of the seed to sow a square, plat
.-".- f

s feet on/a side,/,, find an equation connecting C and_ -§:.-
--, r

(d) How much will it ,cost for-s'S'ad to sow a square plot 650'
b..

feet on a side? 1

(e) If $15.00 is avalj.able for seed, can Abdugh be bought `t°

sowja 'square plot 75 feet on a side?

5. A ball is droppedfrom the top of a tower. The distance, d

feet, which it has faXlen vari as .the square of the time,

secon s,that has pas'Wea'Since it was dropped.
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(a) Frbrii the: i.nformation above, what equation can you write. .

connecting' d and 't ?

,(b) 'Find...noW':'.-fap:the ball falls in the first 3 second.
(c) al.do-,told that the ball falls 1411 feet in the

.4eecin4s., write :9..eqttation connecting d and t.

lising.the you `wrote in (c ), find how far the ball
falls . in the fiT;p:t';.-.Y..460onds.



.:,Chaptee.6

14,4MTEtip

TetrahedinS...

A geometri:o.,:figare of a certaiyi type is called a tetrahedron.

A tetrahedron had,:l'OutWprtices which are .points in spabe. The

drawings below'r4rOent,AetrahedrOns, ,(Another form of the word

"tetrahedrons" ite.ti.arida." ( "`tetra'" is the Greed word f.ar

four.)

The points A, B, C, and D are the vertices of the tetra-

hedron on the left. The points P, Q;17t,. and: S are'the vertices

of the one on the right. The four vertices of a-tetrqedrommre

.not°!in the same plane. The word "tetrahedron" refers either to the

. ,

'sp.rface of the figure dito the "solid" figde; i.e. the figure

intert0t4n'space. From some 14ints cif.Vew the dis-

tinction is'nOt important,' from Others One cariphMe a

tetrahedron by naming its vertices. Parentheses shailuSilally be

put around the letters. like (ABCD) or (PQRS) in naming tetra,

hedrons. The vertices.:1fiay be name, in any order. Later this nota-

tion shall'beUsed to meanspeblAball'y "soliii:tetrahedron", the

union of:tlie'srfaCe an.d.ta-InteiniOre

ThesemgMents M,.476, AC, AD, BD, and CD are called edges

of the tetratiedrOn (ABCD). Sometimes the notation (AB) or (BA).

will be used to mean the edge. AB. What are th& edges of the

tetr edron (PQRS)?..

Any three vertices of a:tetrahedron .are the vertices t!ita tri-

angle and lie in .a plane. A triangle has an interior in the 'plane

in which its vertices lie (and in which.it lies). 'Let us use (ABC)'

;at'

13



to mean the triangle PABC' together with its interior. In other
words, (ABC). is the union of ABC and its interior. The sets
(ABC), (ABD), .(ACD), and (BCD) are callAd the faces of the
tetrahedron (ABCD). What are the faces of'the tetrahedron

'(PQRS)?

YOu will be asked to make some models of tetrahedrOns in the
.

exercises. The easiest the of tetrahedron of which to make a
model. is the so-called regular, tetrahedron. Its edges are all
the same length. '(Length or measurement is intrOdueedhare'only
for convenience in making some uniform models. ThOhOtar deals
fundamentally with non-metric Or "no-measurementebmetry0 .913 a-

piece of cardboard or stiff paper construct an eqSAlateraltriangle
'of side:6". You'cando this with a ruler and compass or with a
ruler and protractor.

R

/

NovLmark the three. points that are halfway between the pairs
of vertices. Cut out the large triangular regiOn. CarefUlly make
three- foldspr.,ueases along the segments.joining the " halfway",

Ar-7
points. y'N'-MaS6.1uSe a ruler or other straightedge to help; Ou make
these folds.. r'ot'e original triangular region now looks 1 four.

smallangular regions. Bring the original three vertices.
together 'above the 'center of the middle triangle. Fasten theloose
. edges together with tape or' paper and:Tasta. This is 'easier if you

4

add flaps as.. in the third figure. YoUnow have a Model of a reg-
ular tetrahedron.

.

How do you make a.model.of a tetrahedron which is' -'not a reg-
ular one? Cut any triangularregion out ofoardboard 'Or.heavy
paper. Use this as the baSe of your model.. Lalia`i its .vertices

A, B, and C. C4Out.another triangle witirie of its edges the
same length as AB. Now, with tape, fasten these tn triangles

together alopg edges of equal legth. Use edge (AB) .'for this,
for instance. Two ofthe vertices of the second triangle,are:now

, .138
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:considered labeled s.A and- El,e, Label the other vertex of the

,Se4ond..trlangle.D.','CUtout a third triangular region with one

edge the.:intth'of7:AD..and another the lengtf Ac. . Do not make
,

the angle between.these-edgestoo large or tpo small. Now, with

tape, fasten the'e edges of the third triangle.to AD and AC so

that the three triangles fit together,in -space.. The model you have

.constructed so far will look something:.like a pyramid- shaped drink-

ing cup if youhold the vertex A at the bottom, as in the drawing

below. Finally, cut out a triangular region which will just fit

the topaSten it to the top and you will have atetrahedrOn.

B

Exercises. 6-1

1. Make two cardboard or heavy paper todeleof a regular. tetra-

hedron. Make your models so that their edges are each 3"

long.

2. Make a model of a tetrahedron whiCh is not regular.

3. In making the third face of a non-regular tetrahedron, what

'difficulties would you encounter. if yoU made the angle DAC

.too large or too small?

6-2. Simplexes

A single point is probably the simplest object or set of

points you can think of. A set consisting of two points is probably

the nextmostsimpleaet of points in space. But any two different

points in space are on exactly one line, and are the endpoints of

exactly one'segment (which is a subset of the line). A segment has

length but does not have width or thickness, so, it does not have

area. A segment or a line is one-dimensional. Either could be

13s
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considered.as the simplest one-dimensional obje.Ct in space.
this chapter we will think, about the segment, not the line.

A set-consisting of.three points is the next most simple set
of points in space. If the three poihts are all on the same line,
one is not much better off than if there. Were. just two points. Let'

. us agree, therefore, that our three. points are not to be onthe
same line. Aus there is exabtlyone plane containing-the three
points andT there is exactly pne triangle with the three points as.
vertices. 'There is-aleo exactly one triangular region Which'
together with the triangleWhich:bounds it, has the three points as
vertices. :This .mathematical object, the triangle, together with
its interior, is what we will think about. It:ls two-dimensional.
It can be considered as the. simplest two-dimenSlonal object in

, space.

4

A

4

It .seems rather clear that the next most simple set of points
c:

in space. would be aset of four points.. If the four points were
all in one plane then the-figui;e determined.by the four points.
would apparently alSo be in one plane. It is important to 'require
that four points are not all:in any one plane. This requirement
Also guarantees that no three .can be on a. line. If any three were.
on a line, then there would be a plane containing.thatline and the
fourth point and the four points. would be the same plane. ,Four.
points in space, not all in the same plane,. suggest a tetrahedron.
The four points in space are the vertices of, exactly one solid
.tetrahedron. A solid tetrahedron is threpdcdimensional. It

i

can bethrees dimensional.

considered as the simplestjhree-dimensi?nal objeCt in'space.
Each of the four objects described above may. be. thought of as

the simplest of its kind. There are rerfiarkable similarities among
these objects. They all ought to have names that sound alike and
remind us of their basic propertiesi./ Each of these is called a

)
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simplex.You_can tell them apart by labeling each With its natural

dimension. Thus a'set consisting of a single point is called. a

0- simplex.' ',A segment is called a 1-simplex., A.triangle together_

with its interior is called a 2-simplex. A'solid tetrahedron (which

includes its interior) is called a 3- simplex.

Let us make up a table to help us keep these ideas in order.

A set consisting of:

one point

determines: which is called a:

one point (itself) 0-simplex

two points a segment 1-simplex

three points a triangle together 2-simplex
not all on with its interior
any one line

four points a.solid tetrahedron ° 3- simplex
not all on
any one plane

There. is another way to think about the dimention of .these

sets. In this we think of the notion of betweenness, of a point

being between two other points.

Let us start with two points. COnsider these two points and

all points between them. The set formed in this. way.is a segment.

Now take the segment together with all points which are tetween

two points of the segment:- We get just thesame segment. No new

points were obtained by "taking points between" again. The procest.

of "taking points between" was used just once. We get a. one-
\

dimensional set, a 1-simplex. 4

. Next consider three pointt not all on the same line. Then let

us apply. our process. We take thete. points together with all

points which are between. any.two of them. At. this stage we have a

triangle butAlot its interior. Vii apply the process again by tak-

ing the set we already have (the triangle) together With all points-

which-are between an two points of this set. We get the union of.:'
.

the triangle and.its interior. If we apply the process again we

donit get anything new.: We need. to use the process just twice. We

get a two- dimensional set, a 2-simplex.
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(after,
first
process)

138

(after
second
proceSs)

'Next let us consider four points not all on the same pla
We apply the prOcess of taking points between" and we get th
union of the edges of a tetrahedron. We, apply the procesS gain
and get the union of the faces. We applyit.once more .get the
4olid tetrahedron itself.. We apply it again and stil get just the
solid tetrahedrOn. We.need to use the'PrOcesS:Aust t ree times.

.We get..a three dimensional set, a.3-simpleX.,
'If we had just one point, the application of the pros

would still leave us with just:the one point, We.need apply:t

e.

process zero times. We get a zero-dim4iSional set, a 0-simplex
(Wmention this case lastbecaus.0 we biave'.7tO understand the
process:bef -it can Make#IUCySenSe-0

orfea.,yOur mo els of
a tetrahedron It'haSf6Ur:fOces-and'eac'h-T.ace is a 2-simplex.
106.&bix edges and each edge is a 1-simplex. 'It :has four ver-
tices and each'vertex is an 0-simplex.

Exercises 6-2
1.. (a) A 2- simplex has how: many 1-simplexes as edges?

(b) It has how many 0-siMplexeS as vertices?
2.. 'A 1simplex haS' how many.0-simplexes as vertices?,
3. Using models show:how two 3- 'simplexes can have an

which-is exactly one vertex of each.

4.-Using models shbw how two 3-simplexes can have an
which is exactly one edge of

e

6-3.. Models of Cubes

An ordinary box could.be made,from.six rectangular faces.
They have to fit arid you have to put, them together correctly..
There is a rather easy way to make a,model of a cube.

intersection

intersection

al?
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1

Draw six sqUares.on heavy paper or cardboard as in the drawing.,

above.: Cut around the boundaryofyour figure anct.,fold (or.crease)

alongthedotted lines. Use .cellulose tape:Or paste to fasten it

together. If you are going to Use paste it will be useful to have

flaps as indicated in the drawing below. .(

Can the surface of'.a cube be regarded'asthe union of

plexes .(that is; of. triangles together with their interiors)?

Ca a solid cube be regarded. as the union of 3-siMplexes (that is

of solid tetrahedrons)? The answer to both of these que4tions is

"yes".

Each .face of a cube can be considered to be the union oftwo

2- simplexes. Thedrawing on the left below shows a cube with two

of its faces subdivided into two. 2-simplexes each. The. face ADEH

appears as the union of (ADE): and (AEH) for example. The other

face which is'indicated as subdivided is .CDEF. It appears as the

union of OW) and (DFE).' The other faces have not been sub-

divided, but you can think of ea01 of them as theunion.of two

2- simplexes.' Thus the surface of the cube can .b e thought of .as the
union of 2-siMplexps.1
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,:With the.surface regal4ded as the union of:27,:Simplexes you may
regs.*Ithe solid cube as the union.Of'3-simplekds (solid tetra,
.hedrOnsl as follows. Bet P be any point in the interior of the

,';For any 2-simplex on the surface, (CDF), for example, (PCDF)
j;ga,simplex. in the figure.on the ,eight aboVe, P is indicated

- .

asq'i#Atthe oube. The 1-simplexes (PCPD),:and (PF)°are also

0.,

,
'inside te.cube.. Thus .with twelve 2.7si41exes on thesurface,:we

haVe twelve 3-simplexes whose union would 'be the Cube.-The.
,solid cube is the union of .,.simplexeS in'this "nice'; way. -

Exercises
1. Make two models of .Cubes out of cardboard.or heavy paper. :Make

them with each edge. 2":long.

2: On one of your models., without adding'any othervertiqgpA.,draw
-'h'efi:r,segments to express the'SurfaCe oftA0.0be'aaa4liol-COr

2- simplexes. :Label. a11 the vertioWbn the ;model
E, F, G, and H. Think of a poipt t
cube. Using this point. and the vertices of the a-T..4114)1660 on",::

the surface list the twelve '3- simplexes whose

solid cube. :.

3. On the same cube as in. PrOblem 2, mark alociilt in'the.01*
each face. (Eachishould be on one of the segments you dreWe-
Problem 2.)' Using as vertices the corners of,theCUbe and
these,six.new points you have marked, draw segments to indicate

.the surface of the cube as the union-of 2- simplexes.

face is expressed as the union of how many 2-simplexep in, this
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4. Thin about a geometric figure formed by patting a square - based
4

pyramid on each faCe of a cube: This. is one example of a poly-,-

hedron. The surface of this 'polyhedron has how.many triangular'.

..faces? Can you.set'u bp a one-to-one.correspondence between this

polyhedron, vertex for vertex, edge for edge, and' 2- simplex for

2-simplex, and the -surface of the 'cube subdivided into

2simplexes as in roblem 3?

6 -k., Polyhedrons

A polyhedron is defined as the union of a finite ;lumber of

Simplexes. It could le just,oneeimplex, or maybe the union of

seven simplexes,'or maybe of 7,000;000 simplexes. What-is being

saidiOhat:itis:the union of some particular number of simplexeS:

Inthe previous sectioni.observe that a solid cube; for example, was

the union-of tWelVe 3-simplexes. The figurbelOW represent the
,A.

unions of simplexes. 7

T efigure

2-siMP1

Mixed dimension.

polyhedrons (or.

hedron is the union of simplexes

3-dimensional polyhedron will be

of 3- simplexes.. A 2-dimensional

on:the:left representS-a union 4.elsimplex and a

doeSenot contain the 1-simplex. It is therefoi'eof

In what follows, you will not be concerned inUt

polyhedra) of mixed 'dimension.... Assume that a PO

(:)f the same-dimension. A

s ken of as one whieh,isthe union

poly edron is one which is the

union of 2-simplexes. A 1-dimensional polyhedronjs one which is

the. union of 1-simplexes. (Any finite set of' points could be

thought of as a 0-dimensional polyhedron butthege. will not be

dealt with here.)

The figure .on the right above rePresent6 a2:polyhedronwhich

seems to be the union of two 2-simplexeS (triangular region6) but

)".
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.they don't intersect nicely. It is more convient to think of a

polyhedron as the union of simplexes Which'intersect nicely as in
the'middletwo figures. Justwhat is meant by simplexes inter,

secting nicely ?' There is araleaSy explanation for it. If two
simplexes, of the same dimension intersect nicely, then the inter-
section must be a.fee, or an edge, or. a vertex of-each..

Let as look .more closely at the union of. simplexes'which do
not intersect nicely. In the figure

one right the 2-Simplexes (DEF)

and (HJK).have just ,the point H in

common. They do not intersect

nicely. While . H. is 'a vertex' of

(HJK), it is not of (DEF). However,

the polyhedron which is-the union'of

these two 2- simplexes is also the(''

union of three.2-simplexes, which,,do not intersect nicely, (DEHY,
.t7

.(DHR), and (HJK),

The figure on the left rep-

resents the union of the 2-:

simplexes .ABC) and (PQR).

They do not intersect nicely.

Their intersection seems to be a'

quadrilateral together with its

interior.

;,.;CInthe.right it is indicated

,how the same set of 'points. (the

same polyhedron) an be consid-!.

ered to bie a finilte union of-2-

simp1exedwhic4;!do.not intersect

nicely. TheOlyhedron is the
union o the eight 2-simplexes,

(ACZ), .(CZY), (PZW), (XYZ), (wxz),

(BWX), .(XYR), and (YQR).

These examples suggeSt a fact about polyhedrons.. If a.poly-
hedron iS the union of simplexes which intersect any way at all
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then tkie same set of points (the same polyhedron) is also. the union
.

of simplexes which intersect. nicely.; Except for the exercises at'

the 'end:of thissection, yOu_shall always deal with unions-of sim-

plexes which intersect nicely. When convenient a polyhedron will

beregarded aSAlaving associated with it a particular. set of sim

'plexes which intersect nicely and whose:-'union it is. When yoUsay

the word ''!polyhedron," you may'underStand the simplexettohe there:.

. Is a solid cube a polyhedron, that is,ls it a Union of 3

simplexes? YOu haVe already seen that it is. -.IS a solid prism a

polyhedron? Is a solid square -based pyramid? The.answen -to. all of

these questions is yes. In fact, any solid object each of whose
. .

faces is flat' (that is, .whoSe surface does not contain any. curved

pOrtion) i8. a 3-dimensidnalpolyhedron.- It can be expnessed:as the

union of I.-simplexes.
.

. . -( .

.

As examples let us look at a solid square-bated pY]ramid.'and a
Iprism with a triangular base. ..

r In the figure on the left the. solid pyramid is.the'Union 'of

the two 3-simplexes .(ABCE) and (ACDE). The figure in the middle-.

represents a...solid prism with a triangular base. The prism hat
. 0

three rectangular faces. Its baseS are (PQR) and (XYZ). Here

you can see hov(rthe solid prism may be .expressed as the union of

'eight3simplexes. The same devicetS. used that was. used for the

solid cube. First think about the surface as the union of 2-

Simplexes. You alreadyfhave,thebaseses 2- simplexes. .Then think

of each rectangulan 'face as the''union oftwo'2-simplexes. In the.

figUre.ontheright above, the face YZRQ .'is indicated as the

union of .(YZQ) and .(QRZ), for instance. NowthinkabpUta
point F. in the interior of the prismt. The 3-simi4e3c'(FOZ) is

one of eight 3-simplexes (each' with 'F %-.s a vertex) whoSe union, is
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the sOlid'priem..;In the exercises yowwill.be asked to name.the
otherr'seven. r,.

Finally,
.

hcw. Ybu,ekpress.a solid:btism with non-triangular
bases as a 3,;dtMAsional polyhedron=: (-that is; as a union of,81::-

. .

simplexes with nice intersections)? You can use a
Fitst express the base as a Union of 2-simplexes.and using ..theSe
you may::0?;fpreSs the solid prism as a union of triangular

prisM4-2-:-Ahd you:mey then express each. triangular. solid prism as
the'dnton of eight 3-phplexes. You Can.d0his in such a Way.
that simplkes..intersect nicely.

Draw two.2=simplexes whose intersection is one'point and
(a) theA(RZtjs a vertex..0 .each.

(b) t point is a vertex of one but not of the other.
2.- Draw three 2-8iMpleXes which intersect nicelYind'Whose union

is itspif a 2-simplex. (Hint:, startytth a 2- simplex as'the
union and subdivide it:).

3. You are asked to;draw various' 2-diMenstonal .polgledronS'each
as the union of six 2-simplexes. DraW'one such 'that'

.?tA (a) :No two of the 2-simplexes intersect;

(b) There is one potht'common to all:the -Simplexes but no
other point is'bOmmon to any pair.

(c) The polyhedron lsa rectangle'together with its intar.
The figure on'the right rep-

'resents a polyhedron as the ,.

union of 2-8iMplexes without

nice intersections. Draw a

similar figUre yourself and

then draW in three segments

which will indicate the:poly-:.

)!kdron as theuniOn of 2-

Simplexes which intersect



The72i4imensiollal figure on

theright,han be expreSSed'aS'

a union of 2,-simpleXes 4th-

niceA.ntersections in mahyway8;,'

7Draw:e: similar figure and:

(a) By drawing segments ex-

ppess, it. as the union of:.

2- simplexes' without.

H

4%I'uSIng more ,vertices,
...

.

(b) By addihipeArerex. near the middle (ii'r:apother OraWing

of the .fAgUre)',.. expresbepOlyhedrcon as the 'union ,of:." .. .,

O
::eight 2-aiMpleXet CachhaVihg the pointin".cthetiadle,as.

one vertex: -.
X

. '

Repding P as a point in

like that used earlierRegarding

ths!.i/i14:rior of the.prism'

the right. Tjhe.figure is

) List eight2SiMple)ces:.

whose union is the surfac07:

of the triangglar prism on

;J..sf eight 3-simplexes:
Q

(each containing ;F) whoSewliniOr:10.the solid prism. .

( ),,,The figure shows the ti.tangqa:r:pr'ism-(KBYYZ) 6.6theunioh
three 3-simplexes which iiivpdt nicely. Name them.

r

6-5. One-Dimensional Polyhedrons

A. l-,dimensional, polyheclron is ihe:dnion of a. certain number of'

1,sipplexes(segmentS). polyhedrOp maSChe:Copained
in a Plane, or it-may7not be Lookata.mOdel ofa.tetrahedron..
union of'the'edsgesiS a lklimensioha:iPOlYhsdron. It the;union
of six 1-simplexqs, and does ,not 14e.in.aplane. You malythink.of
the figure elow as representinil-dimengional polyhed.ronS that do.;
lie inikPlineAthe plane :of the:PSge)..
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There'Jare two tyPes of 1-dimensional; polyhedrons Which 'are or

special interest. A, Ipolykorai. is 'a I:dimen sional. 5101YWed rbn a

.in: which .the 1-siMpIeXes can be considered to be arranged in oraer
`follows. .There is a first 'One =and there is a one: Each

'..other 1-simplex of the polygonal path has one ve rtex' in common,
with the 1-Simpleic which,precedes it }and gone vertex in :common Wi=th
the 1- simplex whic,,T011ows it There, :r4 no extra interseetiOns.
The first; :and last vertices (points);-.0.:the.Polygdnal path are
called the?.',endpoints.

Neither of the 1-dimensional polyhedrons-in the 'figures above
is a. pclygona.1 path. BUt each .contains many.. polygonal' paths... The. .

union of-. .(4.13') , (BC); .(CD), (DG) 4 and ,.(aH)', a...l.P;Olygonal: Path. .
froin:'..A fiy. H. The unibn Of (JD) and ; pblygonal

npath fr011i!,;.3 to. E and consists ..of 'just twb:1-,Simplexes...
4./j:*-the drawing, bf'-.0:'et?"6-he-

-dron on the right, the.:Union:.Of,,:
(PQ), (QR); and (RS) i* a poly-
gone], 'pe,th from .,P to S (with
-endOints P and S). The 1-

,' simplex- 'kps) '.'is itself a.S.pb1:y-'
gonal path from .P to S. Con-
sider the 1-diMensional polyhedron .

WhiCh i4 the uriiOn"6f; the edgeS of
thit and find, another
polygonal path from P to S

.

model:: 71f .,:it-helps.Ybu
....:Seer' )' HOW-maiiy. such .pOlygonal .4

'pathsar.d:theie frOm P
I

14,
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The union oftwppolggohal'paths

that '.have exactly endpoints in.
,

.common is call:ed'-a simple closed.

polygon (i-e,is also a"slmPfeiclosed

curve) The 1-diMensional poly-

hedron on the right ds::not a simple

closed,polygon..; But it contains ex-

actly one siMpIgi:clord polygon,

namely the union of the polygonal

paths "ABC and ADOlwhich':haVq.

endpoints A and C 1.1#4,OMMon!;

The uniorLof the edges of.the cube in'the drawing is a 1..dikensional

polyhedron. It contains many simple'
.

closed :Polygons. One is the Unich',

of {AB);, (BE), 1,K, and (GA).

Anotheris the union of (AB), (BC),

(CD)';), (2G), and (GA). List

the Vertices naming at least two

More dl:r)I5i.6 .closed polygons cOn-j:

taming. (AB) and (GA). (Use a

model if it helps you,see,itA

They e--i-s -one --very 7easyhelat-i-orrship on any-simple -closed- poly2

gon. The number of 1-simplexes (edges.) is equal to the number
(

vertices Consider the figure on the right. Suppose you start at

C

.some vertex. Then take an edge con-

tainirig this vertex. Next take the
"

?other'vertex contained in'this'.edge

and then thb. other edge containing

this second vertex. You-nay think

of numbering the.verticesand edges

.as'in the f ure, Continue the-

groess. You will finish with the

otper edge which contains our original

vertex. You will start with avertex

and finish With an edge after having

alternatedAtelAiCes.and.edges_as. we go

along. ThusW.number of:Orti'Ces is

the same as the number of edges.
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Exercises 6=5,

1. The figure on the'right Fepre

'sents 4

.,1;

drop. How. many:polygonal paths
. .

-does it' contain with endpotnts,

A .and. B? How many simple

cloSed polygons dpes.it'pontain?

21., (a) he union of the edges ofda.

3-simplex (solid tetra,. *

..'hedron) containt how many

. simple cloal
.

(b) Name them a11.: 7

(C) : Name one that is -not con-

4

. -

-tained in a plane. ,

(Use a. model ;if you

3. Let be4vertiCeS of a

cube whiCh are diametrfoally

yposite each other (lower frori

.left and upper back right). fame

three poIygnal'patha from P to

Q- each of which contain's all the

vertilces.,:of the cube and is. in.

the union of the edges. (Use a

model .if ydii'wisnO .

4. Draw a 1- dimensional polyhedron which is the union of seven

1-simplexes and contains n8 p'olygon'al path consisting of more

.4

7than two of these, simplexes:' 'Y

5. On thesltrface of one of your models of a cube, draW a simple
.

closed polygon.Aich intersects every face .and which does not

contaip any of the vertices bf the cube.

or

6-6. Two- .Dimensional Polyhedron; .

A 2-dimensi,onal polyhedron is a uniot4Of 2-aimplexese As
stated. before, it 'is agreed.tliat the 2-simplexes dre-to-inersect
nicely. That'iS, 'if two 2.-SimplexeS`intersect, then the inter7-.

section is either an edge of 140h;:Or a'vertex of both:. There are
many 2-dimensional polvhedrons; some are in one plane but many
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are not in.any-.orte,plane. The surface of a tetrahedron;-for

instance, is not in any one plane. Let us first consider a few.

2-dimensicinal polyhedrons in a plane.. In drawing 2-simplexes in a

plane their interiors14111 be shaded:

Every 2.-dfinensional polyhedron

in a plane has -a boundary in tkat.

,plane. The boundary is itself a

1-dimensional polyhedron. The

boundar'y' may be a simple closed

polygon as in the figure on the

right. In the figure on the right below a polyhedron has been

indicated-as the UniOn.ofeight 2-

The boundarY is the union of two

simple closed polygons, the inner

square and th7 outer square. These

two polygons do not intersect.

simplexes. tABC) is one of them.
A

The figure on the right repre-

sents a 2-dimensional polyhedron,

which is the union of six '2-.simplexes..

'The boundary. of this polyhedron in the

plane is the union of tiqo simple

closed polygons which 'have exactly one

'vertex of each in 'common, the point P.

Suppose a 2-dimensNnal polyhedron .in the plane has a boundary
.

. which is a simple closed polygon (and nothing else). Then the_num-

ber of 1- simplexes (edgeS) of'the boundary is:equal to..the number

of.0-simplexes tvertices) of the boundary.. You have ,already seen,

in the pi-evious section, why this must be true.

There are many 2.-f4mensional polyhedrons which are not in- any

one pLane. The surface cf' a tetrahedron is such a, polyhedron. The

surgaceof a cube is another. You have seen that the-surface of a'

cube may be considered to be expressed Va. union of 2-simplexes.
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These are examples of some 2-dimensional polyhedrons which are
themselves surfaces or boundaries of 3-dimensional polyhedrohs.

1
..Let us consider these two surfaces, the surface of a tetrahedron

and the surface of a cube.

a

You may look at the,drawings above or you may look at some
models (or both). As yo,1,1 have.observed earlier, the surface q' a
cube may be considered in several different_waYs. You may think
of the faces as being square region's (as in the middle figure

,

'above) or youAmay think of each square face as subdivided;into two.

2-simplexes (as suggested in the figure on the right above). In

any. case, it seems clear what is meant by faces, edges, or vertices. .

Let us count the numbers of such objects for a given polyhedron.-
the lettelF:'-will-be-used-for t , E le

number of edges. and V for the number of vertices. If y u are.,

counting from models and do not obServe patterns to help ou'couht,
it is usually easier to check things off as you go along. That is
mark the objects as you count them..

Let us make up a table of our results.

F E
Surface-of
tetrahedron

Surface of cube
,(square faces) 8

Surface of. cube
(two 2-simpleXes _12
on each square.face)
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It is not easy by considering just these special polyhedrons

to obServe any_. relationship among the numbers you get: What you

are looking for is a relationship, if any, which will be true not

only for any one of these 2-dimensional polyhedrons but alsb for

any others like these. See if you can discover a relationship

whichAs true in each case.

Exercises 6-6

1. Make up a table as in the text showing F, V, and E 'for'the

2-dimensional polyhedrons mentioned there.

2. (a) Draw a 2dimensional polyhedrOn in the plane with the

polyhedron the union of ten .2-simplexes such that Its

boundary is a. simple closed polygon.

(b) Similarly draw another such polyhedron such that its',
tot

boUndary is the union of three simple closed polygons

having exactly one point in common.

(c) Draw another, such that its bbundary is the union of two

simple closed polygons which db not intersect.

3.. Draw a 2-dimensional polyhpdron in the plane with the number of

edges in the boundary' /

(a) -equal to the number of vertices,.'

(b) one more than the number of vertices,

(c). two more than the nUmber of vertices.

4. Draw a 2-dimensional polyhedron which is the union of three 2-

Simplexes with'eachpair having 'exactly an.edge in common:. Do

You think that there exists in the Plane a polyhedrOn which is.

the union of four.2simplexeS'such that each pair has exactly

an edge in common? Does' one exist in space?

5. On one of yoUr models of a cube, mark six. points one at tha

center of each face.' Consider each face to be subdivided into

four 2-simplexes each having the center point as a vertex..

Count. F (the nu er of 2simplexes), E (the number of 1-

Simplexes), and V (the number of,07simplexes) 'for this sub-

division
o

of th whole surfade. Keep. your answers for later use.
So ,

6. Do Problem.5 wi out using a. model and without tiding any actual

'counting. Just ':figure tol.UPA 4W many,Of_each there must be. For .

instance, there*st be 14Xertics,8 original ones and 6
added ones.

'01
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7. Express -the polyhedron on the right

as a union of 2-simplexes which

intersect nicely (in edges or

vertices of each other).

Three-Dimensional Polyhedrons

A 3-simplex is one j-dimensional poljhedron..,-A solid cube is

another 3-dimensional polyhedron. Any union of 3-simplexes is a

3-dimensional polyhedron. It will be assumed again that the .sim-

plexes of a polyhedron intersect nicely. That:is,"that if. two 3-

simplexes intersect, the intersection is a 2-dimensional,face

(2-simplex) of each 'or an edge (1-simplex) of each or a vertex .

(0-simplex) of each. . .

Any.3-dimensional polyhedron has a surface (or _boundary) in

space. This surface is itself a 2-dimensional polyhedron. It is

--the-union-of several---2-simPlexes (Mhich intersect nicely). The

surface of the 3-dimensional polyhedron represented by the drawing
on the) right consists of tne s.ur-*' 4Ik

'.:faces-of three tetrahedrons which

have exactly one point in-coMMon.

The simplest kinds of surfaces
s

.o

called simple surfaces.

a cube and the surface of: a 3-

of 3,dimensional. polyhedrons-.ae

simplex are b6th simple aurfaces.

There are many others.- Any surface of a 3-dimensional,polyhedron

obtained as follows will be.asimpIe- surface. Start with a solid

tetrahedron. Then fasten anothertO it,so that the intersection of
k

.

the one you are adding-with what you already 'have is a face of the

one you are adding. You may keep adding more solid tetrahedrons

' in any combination or of any size provided that each one 'you add in
i

156
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turn intersects what you already have in a set which is exactly a

union of one, two or three faces of-the 3-simplex you are adding.

The surface of any polyhedron formed' in this way will be a simple
surface.

Class activity. Take five models of regular tetrahedrons of

edges 3". Put a mark on each of the, four faces of one Of-these,

Now fasten each Of the others in turn to one of the marked.faces.

The marked one should be in the middle and you wontt see it any
More. The iurfice of the object you have represents a simple tur
face. You can see how to fasten a flew more tetrahedrons to get

more and more peculiar looking objects. Suppose it is true that

whenever you add a ,Soblid.tetrahedron the intersection of what you

add with what you alreaay have is one face, two faces, or three

.4A-,f46.04Cifthne your add. The surface of what you get will be a

`StMploAtUrace,

one can also fasten solid cubes together, to .&et various 3.-

dimensional POlyhedrons. If you,wish-them to hav6.4mPle, Purfacet,..

you must follOw a rule like the one given before. Ale*:,010

be fastened together in tuch a way that the intersecti6hd'fsther'

polyhedron yoUt.lready have with the cube you are addingis a set

which is bounded,on each surface by a simple closed..polygon. :For

example, the intersection might be a face or. the union oftwo or

more adjacent faces of.the cube you are adding.
.

Finally an interesting 'property of simple surfacWis menttoned..:.

Draw any simple closed pOl4 ygbh ovt.a stopple surface. Then this Poly-

gon separatesthe simple.surface Ynto exactly two. sets each of

whichJS connected, i.e., is in one,piece..

Class activity. On the surfaGe of one of the peculiar 3- ,
. .

.

dimensional polyhedrons (with simple surface) that you have con--

structed above, let one student draw any simple closed polygonjtHe

wilder the better). It need not be just one lace. Then.let

another' student start colOring sOmewhenton the surface but away,

from the polygon. Let him color as much as is possible without.

crossing_the polygon. _Then -let another student start coloyingith

;;another color at any previously uncolored plade.'color as much as

possible but do not cross the polygon. When the-second student has

.colored as much ab possible, the whole surface shOUld be colored:.
. .

15 )
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: If you don't carefully follow the instructions for constructz;
.1hc:a- polyhedron with a simple surface, yoU may get.a!polyhedron,
WhOpe surface, is not simple. Suppose, for instance, you fasten
'eight cubea together as in the drawing shown below, The poly-

:'hedron looks something like a square doughnut. Note that in fit-.
the eighth one, the intersection of the.One you are adding

With
.

what' you already have is the union of two faces which, are
not adjacent. The boundary (on the eighth cube) of the .intersec-.
tion is two simple closed polygons not just 'one:as it should be.
There are many simple closed polygons on this surface whih do not
Separate it at all...

does:hot; Separate The Polygon.' K does..
er61:"6es 6-

1. Uding a block of WOO. ,,sawed o,ff if possible),
-draw a simply= Clp6ecl'Ictorgd..h.On the 4r.ft,aCe making it inter-
sect most or all of the': faceS.:of the SOXId. Start Coloring .

at some point cross .boiii6h,'4.:\.:color as much as
you can without ''croSsing.'1;116:,,pciAriOral,..,:Whehlrou have colored
as much as you cah;'..s,tartqolprihk.viith:1,..a;c1,-Werent color on
some uncolored Portion. ','A: you can with-
out crossing the'Polygoh.1 ou should h-aie,',the whole surface
colored When yoU, fitfeh.
Go through th4 same 1-.),:rioCedure.as-,inlIPrOti.efm,1 but with another
3- dimensions solid w3V simple pUrfe.t.e.;'i Use one of your

(fir n.,.;
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models or another block of wood. Make your simple closed poly.

gon as complietteda:eyou wish).
C -

6-8. _Counting Vertices "Edgesand.Faces - The Euler ormula
Ih Section 6 -6 You:wereli4kto d&.,0.6mecounting. LOOk at the

probleth in another way. .feW4you :May have discovered a
tionship between F, E, and V. Consider the tetrahedron in the

figure 'below.: Its surface-is a simple. surface. .What relatiOliship
,

'andcan you find among verti.ces,"edges, faces of it?.;
.4,

"There. are the same number of edges' andfa'oeScothing into thePOsill.t

A, three of each. One may see that on-,the:baSethere are the:sathe'
. .

number of vertices as edges. You have two oh4eatS left over: the
- vertex at the top and the, face (BCD) at-the:bottom. Otherl,.:

wise cou -havejmatched all !the "edges with vertice'S'and faceS. So
V +.F- B = NO14 let us ask what would be'the relationship If

,one:of the facesothe.:base:wre broken UP'intd'ieVeral 2 simplexes.
,SuPpose you had the base broken 4 into three'2simplexesby adding
one vertex. P in the interior of the base.. The;4fygui<e'onthe.'

right abOve illustrates this. Thb counting wou4be the same
. until you gotto the base and you would be able to match the
three new 1-,simplexes which contain p with the.three new
simplexes on the base. YOu have lost the face which is the base
but you have picked up onenew'vertex P. ThuS the number of ver-

tices plus the number of 2-simplexes is again two 'more than the
number of 1-simplexes. V + F - E = 2.

159
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Next let us look at a cube.

lei.e is ..d' drawing one on- the

"right. The publiatv.,ma..Ag'faces?.

How many edges?cifiMahy verices%,

is the sum of the number ofy.dtices
.,;

and .theAuthber of faces two 'more

than the number of"edges? Let us see..

why this must be.,'

(1)7 The number of vertices on the

.:;.,..,edges on the top face.
. .

.'411:leutner,oftices, on the bottomface is tne number
f edge's ion tIlerbottom face.

The number.ofAtlexi.tical faces .s the nuffiber of

edges.

:Ail-thevertices and-010S are now used up. All ,the::.
`vertical faces *.er10.1k.Uted up. -The top.. and botto/:.

top faO0 is the number of

fades, ;are left..

E')+.,

wciu10:4014Wir each facbWere broken'up into two

...:Pqr%eaah.fac4.bp:t4eCube you would now have-two 2- simplexes. But
or' ch face'yOUVOUld have One new 1- simplex lying, in it. Other
tag are not 4changed.:. Hence V:+F - E is again 2.

. . .

'Suppose you have any simple,. surface. THen.doyOU suppose.
+ F - In the exercises yoU will be asked to Verify

this TormUla, which is knoWn as the Euler Formula, in several
other examples. Euler .(ponoun'ced. "Oiler") is the name of a famots.

mathematician of the early 18th century.

Let us now observe that the,formuIadoes not hold in general.

for surfaces which are r\ot Simple, Consider the two examples below.,.

2-simplexes?
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In the figure on the left (the union of the two tetrahedrons
having exactly the vertex A in common), what V + f -E ?
Count and see. Use modelS d' .two tetrahedrons if yOu wish.
V + F - E should be S. You.may reason this way. Qi each tetrahe-

, dron separately the number of faces plus the.number of vertices:
thenuMberof edges plus 2.But'the vertex'A. would have been
counted i(wice. So V +:V:.is one less. than -:E :

The figure on the:right abOUPP.60dto
represent.the

union -of eight solidC4Ss as in the lasttipi-, The:possibiS,
ninth one in-the center' .is missing.

QOUnallthe:',faceS-:(ofcUeS4,.
edges and vertiC0Whlah4rein the surface:,,Fbr thistigure
Vf+ F E Shouia:.be,.:,0;*;-A a starter, V Shouldbe .32.)

Exercises 6-8
1. Takea cardboard model of a non- regular tetraedron. In each

face add a vertex near the middle. Consider the face as the
union of three 2-simplexes so formed. Glvethe count. Of.the'

':.faces, edges, and vertices of the 2-simPleie on the.Surfe.Ce.:

.

,

.

How do the.faces; 'edges, andvertices of this polyhedron' com-,:
.

,pare with those Of the polyhedron you. get by attaching four

regular tetrahedrons to the :four faces of a, fifth? Does the

.

.

Euler Formula hOld'for sued a' polyhedron?

Take a..model of a c ube.. Subdivide'it as f. pllows. Add. one
vertex, in the middle of each edge. Add: vertex in .the

, .. -
,. %middle of each)face: Join the new vertex<in the.middle of..each4 . .

face with the eight,other vertices now on that face. You should
have eight.2-simplexes on each face.
td, yOu get V +F - E =

3. Consider the Squarishdoughnut

which is the union':of-8 cubes.

Without cube-number 8,-the,sur-

face is sirilple'and V + F -E = 2.
What is the effect of adding

cube 8?, You lose two f'aCes (one

on cube 1 and one on cube YOu
gain 1-,faCeS and A edges on oube.8
and that. is all. Hence for the Whole

.ippolhedron, V +.F

'CompUte F, V, a.nci E.



I-1. Areas of Plane

You recall that area of'aurfaCb As the'n4Mlier of square, units
contained The arearOferegtangle:theanithe area of the
rectangular closed region. The a a:,a.bra..y.00,,tangle is the product.
01"he measures of thee length.arg ih

':,'Stated as a form0.a, AF--; .b

A symbol such astherecbangle in "AIl"H will sometimes be used
.Fora square, Ao = s s or, -Ao = s .

A"ParallelOgram has the game area as a rectangle of the same
4height and base.: Stated as a formula, Al /r= bh.

A trapezoid.is a quadrilateral, only two-'of- whose sides are
parallel.

D, b2' 'C-7

A

Tf.a diagonalcsuch as is.drawn, the interior of the trapezoid
is separated:intp.two triangularregions. Note thAt the altitudes
of both triangles are.7COhruent, but the bases b1 and b2,.of the
two triabgleS..have,4ifferenteasures. The area.otthe trapezoid
.A.s the. sum-of the areas Of the two triangles:

Area of. ABCD"= + Area of ADC

'ABCD'= hb 1
-2
1

, 1 2 2

Example: in the trapezAd .ABCD arid the area by finding the
sum of the areas of the two triangles into which the diagonal :AC

...separates t.



A
A ABC

Arc +.6

1 .

"7 =

45 4- 21 . 66

45

21

p.

The area of the trapezoid is 66 square inchesc

The above method of finding the area of,, a trapezoid can be
simplified by using the distributive property.

D 1?2, .c.

A b

AABCD 7 h bl + i h b2
1

'.

i+- Then. by the distributive property,

A =
2

h (b + b )AABCD 1 2

The formula may also be Written:

(1°). + 1)0.

AABCD = 7(31 + b2) or. h
2 '

.The area of a trapezoid fan be obtained by multiplying the
, .

. measure of. the height by the average of the measures'ofthe baseS

Area of alleular Polypn.

A b

Recall that a regular'Polygon is defined to be ajoolygon
whose sides have equal measures and whose angles.have'eqiial.

Measures.

JOin the.centerf the regular polygorAoeach vertex of the
pdlygon6 (The center is the point in the -interior. which is equally
distant'from the verticei.of the polygon.) If there are n ver-
tices there will be n coKigruenp'triangles..,



The area of any such regular' polygon: will be the sum of the
areasoiof the triangles'. In the figure,

lAp
There are five such triangles, so:

A'0 = 2 h15 + 2 hb + hb + 2 hb

=.2( b b + b + b b )

Bdt (b 12,4:.:b.+bt.b), is the Measure of the perimeter bf the
`1Thus As j 7,hp

Ar66.-Of a. Circle_
Con'side'r circle n the figures below.

regUlar polygon' of .n , . sides '.is'!inscribed: in a ciraUlar region if ,7 .

ft-ye:MI:6es: of the sregular.'polYgonare .points' on the....circle. :: It...,;',;-:.. ..

is.-;elear: from the. figures .,above that.;.the more SidOS the inscribed
pOl%pn has,,..:Kp,..shbrtet. will 'be. the length of each side. A$'... n ':-... V
'getSA.arger.ailti';'iarger, it .Wil,Sbe. More :and more..diffieult...V.,diS....:.
tingaSh..,be!4ween ..ttie, regular po'l'ygon and the..circle. ;YoU.co'ti,id..a31;:.".-,.

,. w, : ...--. -.that the.!-.area.. of the interi,cir..of. the inscreibed polygOn.,i:arprb,xi:',.-0 ,.,....!7.. . .. -1 ... ,, : :.- 4 . ..$.; A . ''t i,,, , ,V;!; )..; ',.'': . '-'''' ,,,.'

, s `n. .

mately .'.0:a3.: to he area of the,' ibterior.§Of,qthe cirCle;bug,...i.'41e're-;-
. .,,,,..

4
is : always some. portion of the . ap of the, .dtir.C4.'e...wh.'i pii}17444b '::C.on--;..

tained in the interiors of: 4. inpagbacf:-i*!..11.6.±... 1:)1::4),";01i.:1441v...'..r,.
.:.'lfoii.'
' : -. ' ...

large -- lu- .;: o f n;
:

t h' i:areas
..-

a- r e *k;,:;Aye.4-c 3-.' 4- s e , ptk-, /., 6t17
.

6' 6. 4, think
of the area of the . interior 0:,th4.tgiieI.,e';aS7 'the u per '3iriit of -that ;
of :.the inscribed,:regylar polygcin;0.'",..: :. . .

, . ,..1!.. .. j .,It'!'shOuld also ; be. noted titaty the-larger n ..10(the-number.pi",
-. sides ) be..c Ome 6 , . the.el.oee the .iii6'6..sure.lbii... 11.1.e ''distaxiCe .from. :the '.

..,,..
.

4 :.
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center or 'the inscribed polygon to a Side gets to the measure of

the radius og the:circle.-'YoU have seen.that the number of square
1
.punits of area in the polygon is p, but you have just observed

that when n get's very large, h gets tieryclose td r, and

gets' close to 27-rr so you are,led.to e6nclildt:

r. is the number,Of linear units in .the radius of a

ciraie, and A is the numb T of:.tquare'units.of area in its

interior,

1
= r(27rr.

A = vr2

Exercises 7 -!L

Find the area of each of the following figures.:
r).

Figure.

1. Rectangle ABCD".

/2. 'quare XYZW.

3. Parallelogram .A5CD

Triangle. XYZ

'5. 'A circle

6. Find thee,area of trapezoids:,.

Height

8

5.4 ft.

2-1 ft.
2

t

7 The area of a trapezoid

bases are 23. :in. and

zoid.

p

Measurements

AB is h" long, BC is 12" long.
"

YZ is a-
2

ft. long

AB is 16 in. lOng; the height.

is 15 in.

The baSd YZ is 38 ft. long,

the height. XW is 37 ft.

Length of radius 4.5 in.

3.14}

.Upper

6 in.

98 ft.
1

3-7 ft.

IS 696

35 in.

Lower Base

13 in.

12.7 ft.
1

67 ft.

m.. in. The lengths of the

Find the-height'of the trape-

16
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. .4

,

$ ,
8. Compute 'the area of the interior of ,ea h of the,followirig:_,.

circles: The.Measuremqpt in each case re in inches. E4ASes
.

. the answer:in terms of 71-. 4 .

: ,

. V"
(a) .r.'1 5 ,; (0. r = 20'

(b) r = 10
.

, (d): r = 4 N.
:

. Find the al'eak,of the following regur polygons:

Kid ot Polygon- .Distance from the Lerigth of a
Center ..4o a Side Side .,

..
, ,

(aY Hexagon..

(b) jentagon

('C). Octagon
.

(d) beCagon
4

72, Planes and Lines

your desk

R..
Take a piece of nOtebookpaper;as shown,. first. folding it so

s'that' AD .fallop C. -1\10W take

the''Paper'and set it on

:.

as-showri,irvthe position of a

,partly _opened book, so that seg,

ments:'AQ.'. and :Bg.

plane. of:the;desk:top.:. Would you

.agree that QR now perpendicu -.

lar to: the desk top?. 'If soAtice

that you hal/ 6unda line perpen-

dicular.to a plane by making,it

perpendicular to just two;different lines. in

illustrates the following property ofperpendiculars.

Property 1. If a line is pprpendicUlar to two distincttnter-

setting lines in a plane, it is perpendicular to the' plane.

- .. -.

:17:3 inches 20

27.5 inches 40

. 72.5 feet
, ,

6o

30.8 inches 20

inches
.;

inches

feet'

inches.

the plane. This ;

a

From a copsideration bf several

segments froM a point Q to a,

plane, such as ,QR anci

we state .

r
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. Property 2. The shortest segment from a 'poirit Q ,outside a
plane. .r to the plane r is the segment. perpendicular to that
,plane.

'This. shortest distance is called the distance from Q to 'r.
Extending the idea we have.about the distance between two

parallel lines to. two parallel planes, we have:

.4.

Property 3. Iaf tw,p planes fre parallel the4061Tendicular)
.

distances from different points of One plane to($he other plane
are all the same.

The constant distance in Property 3 called the distance
between the parallel planes. Actually the zegments involved in
Property 3 are perpendicular to both4Planes,aS is true for the
lateral edges of 'a l'ight.pr4m1

.Exercises/.7-2.
L. Give fivf examples of pairs, of parallel planes with lines per

pendicular to bol0 planes in each example.
You actually could have proved

Property 2 instead of abservIrt

it byexperiment.
40.

that QS is perpendicular to

Lets, S be the point of r so

r. Draw segment SR.

(a) L QSR is a right*angley-.- Why?

(l) QR is the hypotenuse of a right

QR is longer than QS. Why?

BUt.sino'e R was Anil point o
QS isithe shortest segment.

4

7-3.' Rifbt Pr. OP

In general, a
t

right prism is a f. figure

gruentVolYgons, so located inAparallel planes
77

ments are...drawn joining..corresponding ,vertices

411

triangle. Why

r except'S, tIlis shows that.

f 16
4

from :twq con7

ipat when the seg-.

dr the polygons,
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the quadrilaterals obtained are

all rectangles. The prism is the

-union of the closed rectangular

The:pases of the.prismare

polygons.

edgeS meet are called vertices,

bPunded by the original'

,'E', 1111

regions and the two closed"poly-

gonal regions. The rectangular

regions are called the faces of the

prism, the segments are its edges;

and the points where two or more

As.was indicated, the.figure'

described here are called right.

prisms. Later you will meet more-.

general prisms for whiPh the quadrilaterals mentioned are allowed

tote anyparallelograts'rather than' necessarily rectangles.

Rectangular right: prisms are simply the right prisms whose

,basesare rectangular regions. A rectangular prism can be thought
'f-
,..or as

C;
a prism in'three different ways, since any pair of. opposite

1

Afaces can usedlis.bases. No other figure ;can be thought of as

a right priqm in more..than one way.

.In'the drawings of the prisms it is often convenient to show

the planes of.the bases asjiprizohtal. However, there should be no

difficulty in identifying such, figures when they occur in different

positions. For example, the figure below represents a triangular

right prism with bases ABd and .AUEOC, even thoUgh it is ',shown

resting on one of its rectangular faces.
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Previously, the volumeof 4 rectangular prism was discussed. Thi;'

discuSsion shored thatif the area.of.the'basewre' 1 square.
units, then by using a total of 12 unit cubes of volume (some*(4
which may be subdivided) you couldform a layer one unit thick
across the.bottom of the prism. If the prism were 4 units1"high, it would take 3.:T such layers to fill the prism, or, a total

1
of (12).(37), unit cubeS, sotheVolume Y2- cubic Units:

The interior of any right prism. can be considere4 as consist,-
ing of a series of layers piled on each other, Thus, the follow-
ing conclusion can be obtained:.

'The number of cubic units of volume of a right prism
is.the product of the number of square units of area in
the base and. the' number of linear units In the height.

in this statement, the term height means the perpendicular distance
between the planes of the bases. It iS the length of the segMents

from anyvertex of one base to the corresponding vertex cif the

other base. .Notice especially that the height Is'notmeasureds

vertically unless the planes ol---tri bases happen to be horizontal.

In the last figure, for example,. the height is the length of any
one of the segments AA', BB', or

Rectan ula Right Prisms

One ight prism with whiCh you are rather XaMiliar is the reC-
tangular right prism. A good example is a cereal'box. The figure
below represents such a prism.

+
Th9 me iures of its lerigth;, width, and-height will -be. repre-

sentd by 'w and h, respectively. 'Furthermore, S will
.represent h measure of its surface area:and V' will` represent.

.the peaSu're.-41f its volume. Recall the following formulas:
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S = 2(.tw A5h, wh )

V = ,ewh or V = where B is the measure of the

area of the base'(B = )5w). You will notice, that in a prism of.this

* type 'all faces are rectangles;. so any pair. of parallel fades can be

considered as the bases.

A cube is a special case.:,:of the rectangular right prism in
P

which all of its edges are congruent. Let us designate the measure

m of rtt edges by s. The, formula for the surfade area of a cube is

S = 6s2. The formula for the volume of a cube is = s3 .

-Triangular RightPrism C

b

Since the area of the surface is'the sum of the areas of the

base's and'the faces,

S ab) 4.(hb + he +lid)

s p:(b + c'+

= ab + hP,

where. p is te measure of the perimeter OP the triangular base.'

a '' V 4 abh or V =Bh
Where 'H. it the measure of the. area of the base:



,Pattern for TriAnguiAr:prism



P4ifern for Pentagonal Prism
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Exerdises.
. yind:the number of cubic units o volume fbr each of the .prisms

Shown helOw:

(b)

s.

. Find the number of cubiC

4nown below. ,

units of volume for each o C1.16'prismS

Area of the Pen-
tagon is 21
square;inches,

3. 'If B stands for the number of 'square units of area in the
base of a prism, and h is.the number of linear units in its
height, -write a sentence showinghow to find the number V .of
cubic..units of.volume in the prism.

A container:in the shapeof a:prisM is 11 inches high and
holds one gallon. oW many square inches arethere in. the

7

base? DO you know the'shape of the base? .(A gallon contains
231 cu.

5. At angular prism has a bale which is a right.triangle. With.
the two iSerpendicUlar .sides 3 inches and :6 inches. If the
prist is 20 inches high, what is the'vol:ume in cubic .incheS?

How many edges,,faceSi and vertices are there on a triangular
prism? a pentagonal pnism?. ahexaonal :prism (6 sideS)? an

oCtagOnal prism (8 sides)?



Compute theyolume °reach right rectangular priSm.whoSe

measures are as

(a) w 2, h 2

.= 22, w = 2, h = 2

. Calbula the surfacearea of each right rectangUlar prism

Problem.
Find the surface area and yolUme for Model 5, at the end of the

chapter. ..

10. Construbt' Model 4 Find thearea of its surface'and its

volume. .

(a) 'Refer to patterns for Models 4 a d 6 andfind the

perimeters of the bases.

(be) AreHthese perimeters equal to:each other?

(c) ,Compare.the volumes of these two models.

(d, Are the volumes equal?

12.' (a) When you computed ;the e-volumeS of Models 4 and 5, did you

find them equal?

(b). Check(a) by filling one with salt and pouring it into

the other.

(c) Find the perimeterSibf:the,baseS of theseltodelS. Are the'.

..penimeters equal?,

7_4, ohlihue Prisms

Consider two',chAgruent polygon.. Imagihe them so placed in

paralle1'151anes that when thesegnientsare drawn,. joining correSPOnd-

ing.vertices of the polygons,'. the quadrilaterals formed are:all

parallelograms, of which,'At'least two must be non-rectangular. This,
means that the lateral edges are not perpendicular to theloases-

These parallelograms and original polygons determine closed regions.

The union .of these nosed regions is called'an oblique, prism. The

segments are itsedges,:and thppoints where two or more edges meet'

are.vertices:. The closed regions formed by the parallelograms are

called latenal faces.(or fLes).: The.original-paygonal-closed

regions are calletbases. ',Thesegments jOining.corresponding ver-

tiqesof'the two bases are ca4ed lateral edgeS. (See Model 7)_.
{

7 4
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As in the study of theright priSms, we are intereSted in find..
tyre surface arca and Ybawneof oblique Prisms. Thereis*n6,

problem ip finding the-Surfacearessincelhis is obtained by find
ing the suMO:the.: areas of:tjtaebases.and

lateral. faces.. Of course,
in finding:the'ar.easof the lat.faceSk. you will; be finding' the.'
areas of theparallelograMs rather than rectangles:,.

NOUlet us consider the :volume. of an ObliqUe. prism. Take a
stallo,f:recangulai?,tarcls which are congruent.- You may make such

iacli.46:/or use a. deck of playing cards. When you have the cards
stacked so that all'adjacent::cai.d6 fit exactly you.haye an' illus
tration of a right prism similar to; the f011oWing-illUstration in

4 crosssection.

Now push the cards:6;bit so that the deck will have the following
appearance in oross-section.

You now have an illustraAon 'of an oblique prism -Of cdurSe
it is not a perfeciprism due to the.thickliessof the bard6. .The'
'cards no longer fit. smoothly.

Nextlet.us 'consider a similarity between. the-two saOsS
..illuStratedabove. You note that the bases kre congruent and the
distances betweenthe,:baseS:areequal, In view of this discussion
it would seem that we.have the basis for making the following con-

P

jecture. .

.. .....,
.

. 1.Conjecture If .two prisms, have'congruent bases and equal heights',,

th0y have: equal;

4nce..i,the conjecture seems to, be borne

will ist:itnow as .a,ProPerty.
out practice,in practice, We
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Property 4. If two prisms have congruent bases and equal

..: heights", they, have equal Volumes:

1From PrOpertyr4 the volume of any prism is the same as that of

;fright prism whose baSe is congruent to the given-One and navihg
1

the same height.. . But since we know how to find thewo1ume:of the
. right prism, we obtainatpance the' following forMule',

The number of cubic units of volume in any

prism is. obtained .from.tjae formula

Bh.

where B Is the number of square units of area in its,base and
the rumber.of-linear. units.injts.height.

7-5. Cylinders

4camples bfcyIinders are tin can5, watr'glassea,:tnks,
silos, and water pipes... ',The .figures shown in the following drawing

represent cylinders.-.Those on the leftere called right cylinders.
Compare them with the oblique (or slanted) aylinde?son. the 'right..

h

°
We'rarely:se. slanted cylinders ordinary' life. Therefore,

thiS'ahapt-pr we shall assume our tylitdersare,4ght cylinder§
[We list spme important.Propertiesof <a rigW0y140der.

.(1) It'heS two congruent, ba.ses(a,top-andab-li*Olii)and

each is a, circular region:

Each,base is in a plane and the plane

,areParalrel.
. .

If the'planeS pf:the.bases are regarded as horizontal,

then:the upper be-se A'S directly above the lower base.q

The'latval p.rside-*Itirface of the cylinder'iS:me.deup

SeOlentS eechjoiningepOint-of. 'the

lower circle with: the point directly aboVe it, in ttie

upper circle.
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There,aretwo.humbers or lengths, which desCribe a Cylinder.
.

These are the radius:of the,14%e.pf the cylinder and the.,,15-4.1 of
the Cylinder.- The A.s.;the jperpendicular) ,distncA betwe
the parallel Planes C7Ontaipihg. the bases.

. .

To find:the volume of a cylinder whose radius has
. 4

'and whOse height. has .a,Measure .of 10:

V :,-- :1311;, for 6.Cylinder,

V_ 1

2
-Tr

: 22TherefOre, V
7

V x l540

The volume 'of the cylinder is about .15.10-. cubic uriits.

In Considering,the surface area of A cylinder; two .clUestions:
might be asked: (i) 14116.t is the total aurface area? (2) What is. .

...the area of the curved. surface? Theitotal .au ace area is the area

IV'
of the curved surface 'plus the area of the '-two: Ses. The :areas of

2each of the basesare..:thesame: Tr, ,. where r. is 'the measure of .i.

the radius (4, the :base.. t remains fOr us to -.determine the area of
the curved surface::: ' :./

The lateral area of :Ole- Cylinder 'is'. the area of a (rectangular

region'. :The iength.of the ",reCtiangle,""js actually the 'circumfer-.

ence of theylinder,' and the .width of tine "rectangle!: is. the ,.:
:., -. i

:.,:,height: otAhe .Ylin,der.
k

The
,

SO.rmala. for "thy area of a rectangle 'is
- A. .,:-.

for the cylindpr, g- 1. 7rd or

. and w F h

Therefore; the lateral;:a.reVof a cylindel... is the- product of the
..measure of the length of the base. circle fand , the' `omeasure of ;the.

height. . This co only written -'as : .t;
0

A :rk irdh tvr. A ..t)

The' rrCea.t.:Rre of the totafarea. may be found by usint'the fOrmuia
commonly written:

rdh Ale S h.4. 2ir2,.:., ,

represents the measure of the total surface -'f a: cylinder,:

represents the 'measure of tWdiaMet440P0;the:base,

rep..r..sent themeaSUre .6f* therad 'US" of tihe116.Se....
4
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Exercises 7-5
Information given -for three ' 3,:1; :find
all the 'missing. data.

cYlinder.
'Radius
of base.

Diameter
of .base Height

Totai-SunfaceL
Area (At) '

Volturie,

(a) 16 ft. .f'c

(b) 15 cm. 50 cm

12 'yd.

7., .. . . .A- si146..j.with a flat tot)) is . :.30 .;....f.et high the inside; radius.
..!,0.,.. .., . . ..

is 6feet. Hcfw many 'c:ubio-feet of grain ',WIll. it` hole,. (What.
is its... volume ?) - Use' 7(..-,,, 344.. , . :..... ... .'.!..4 .:. ..

.. Find .the..'VoluMe'.1bf 'a cylinder whtiPe .height; is '. ld centimeters
and'..the'-radi'Us.. of Whoee.,bape, is ,:3.. Centimeters. LeaVe.your,'

.answer. iin .terMs: of 7tr.'' , .. . .

In :Problem'. 3, what would the VOlume..be i.f p height were
doubled , (and the base were. Ieft...Unohanged).,k;
Itn 'iRroblem 3, what :Would be the..oluMe if .the:: radius of .,the;.bape

'. were doUbled (and the altitude were left unchanged)?
In .PrOblerii 3, ,what would bethe: volume if the height.' Were

. ....,.... ,

doubled and the.-r;a:diuS,';' .Of thepaSe ':Were;, also :....,(111hihk,....iiii

of first . doubling the. height .,and. then iiot..ibling,..the t-adiu8' of .111
. .

.
. ..this pew cylindrical :Solid. ) .7.' .7: . ..:,,,,,.:

.:,.,,.....;.

A Trl.a]-2. town had a.. large' cylindrical waer.,tapkVtriat'needed:.
. ,painting. A gallon of ,.paint..coYere..a.bOUt .i+gb :P:cidare ifeetip;

.How much paint 1..6 4leeded to Coven ,. the whole Lank if tie...;nadfi;iS....,
of the a's 'e ie:' ,'8 'feet a.nd the-height. pf:the .t's1-i.s ''20' feet'
Give

-.,

your answer to the'.'near.ept tenth .of ; .6... .gallop.

Models :8r'and 9 ire. fqa. .figure obtainda_bT JO4.ping:the,Ver-
ticespf.. a: pblygOn:to a point ,

mot'..ini VIP plane of the pOlygon,. thuS.
forming triangles. The pYramid consists- a the closed triangular
regibnpri and the clOPed region of tym original'polgon,:-. 'The. Cloqed
region::df; the ,original polygdn is called the =base of

.. ,
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and the,other-7faces its lateral faces- The point to which the ver-
tices of the polygon are joined is called the.apex of the pyramid.,)

(Man /.books call this the vertex of the pyiamid, but the term apex

polygori is also, called a

are;'called lateral edges.

is chosen here since each corner of the
vertex.) The edges meetingat the apex

For eample, in the figure, 'the

base is the interior of-quadri.-

ABCD;. the lateral faces

are:the closed region's'ofthe

triangles .ABQ, BCQ, CDQ, and

.DAQ; the lateral edges are

CQ,.,,DQ; and the apex. is Q. B

Imagine thelsegMent.drawh from the apex perpendicular to the'
plane of the base. This segMent is called the altitude and the
length, of the. a1titude Is t4e Aeight.of the pyramid.

%

Certain pyramids are calked regular pyramids 'Tt,b0 regular;
a pyramid must meet two condions.'First, its base must be the
closed region of a regular. polygon:(having congrUent sides and
congruent angle6), and second the foot of the altitude must be the
center of this regular polygon. Then the lateral edges will all
be congruent.,

4j1
. Exercises-7-6

1. Look at the figure which is

. %

iNFI'lif*

supposed,.to.show a regUlar

pentagonal pyramid with apex

A and altitude AQ;H.Since Q

is the center of the pentagon

It is the Same distance from

S and'from Suppose, AQ
is3 4 inches long and QT

and QS-areeach 3 inches.-1-ong.

(a) How cah yOu find the 'lengths .of AS and AT?
(b) What are these lengths?.

-7t.

(c) Do AS sand AT haVe equal lehgths?.
(d) Is triangle. AST isosceles ?'

(e) :-Cah the reasoning aove be used to show that-all five of
the lateral edges have the same length?
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Look agAln at the figtufe of Problem 1, with the baseya4regular
.

:peVtagonal region, but this time suppose you kSow that the lat-

eral. edges all have the ;dame lengths but do not knOw wnere.tAe

fopt 'OIrthe altifrde is locatbd. _To be definite, suppose

the height of the Prism (i.e.':length of AQ) 'ik12 inches, sand

th'kt each the lateral edges'.% AS and:AT" ig'713 inches

(a)' HoW pan-you find t)ii, lengths Of S and QT?
46'

(b) 'What are these lengths?

(c) Are they equal?

(d) Can thisreasoningbe used to shOW 'that the distances::

from Q toall five vertices f the polyAn are equal?

(e) ,Does this show Cl is thPO of the regullippolygon?..

(f) Is the pyramid a regular pyramid' '

1AL
AW f

3-7..,Volumesof Bwramids- 7

TO find the volume of a pyramid, you must)cOmpkre it with some'

figure whoSe volumeyou know. construct with. stiff paper or card-

boarda. regular squareApyramid and a rectangular right prisM whose.

bases are 'congruent and whose he?ghtS are equal. Fill the pyramid

with salt and pour it into the rectangular prism.Do this several

;times until the rectangular prism is. full. On the.basis of this

experiment do you agree with the fdliOwing property?

Property The volume. of a pyramid whose base is cowruent-%

to ,thefrase of the prism anil whose height is tW,Nme as that of

. ,theprism is one thlrl,thatof,the prism.

Since you know how to find the volume Of a'prfam this leads at

once to a forMulafrt, finding the volume of any pyramid:

..733h
where B Standt fOr the number of square units of area in the base.

_and the number of linear units:in the height.'
.

. Exercises

. Find teve].urrofthe 'pyramids, the measurements of whose'

bases and heights areas

(a) area' 'of base = 12 square inches,' height'= inches.

(b) ar4ea of base. ldo sq. .cm.,heignt. 24 cm.
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2. mA pyraii has a square base of 12 inghes on a side and a

height of 4 inches. Find it's volume.

3. What is the height of a ,pyramid whose volume is 321 cu. m. and
whose base is a square, 9 m. on a Side?

4. The Pyramid of Cheops in Egypt is A8o ft. high; and its square
base is:71P0 ft. on a side. How many cu. ft. of stone were used
to build it? (Assume that the pyramid is solid.) How many
cubic yards?

5. Find the total area of the regular triangular pyramid whose
lateral edge is 12 inches.

6. The side of the square_base of a. pyramid is doubled. The
height of the pyramid'is 'halvNi. How is the volume affected?"'

7-8.- ConeS

Anyone who has eaten

idea of the figure called

lar cone. Let -a circle be drawn as shown below, w h center, C,
and let. .V be a point not in the plane of the circle so that
segment 'In is perpendi_ular to this plane.

an ice cream cone has at least a rough

a cone, or more strictly a right circu-

If all the segments from V/ were drawn. tQ the .points bf the circle,
the union of all these segments, together with the closed circular
region, forms a right circular cone. The.closed circular region isev

called the base of the cone, and the union of the. segments is its
lateral surface. The point V is called the vertex of.the cone.
Eh the description right circular cone the word circular indicates
that:the .base is theclosed\circular regiOn and the' word right
means that ,VC is perpendicular to the plane of the circle. 'Here
only right circular cones will be considered and when the word
coneis.uSed it, will mean this type.

181
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.Segment VC is callbd the altitude of the cone, and the length

of this segment is the'heigt-it of the cone. If Q is a' point of'the

circle, what kind of 'triangle is WI? Why? .if-you know the heigh

of the cone and the radius of its base can yoMindthe length of
')

VQ? How? If R is another point of the circle, do VQ and VR

have the same length? This constant distance from vertex V to' the
; !

differeht points of the:circle is called the Slant height of the

'cone.

If h is the number' of linear units in the height of the-cone,

r the number of linear units in the radius, and s -'the number of

linar.units in the slant height, write an equation relating h,

r, and s. If you know any two of these numbers can you find the

third one from this equation?

As an example., suppose the radius of the base of-a cone is
.

10 in. and the height is 24 in. What is the slant height of the

col:O. Did you find the slant height to be 26 in.?

By experimentation one would be lead to accept the following
2

property:

,

- ap..i,ertYJ6. The'volume.of the interior of a cone is one third

of'.a cylinder of the. same height-and whose base has the same

radios.'

4,4a,40u have already learned how to find the volume of a

cylinder, this leds at.once to the formula for finding he volume

of a cone:
1

. V. =
3

2
h.

Since Tr
2
is actually the number orsquare units B of area

in the base, the formula could be written- as

V

This gives the same rule fir finding tne volume Of a cone as for a

'pyramid.

As-an example, refer back to the Cone-mentioned above where'

the radi,us:ofthebase was 10'.inches and the height 24 inches.

Then r.= 10, h = 24; so b.ythe7formula:above

V = 3 7(102 211- 800 Tr ,

-and the,.volume is 80b 7r cu. in. or about 2512' 'cu.
pek

%



Lateral Area of Cone*,

To find thelaterrea of a cone, look441, Model 10. If we
pake it apart again, ttq teral surface goes back into a. sector
of. a circle as phdWn in tne.pattern for the model.

(Notice that.a sector of e'circleis..bounded by two radii and a
part of the circle.) That is, the,model looks,like tnis

*

_.1\

flattehs out
A

into a sector o

P t '

acIple4 that looks like this.

A

a.

# .

The lateral area.of the cone has the same measure as the area of
tne snaded part we are trying to find. The two poirits marked .Q

in the figure come fromthe same point of tne =del., The rest 'of
thb.large circle is snown in.dotted lineb to.nelp you follow the
reasoning. d

Let' b be tne number of units in the 'slant height of the .cone
and r be the number of units irf,the radius ,4:its base. Do the
markings on the figure above on tiW- two segments. and the aro show
the correct number of-units in their. lengths? Why?

'f

( tip:.



Now 'fin a. sector of a' c
page, the era is related to
between the two points marked'
the ,shadedvarea is one .quarte
the circumference Of the circie
L stands for 'the 'number of square'.

such as'-owe have the previou-

rc
-'1%

For example., ill the ,arc.

one quarter -Of the circle, then
nterior off': the circle,. 413ut:

and area is' 7rf
...,the shaded area, we ,

firld therefor the Proportion:

271-r
27-s,

7FS

%IP': des o'f the eq
1 ( If you multiply

I. you find .for
Thi reasonin

rt.*7- ,
Property 2: -

1 tUnit S 4nd 1.-1e .p..1

square units in jibs.

ies the ing c.

4.4z;.:.'41:t.''.71,a'17..."..c.O.L 1'..t' .4:Rant height.of,'a
. ;w.,.:,, ,.,,..:,

-11,.. re,
u.2.::.:?...:a:'-.c,rse.`aloa4..s;,o.a.....7:;.riiiii..;:b.isy,:ts..ttt, ,.-..0.:g--:14....,iblakH::.;1:1!er,.?'.,..1_;:"::6....,...'.,-1',

4 4' '' 4- '.; ''....4 .'-' '.0/. ,;. .:. of
, KW b.:: . 7' 1 -,,, :

...L.,
il . - :2.1. .1, , ,,,, ,.1 , .,"

4: S .'' '' n
. ',6 ;. , tf',.,

r.: ;1, - .. .

As an..exs.mpie refer ag0.11,t:O the eOne .whare .!he radius' of tnc base.
. -; L _1.6;ifi.iriclies `long and the 0.14.0,-;tc, 2::hAnches', You rvall ye

fourd;"Che,,4iantA bei'ght 14. this p haA,
v,therec so

260 ri:::!-.83i6b4'
... . :

and ..;;S;..about. s4Uate' inc.
',., ;

Exercis
stands? for the number o

.

of e, cone (cOtinting he, base). write' a ,fOpm,u
terms 'of, r nd s ...
The slant he ,t a gone is '12: arot and' raditAS of its 14.se

tito ) 4 :"'f'f,4,,' ,,,,. ' . b.,
,

'. " 1.- . '3 f": i.,t; Find ts .later li area aOd A.tS: tot l' rea,in terms'of 7F.

3. A cone has "a',,hel_gh-t of 12 ft: a its 's
Find the radius,.: the laterita, ,a3Ate.,....the.,,,.

t is 14 ft.,,,:,,
. .

eav;-:111
,

)-td..the4
r. , ,. .

The radius ),f the 1Qase of ':15 inche, andthe,,, volume is '.
,..so :.:1..-. , is

:- .
2700 cubic inches. Find its" heignip slaot,height, ii.nd Lateral% /

area. y



.s-urillnar:ii::0TIroperties
..

Property /1.. If a line, is parpendicular to two distinct intersect-. . .41 .

ing lint's in a plane; it is .perperidicUlar to the plane.
Propepty,, a. '.'Iht, shisitest segment 'fr,pm.'a point :Q outside a Pla.n)e
r to 'the .'plane r la:the segment pemPeridicular t'o that plane:.
ProPertp 8 . . ."If .two plane,S are parallel. the distanp fperpendici,..
ular):f3pm ,4.4'.f9,rTnt pointSAof one Plane to thetotheX pane are all.:.the same. V . ,r, I - :.*, I

yrope'rty 4..,,, D. twor3r.i:sms hive congruent bases d eq hei,:ght,V.,.
they ,a;6e .equal toium.,q,s; . ';..': ....

'Property' .... ` ghe Volume oe a :py41id is\onethird thata.t of' 'al , i. r i, S: a..1 '''... ,whose base..lb r
ctingguvit ici,, the iog.$e of thee prism and VoseA i rt:'r

4/' 1.!``';.is the 'some, 'tts 't -t.t of t prisM. .,Vi = -5- Bh, 'where g.,..'.ta.f.rid.
for thefiumb'e'r o square unlit,s 5o,f .a.1,14.4 in .'t10 base and ', j64 *1*.*i
number : or 011.4tiv'P' in .the.helpit ) 7:..:. i, .: :,. :.:*,,.... , .m,

Property :6.4Y TA volUni of the fnte 'ibtl' of"a cone. is ,thiOti..''' 1-
,, ....., ... ''4,:.that of a. cylinder of the same Jaeight,,?an4, j 4.6.e. base; ha.'s the; ',.'*-:-.-1-

fir iwi.'
Property i',.. 'If "the 6.s1

V.. = h )1 c'i 7, '. f. ,radius. (Vat.-,-. 7,
;of" a right. eircular'4oh, is . .,.,

units and. thp iladi,u1'' of pets base r units; Ataad., niarFrb ....'!.V.'61.4:'
et,,square Unit's in its latehal area is give y' 't foriful.4,

t t! i °t'' k el' L4..fitrs. 1.,';.:2;',"
...

't

. ' 0

Notice thet. °the ls e exact ' measurernenes arekiii.0; ..,
, h . ''''' '

1,,,'. ...measurements merely'. are mere' draWnta7 scale. J

et.:414i ;44
P'^

i3t1

4.

it 44' :$11f



:Modp1 :1 - Inch - Cube
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Model .2 - Half Cubic Inch (not half inch cube)

Model 3 - Half -inch cube.



Model 4.- Rectangular Right Prism
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Model 5 - Right 'Txt,"1./illar

(Base 1.; : of a Right Trj.angle)

Make an extra, copy baSe to use for the other _base,

only one tab so ^th`474 openpdf

but use



.-Model 6 - Right:Circuiar Cylinder .

Lt wi,14 be easier to draw- the-circular. bae.S,with your own. compass
using the radius of. the circle below rather than trying to trace

.the4lrole shoWn. Make two copiez of the circle, since there':
are .Attach the .lower base YirmlyAwithtape).but

/
,.attach the top base-only at one:point so itlCan be readily opened:.

O.
Cr

yr
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,Model 7 -0blique-Pnism with RhOmbus. as Base.

(Also Parallelepiped)

A
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Model 10 -.Flight Circular Cone

It will be better to draw these, circles with your own compass

using the radii of the circles drawn ratheir than trying to trace

them. The radius of the mall circle Is Supppsed to be the same, as

in Model 6.



Chapter 8

CIRCLES AND SPHERES

. Interiors and Intersections .

The circle with center P and radius r units is the set of

all points.in a plane at a diseance r from P.

A circle is a simple closed curve and thus has an interior.

and an exterior. In the drawing at

the right, the interior is the set

of all'points at distance less than
,

r units froM P. The exterior+ is

the set of all points at distance

greater than r unitsfrom P;

Point A is in the interior and.

Point B is in the exterior of

circle P.

The drawing at the right shows

a ray PQ with end-point on P,

the. center of the circle. How many

points of the circle are on the>
ray PQ? How many points of the

circle are on the ray QP?

How would you describe,the location
%/ --> >

determined by. QP which is not on PQ?

The interior of a simple closed

curve is called a-"closed region."

the drawing at'the right the interior

of the circle is,the s1aded region.

Tile-union of a circle and its interior

of the additional. hint

4

Is called a circular closed region. 04,

The union of,.a circle and its interior is the set .of all points
,

whose distance from the center P. is either the Ome.as or less

than the radiusof the circle. What is the intersWion of a circle

and its interior? No point of the circle alsolie4-7in plterior

of the circle. This intersectL22is the emptk $et.
ti

Let Y represent the union of circle;%*and its interior.

is a point on the circle. Note that 'YCI.PQ is'cidite different

from th8 intersection of circle P and ?Q.

1 9 4
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Exercises8-1

. In the following exercises 'draw the figures:

1. 'Let C be a circle. with center at P and radius., .r units.

Let S be any other point in the same plane.,/",,

(a) How many points belOng to the intersection Of the
-->

circle C and ra( PS?

(b) How many points belong to the set .c r)M

(c) Doyour_answers toi (a) and (b) depend upon where

you chose the point .

(0) How many p4nts belongo set PS? Does this_

-answer.depetld.on ithechoice.O.f.ST If so, how?

'2. In a-plane, can4there/tle two circles whose intersection con-

sists of just one pOihr

3. Choose two points and label them P and Q. Draw two circles

with center at. P such that Q is in the exterior of one

circle and in the interior of the other. Label the first

'circle- C. and the second circle' D.

4, Choose two distinct points P and Q. Draw the circle with

Center at P and with the segment PQ as a radius. Then

draw the circle with center at Q and with P on the crrcle.

(a) What is the intersection of these two circles?

(b) Can you draw a line which passes through 'every point of

the intersection of the two circles? Can you draw more

th one such line? Why?

(c) In your picture shade the intersection of the interiors

of the two circles. (If you have a colored pencil handy,

use it for shading; if you-do not, use your ordinary

pencil,and shade lightly.)

. (d) (In this part, use a different type of shading or, if you

have one handy, use a pencil of a different color.) Shade

the intersectiOn ofthe interior of the circle'whosb center

is P and the exterior of the circle whose center is Q.

(Before doing the :shading of the intersectidh, you may

find it helpful to,mark separately the two sets whose

intersection is desired.)

(e) 'Make another copy of the picture Showing the two circles,

and.on it shade. the union of the interiors of the two

circles.

1 9 5
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The two circles shown at the

right lie in the same plane and

havethe same center, P. Circles

having the same center are called

concentric circles.

(a) Describe the intersection of

%circle -A and circle. B.

(b) Give a word description of the shaded region,

words as "intersection," "exterior," and so on..

6. In the drawing. at the right,

the cetr6er of each circle lies

on the other circle. Copy the

figiire on yourpaper. Shade

the union.'of the exteriors of

the'two circles.

such

8-2. Diameters and Tangents
.

A diameter of a cirale is a lihe segment which contains the

center, of tke'circle and.'whose end-points lie on the circle. In the

drawing shown at the right, three

diameters are shown: AB, MN, and

VW. A diameter 1sthe lo6gest line

segment which is contained,in a cir-'

cular closed region. The length of

any diameter of a circle is also

referred to as the diameter. of the

circle.

A diameter may also be described as the union of two different

radii which are segments bf the same line.' Using any unit of length,

if we let .r and d be the measures of the dius and the diameter'

of a circle respectiv'ely, we have these imp tant relationships:
1

d = 2r and r
2

d.
.

.

,
.

A tangent to a 'circle is a line that intersects the circle in
4-- -

exactly one point. In the drawing DE is tangent to circle P.
. 4 . .

-4
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The single point of, their inter-
4 seation is 14 It is called the.

point of tangency. A tangent to

a circle cannot contain a point

of the interior of the circle.

Exercises 8-2

1. How many tangents do youen0 in each

(a)

I.

(b)

*X

of the following?

(cl

111W./

2: .Find the diameters for each of the circles where the distance

from the center of the circle to a point on the circle isias

follqws:

(a) 6 in. (c) 17 cm.

(b) 3 m. (d) 5 ft.

3. DraW a circle C with center at the point P. Draw three

diameters'of C. Draw,a.chncle with-center at P ,whose

radius is equal to the diameter of C.

With cOmpass and straight, edge

copy the drawing shown at. the

right. Note that the sides of

the hexagon and the radius are

Lngruent.

(e) 3-
1

ft.
,2

1;9
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8 -3. Arcs
.

. .

.

A bOnt on a ne separates the line into two half-lines. This'
.

, '.0

ip not ,true' for -,si le closed.curves.,..:

In the drawing at right, starting

at and moving clockwise direc-

tion along the'cirCle, we return to Q.

The. same is true if we move in a counter

clockwise directioh4
..

In the figure at the right, the

tins points, X and Y, separate the

circle into two parts. One.of the

parts contains the point A. The

'other part contains B. No path from

X to Y along the circle can.avoid

at least-one of ,the points, A and
- .

B, Thus; we see it, takes two different'
#

points to separate a circle into two'

distinct partsW.
Note in t e above 'drawing that while. Point 'A is 'between 'X

10

and, Y",, point B isalSo
.

between X. and Y. Foil circieP, or

.,other: simple closed cur'veswe'obServe:

(1) A single point does npt separate.the curve i,n\o two parts.

(2) SdioaratiOn'and betWeenilePS are not closely relatd4 notions

for simple ciosed-c.urves;
I .

7,,A part of acircle is called an..arc. In the drawing at the

right-points A and B separate 1.-'

the circle into two:arcs... Each of

these arcs ,have points A` and B

)
as end ppints. 'Ale arc includes

its'endpoints: The arc, starting

at A 'and moving clockwise to B.

is shorter than the Arc 'starting a

clockwise too B.
.

The symbdi reIresents the word "arc." With'only'two

ppints on a circle it is difficult tb.identify'one of the two arcs

A and moving 'counter-

4

N
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determined by A and )3°.

:Usually-a third point is marked

and labeled between the two

points. a (or' BMA) repre-

sents the arc containing point 'M.

\

ExerciSes1-3 /

l.In the drawing the bright,

identify the shortest arc

'containint the following
e

points, where the points are

not endpoints of the arc'.

(a) 'A .(d) R

(b)* B (e) X

. (C)` C (.f)

2. What are the endpointsjor these arcs from the drawing in

Froblem:1?

1 (a) %.AYB. (c) ACB (e) fiRA

(b) Rb 1
(d) YWC ,(f) BAC

3.. In answering the previous question) was it necessary to see
the drawing? Explaiii.

-11.' Use the drawing 'at the right

,-_-,-In:answering the following: fr

(a) Point L separates CLH

into two arcs,. Name these

two arcs.

. (0 Does point *L separate

5.

the circle into two arcs?

Explain'why, or why not.

4e your answers in Problem 4, above,.to4answer the'foilowingt

(a) Does a point on an arc separate the arc:into two arcs?
s 4

(b) On an arc, must a point,,which is not an endpoint

arc, be between two points IDZ the au?
-

of the

t

(c) Does an arc.flave a n'startingnalotnt an*a topping"
A

point?. If so, what are they called? f .

(d) For an arc, are the notions of betweemness and separation

-more like those. of a line segment or 'a circle?

19J"
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8 -k. Central Angles

Arcz have some properties similar'to properties of line seg-

ment. At the right note the

natural one-to-one corresPondrce

between the set of points of ANB

and the set Of points of FG. On.

--a-line.segmnt, a pAnt, not an,

endpoint, separates the segment

into two. Daxts. Similarly, an arc

is separated ih6o two arcs by a

point which is not an endpoint of

the arc. As with a segment an arc

has endpoints.:

In ,the drawyng at the right,

the endpoints of a diameter are. A

and B. These peintd.determine two

special arcs called semi-circles.

In the drawing, AVB is a semi-

circle.

Thipendpoints of'a-sem i-Arcle and the centei, of t circle,
0 .

are op.a straight 11nee. For other arcs this ism of t e as shown

at the right,: The center. P is

not on the straight line passing'

through the endpoints of DXE.

Rays PD and'-PE determine a
4

central angle. A'central angle is

an angle having ,its vertex at the

`center Of a circle. Such anGles

are measured /in the same way as

%other angles.

To Measure aAs we use a unit -called one degree of arc. We

a circle divided into 360 congruent arcs. Each such arc

determines a unit of are mewlre. Rays :From the center of a 'circle

passing through the endpoints of such an arc determine a central

angle. One degree of arc is determined by a central angle which is
o

20
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a unit angle of one degree. In

the figure. at thp right, if the

measUre.of AMID in degrees of

arc is 80, then the measure of

GAPB. in angle degrees is 80.

The for a degree of arc,

"0", is the same as that fbr the
angle degree.

In the figure at the Tight are

two circles having a. ,common,center,

P. The circles are in the same

plane. Such,circies wehaVe called

concentric circleSe The tVio arcs,.0-
ARB and ESD havelp.ame central .

angley L GPH. Therefore; ARB- and

ESD must have the same arc measure.

If the angle measure of L BPA- is

70; then the arc measure of Q. is
70. The arc measure of a must
also be 70. However, ARB' appears shorter than 'ESD. Remember
that arc measure is not a measure of length Two.arcs may hale
the same arc degree measure but have different lengths. The

,reason will be more apparent after you have stalled the remainder
Of this chapter.` P

Exercise

1. Construct'a circle with radius approximately 17 inches. In

thi8 exercise mark off the points in'a counter-clockwise path
around the circle after starting anywhere on the circle
with A. Mark off and label arcs with the fol/owing measures:
(a) m(AB) = 10 (d) m(DF) = 170

(b) m(a) . 45 (e) Whatis m(a)?'
(c) 0(131) = 50

2. (a) How many arc degrees are in a quarter Of a circle?

(b)- How many arc degrees are in one-eighth of a circle?
(c) How many, arc degrees are inione-sixth of a circle?

.

.(d) How many arc degree's are in three-fourths of at circle?
-

201
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3. Refer to the arc ABCDEF, or more briefly-, AF,

drawing below'. Determine the following:

(a) AC n BD
/'".% 40".

(b) AF n DF

(c) AD A4CF

4. Circle A haaka radius of 5 inches. Circle B has a radius
F!'

of 25 inches. Explain why the arc measureLdf one-fourth of
.

circle _A is the.-same as the arc measure ofone-fourth'of

circle B.

5. Demonstrate a one- to-one correspondence betWeen the sets of

points on the two semicircles of a given c4-cle which are

determined by a diameter.

shown in the

(d) cp n DE I

(p), DF n

8-5. Circumference o Circles

It is difficult to measure the:circumference of a circle

accurately. The circumference of a circle isa,the length of the

simple closed curve which we call a circle. Experimentation with

circular objects will reveal -that the 'circumference 'is. a little

more than three times the diameter of the circle.

Mathematicians have, proved that, for any circle, the ratio of

the measure df the din4umference to the me surd of the diameter is

alwayS the same number77-The special symboll 1"-m" repredents this

ratio. The. symbol' is read "pi" and is the firstletter in the

Greek word for "perimeter."' In mathematiCal language this'rel4tion

is written as follows: or /c = n d.
,-

Exercises 8-5/

1. Find the missing information about the circles described.

.(Use Tr x 3.1')..
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,

. Circle Radius ,Diameter.
.

Circumference
(a) C .3:6 yd - ? , ,?

(b) D 4.2 cm. . ?

(c) -.E
'.

5.6 in. ? .

(d) V '

.

lc r-
''''22

.

ce) Z ? .
. 88

2. SometiMes it is a good idea to use v as a numeral, instead of -
using a decimal for v. Answer the following question using
v as a numeral. We say-the answer is expressed "in-terms of

"v .

If the length of a circle is 54 v in., what is its diaMfter?
Its radius?

'3. A circle with a diameter of 20 inches is separated by points
into 8 arcs. of equal length.

(a) What is, the length of the whole circle?

(b) 44hat'iS the length of each arc?

(c) What is the arc measure of each arc? -

(d) On this circle, how long is an arc of one degree?

The Number '1r

The number represented by the symbol "r" is.a new kind of
number. It iA not a whole number. Neither is it a rational num-
ber. Recall that any decimal expansion bra. rational number isa,
repeating decimal., Mathematicians havi proved that v cannot be a
repeating decimal. In an article by F. Genuys in Chiffres I (1958),

a decimal expressidn for Tr to 10,000 decimal, places was published._

Here/4s the decimal for. v to fifty -five places.

3.14159 26534 89793 23846 26433 83279 50288 41971 69399 36510
58209...

(The three.dots at the end indicate that the decimal expres-
sion cotitinues indefinitely.)

1



8-6. Area of a Circle .

When speaking about

use the phrase.:Lthe area

L
a.ciTcle in everyday aanguage, usually.

of,a circle" /hen lAiel-;an-"the are.t$ ofthe

closed circular region." ,-

In the 'drawing, the point .10

is the center of the circle.and

also.thecenter of the square :ABU.

Let the measure of a radius of the*

circlebe r. Thenthe segments VP

and are .radii,with measure

Angle VPZ is a'right.angle.. The

area ofythe square. is four times as_

large as the.areaof sqaare VAZP.

Note that the area of the circle is less than thatsof square. ABEF.

Similarly,, it is less than the:area, of four squires such as VAZP.

Vie area of the circle is a little more than three times as great

as the area of VAZP. Compare the Aea of the circle with ile. area

of then square ABEF.

Mathematiciens'have proVed that fat any circle, the areal of

the circle is a little morettnan

radius multipyied by itself. In

AI

!where 'A

three times the measure f tke

mathematical language,

Tr r.
2

is the number of units-af area and r is

the radi,ys. The area of nine--inch circle (having

4 i in..or
2

in.') may Se'fourid as follows:

A Tr (Using Tr ti

. 2
7 . 2 2,

A Z' or 63 4.
28

the measure

a radius of

ercises .8-6

1. Findthe area of each circle for which the radius

(Use :71- k11'
(a). 8 ft. . (b) 10 yd.

204
;-

is given.

of

(c) 15 cm.

a
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2. Find all the missing data. Use 3.1 as an approximation to 71-.,

Circle Radius Diameter Circumference Area
(a) A 4 ft.

'(b) C 20 ft.

(c) D 100 mi.

3: ,Which has the greater frying surface--an eig4-inch circular
A I

skillet or a seven-inch square frying-pan? (.k ti '3.14)

4.' A rectangular plot of land, 40

feet by 30 feet, is no4ly.lawn.

The circular floi.ler-bed has a

radius of 7 feet. What is the

area of the portion of the plot

that is planted in grass'?

5. The figure represents a mple

closed curve composed of ,an arc

of a circle and a. diameter of

the circle. The area of the.

interior of this simple Closed curve, measured in square-
,

inches, is 8 71-. 'Do not use any approximation for 7r in

this problem. ..

(a) What: is the area pf, the interior of theentire circle?

(b) What is the second-power of the radius' of the circle?

(d) How long is 'a radius of the circle'?

(d) Hdw long is the straight portion of the clOsed,curve,

represented in the.figUre?

(e) What is the circuMference of the (entire) circle?

(f) How long is the circular arc represented in the figure?,'

(g) What is the total length of the simple closed curve?

6. The earth-is about. 150 million kilometers from the' sun. The

orbit,(or path) of the earth. around the sun is not really. cir-
.

cular, but approximately go. :*Suppose that the orbit were a.

circe; then the path would :lie in aplane and there would be

an interior of the orbit (in the plane). What would be an

estimate for the area of this interior?

r
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8-7. The Sphere

. What is suggested "a.set of' points in space whose distances

from a particular point are all the same?" -ThiS set of pofnts,

would be more than a cirele. It would be a Surface, the'sur-

face of a ball. Suche surface is called a sphere. The.point frOM

which the distances are measured is called the center of the sphere.

Many objects are spherical, i.e., have the shape of a sphere;

rubber balls, used as toys; ball bearing's, important to industry;

the earth, which is far from being a perfect sphere. 7
Note.that it is the surface that is called a sPhere. On a

ball, only that portion that could be paintedrepresents.the sur-

face.

Let us consider the set of all lines which intersect a sphere

in two distinct points (pass through a sphere.) Each such line con=

tains a line segment whose end-points lie on the sphere. Are all

such segments congruent? No, but one particular subset'of this set

consists of cong4uent segments, the set of line segments passing

through the center of. the sphere. A line segment whose end-points

lie on the sphere *nd which pawsses through the center is,called a

diameter.

Exercises

1. (a) Suppose al the points pf a sphere area distance v froth

the center; C, of the sphere. How can you describe the'

set of points such that all pointS are located.a. distance

less than v from C2

(b) Hew can you describe the set of,poipts such thetill

points are locateda distance greater than v from. C?

2. In section 8-1 of this Chapter, the interior. of a circle was

defined to be all. points of a set, including the center itself,

whose distande from the center is less than the radius.

a) Using the above definition as an example, .define the

interior of a sphere..

(br Similarly, define the exterior, of a sphere.

(c) Similarly, define a sphere.

".
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8-8. Great and Small Circles of a Sphere .

_Thq line passing through the poles of the earth,is called the

axis of the earth. This is approximately the line about which the

earth revolves. Accepting the surface of the-earth as a sphere,

the diameter containedin)the axis intersects the sphere at the

North and South Poles. The points represented by these poles are

"directly opposite" each other. Each diameter of the earth will

contain two. such points called antipodal 'points. The North Pole

represents a point which is the antipode of a point represented.

by the South Pole.

We Can connect any point, P, of a sphere with, the center, of

the.sphere. A line passing through these two points will intersect

the Sphere in a third point, the antipode of point P.

In the drawing at the right,

assume that the horizontal planes

just touch the sphere at the ends'

of the vertical axis shown. Such

planes, intersecting a sphere at'

one point are said to be tangent

' to the sphere.. An infinite number
V

of such planes exist.

If we lower the top'horizontal

plane as shown in the drawing at

the right, the intyrsection of the

plane and the sphere will be a'Yt

circle. These circles will vary in

length. One such circle, determined

by the plane paissing through the

cent-er Of the sphere, has a circum-

ference greater than, the others.

On'the earth we call this circle the

equator. Many such circles may be determined, however, by other

Planes intersecting the sphere and passing through the center of

the sphere. Such circles are called great.circles, and the other

circles are called small circles. We have, therefore; this

definition:

20.1



Definition: kgreat'circle on a sphere is'any intersection' of

the sphere witha plane-through the center of the sphere.

Definition: All 'circles'-'on:a sphere whiCh are not great

circles are called small circles.

All great circles.on,a. sphere 'have the same length since their

radii ara equal to the radilA of-the sphere; The length of every

great circle on a Sphereis &eater than the length of any -small

.circle on that sphere.,

Again, think., of theearth as a sphere., . We can imagine many

great circles of-thid-sphere., A

particular set of great.cirples of

the arth is: the set whose members

paas rOugh the North and South
,

1Poles.- sider half of such a

great circle. On the earth, half'

of-a great circle, with the poles,

as end-points, is called a meridian.

We sometimes use-the term "semi-

c!_rcle" in tak(ing about half of. 'a

circle.

The-small circles whose planeS are parallel to the plane of

the equator are called parallels of latitude. These circles hake

their centers on the ,axis of the earth and their planesperpendicular

to the axis of the earth.

Meridians and parallels of latitude will be. discussed More

carefully later. .At.that time we shall discuss how points on the

surface of- the earth can be located by means of these great and

small circles.

In a plane, the shortest distance between two points is along

4 straight line. Ona sphere this is not true, although it may

appear to be true when you think, of two points rater'close together

*on the earth. A plane, flying from New York to San Francisco

follows the curvature of the earth. On a sphere,' it turns b.u. to

be true that.the shortest distance between any two points is 4 path

along a great circle that passes through the,twolpoints. (You may
I .

have heard of the great circle route" for airplanes and ships.)

However, by using a string stretched around a globe you may test

this statement.
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Exercises 8-8

You may find it helpful to use aglpberepresenting the earth

or a large ball on which drawing can be made. in answering the

following questions., ".

1. (a) Is there an antipode of apy given point on a sphere?

.(b) Ts there more than one antipode of any giyen point on a

sphere?

2. ( ) How many great circles pass through a given point; such

as =-the North Pble, of a sphere?
.

(b) How many small circles passithroUgh a given point of a

sphere?

(c) Can a stall .circle pass through a pairof antipodal

points on a-sphere? Explain.

3. (a) On a sphere, does every small circle intersect every

other small circle? Explain.

(b) On a sphere, does eyery,great circle intersect every

other great oircle? Explain.

(aY In how many points does each meridian cut the equator?

Explain.

(tb) In how many points does each meridian'out each parallel

of latitude?

(c) Does a parallel of_latitude intersect any other parallel

of latitude? Explain.

8-9. Properties of Great Circles

For short trips,-i.e. keeping within the boundaries of one of

the states of the United States, an ordinary road map may be used

as a guide. For trips, between cities it is relatively easy to

select a shortest route. For ocean travel, however, a road map is

of little use. A globe would be more helpful.

TO Undertand travel on the globe better, let us review some

fundamental properties of spheres.

Property 1. .Every pair of distinct great circles intersect

in two antipodal points.
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This property. is eaAlsr proved as follows:
.

(1) Every.greai.dirple of a: sphere'lies

on a plane(thro4h!the centei, of

the sphere.: :4Y

(2) All\Planes containing a. great

circle have the:center in common,

and thus any,two such plants must

intersect.

(3) The intersection set of any two intersecting planes is a line.

(4) ^",isline-intersects thesphere in two antipodal points since-.

the line paspes through the center.

(5) Thus, theseantipodal points are t-ie points of intersection of .

the two great 'circles on the two planes.

We will use this property in discussing distances between point's

a sphere.

In the previous section We stated that the shortest distance

on the surfaCe of a sphere between any two points on,theaphere is

Ameasured along the path .of a great Circle. -in the study'ofgeometry

in high.school gathematics this statementis proved. We will not do

so now.

Suppose you are to travel from the North PO'le to the SouthTole.

You_shOuld be.able to find many possible "shortest" routes. Each

meridian is a possible route. Ifwe think of the earth as a sphere,

the meridians'are congruent. .Thus, it does not matter which

meridian is selected as your route. For any two antipodesOhen,.',

all great circle paths for the sphere being conruent, there are.any

number of paths one can take.

Wt.,. what if the two points are not antipodes? How many pos-

sible paths along a. great circle '.route are there? There are only

two possible great circle paths between two such points and both lie

on. the same great circle. This 18 the next important property.

Property 2. Through any two points of a sphere; which are not

antipodes, there is exactly one great circle.
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on a sphere which are not antipodes.

We can prpve. this property as follows:

(1) Think, of anytwo,points, A and B, ."1
(2) S.ince 'A and B, are not antipodes,

a line through A and the center of

the sphere C. cannot pass through

B. .(Similarly, BC does not contain A).

(3) Through the three points, A, B, and C there can pass

exactly one plane, because these three point& are not con-

tained in ane,line.

(4) The one plane contailing A, B, and G, contains only one

great circle. with center at C. J.

(5) Th1s great circle is thus the only great circle passing

through A and B.

This property tells us that if two points on the sphere are

not antipodes, there is exactly.one shortest route between these

two points. Of course, there are two
Axis

'directions one can travel along a great q D-.

circle containing A and B. In the

drawing at the right we see that one

route, ADB; would pass,through D,

the other, ACB, through C. Since .

A and B are not antipodes, one route

must be shorter than the other. We naturally choose the one which

is shorter. Can you.pick the shortest route in the drawing?

From the point of View of shortest distance,,the'great circles '

on a ,sphere behave like straight lines on a plane. We have shOwn

also that through any two points therecIs just one great circle

unless the points areantipodal. But great circles on a sphere do

not behave like straight lines in all respects for any two great.

circles intersect in two points: There are no parallel great

circles on a. sphere.

Exercises 8-9

Use a globe and length of string and a ruler to answer,

questions 1 -3.,
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1. Locate Nome, Alaska,and Sweden on the globe.

(a) Place one end-point of the string on the location o£ ,Nome.

Place the string on a northeim path, Rassing through the

North Pole. Continue until you reach StOckholm: Care-

fully mark on the strint a point w1fich falls on theloca7

tion Of Stockholm. 'What. is the distance on the globe in
4

inches from Nome to StOckholmas represented by the sok-

ment marked on the string? '.

(b) Using a string and ruler,,what isthe distance from Nome.,.

to Stockholm along a route directly east from

(c) From your results atmve',,,'whatis the shorter distance

between the two points represenied,by Nome. and'Stockholmi

a _path following,a great circle; 'or a path following a

small circle onthe'lina of-latitpde?

2. (a) What is the distance fronfAlome, Alaska to Rome, Italy along

a great circle route which passes'Ithough a point.ear the

North Pole? a .

(b) What is the distance. from Nome to Rome along a south -`
-

easterly course passing.through the outhern tip of Hudson

Bay, and thrOugh a point on the border. between Spain and

France?

(c) How do your results in (a): and (h1 compare?
fh

3. A merchant-living in Singapore, Malaya, plans to take 1. non -stop

flight,to Quito, Eouador. What'is the best route between theae

two points ?..

4. Explain yvhy going due north would be the shortesValthough.not

necessarily the safest or best, route in traveling to a pOint

on the earth directly north of your starting point.

5. (a) Explain why going due east is not alwayshe most

efficient way of getting to a point directly to the.:east.

(b) When.is a route due east or West, always the most efficient'i

6. Given three points on'a sphere: Can a circle on the'sphere.

(small or great) be drawn through all three point?
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. BRAINBUSTER: A hunter set out walking due south from hfacamp::

de 'Walked for about SiV00 hours without-seeing any game. Then he.

walked 12 miles due..east. 'Atfthis point 11;,saw a bear which'

he sficit: To return to camp' he traveled directly north. .What

color was the bear? (Note: this'pronem'does have an answer.)

8 -10. Locatin Points on the Surface of the Earth.

These are parallel planes slicing

the earth. in :rizontaleectiond as

shown at the right. The top plane is

tangent to the North Pole, and the

bottomplane is tangent to the South-

Pole. The intersection of each of the

rethaining planes and the earth is a

circle.. The circles determined by

these planes are all small circles

except for the equator, which is a

great circle. All such circAs are

called parallels of latitude. They are called,"parall4s" becauSe

they are determined by planes parallel to the plane passing through

the equator..

The second'set of curves tonsists of the meridians. Recall,

that meridians are halves of great circles such that the half=

circles have the poles as end-points. .Thus, each great circle

through toe poles. conqists N two meridians., Each meridian has a

diameter, the axis, of the earth.

Let A be some point on. the

sphere as shown at the right.

There is exactly one plane thrOugh

A, perpendicular to the axis of.

the earth. ThTh plane contains the

parallel of latitude through A.

There is exactly one meridian

through A .becaUse the point A N

and theNorth Pole,(or South Pole)

determine one great circle. Since

that great circle passes through the'
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poles; the arc of the great circle containing A is a'. meridian.

Thus, through each point of a sphere, except the poles, there is.

exactly one parallel of latitude and one meridian.

The zero meridian for the earth has:been \signated as the

meridian Which passes. through a certatn;.location in Greenwich

(pr4onounced Gren - ich), England, near London. We sometimes refer
, g

to this meridian as the Greenwich meridian, even though the meridian

itself pasSes through one.particular point of the town. The

_meridian at Greenwich'is sometfMes called the prime 'Meridian. This

has nothing to do with a prime number.

The intersection.of the Greenwich meridian and the equatbr is

marked .0 °. From this point, we follow the equator.east, or west',,

Until:we reach the merlidian which passes through the antipode of the

Greenwich point, that is, lieS on the great circle through Greenwich

and the North Pole. This meridian intersects the equatoil at g point

which. is one-half way around the equator from the point label,'0°.

This point is labeled 180°. We can think of fa plane interSecting

the earth in this gr at circle. The

plane separates the rth into two

hemispheres; or halftspheres, as

Shown in the drawing at the right.

The hemisphere on the left as you

look at the drawing, is named the

western hemisphere. The hemisphere

on the right is the eastern hemisphere..

The great circle, which we call

, the equator, is diVided into 360 equal

parts in a view as seen from th'e North

Pole. The 'whole numbers between .0

and 180 are assigned to the points.,

on the half equator t the left of. 0'.

The same is done for the point's on the

other half of the equator. Each of

these points names the meridian passing

through that point. Any poiht on earth GPs

may be located by the meridian passing

through the point. For example, Los

Angeles is approximately on the meridian

214
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120 west of the Greenwich meridian. Tokyo is approximately on
the meridian 140° east of Greenwich. We say the longitude of

'Los Angeles is about 120° W(West).. The longitude.of Tokyo is

about .140°.E..

The parallels of latitude are located-in the following way.

The equator is designated the' zero parallel. All points above the

equator are in the northern hemisphere, points below in the

sduthern hemiSphere: We choose any 'Me'ridian, fox' infttnce that
s

Meridian through Greenwich. The part of the meridian.from the

intersection with the equator to the North Pole is divided into

,90 equal parts, aasumingthat the earth is a sphere. The whole,.

numbers between 0 and 90 ar

assigned to'these points. Each

:-point determine-Ls a parallel of

latitude. Aaimilar pattern iS

followed for pointson the meridian

south of the equator. Foi, any point -

on earth, we may lOcate the parallel

ef latitude containing the point:

e

for example, New. 9rleans is approxi-

'mately on the parallel 30° north

.of the tquator. Wellington, New

Zealand is approximately on the

parallel; south of the equator. We say that New Orleans has

'a latitude of about 30° N(north) The latitude of Wellington is:.
North Frigidi.,,,approximately 40° S.

Zone
Some of the parallels are given

ecial names. The Arctic and

A'Antarctic Circles are the parallels'

located about 232 degrees from'the

North and Soath Poles. The Tropic

of Cncer. 4s about 24 degrees north

of the equator,, and the Tropic of

Capricorn is the same distance South

of the equator. Portions of spheres "' Antarctic

North
Temperate

Zone

Equator

South
Temperate

zone

Arctic
irCle,.z; :

is of
cer

Torpid
Zone

Tropic of
Capricorn

between two parallels' of latitude are South Frigid Circle,
Zone- ,

4),

sopetimes called zones. Some of these zones are also given

special names aa 'shown in the drawing at the right.

2 15.



To'locate a point on earth, we name the meridian and:the

parallel of latitude passing throUgh the point. Thus we namthe

longitude and the latitude of a point. For example:
o.'w; 30o

locates.a.point in the city of New Orleans. ,We, say that Neil Orleans:

4,1ocated-approximately at this point-on-earth: -Durban,-SOuth

Africaisilocated at approximately 300 g, 300 S. Note, that 'the

longitude is always listed first. Note that latitude and longi-

tude give a .coordinate system on the sphere just as the X -axis and

Y-axisgive a coordinate'system in the plane.'

Exercises 8-10

1. Using.a.globe, findthe approximate lOcation,of each of the.

following cities. Indicate theloCationby listing the longi--

tude first, followed by the latitude. te..sure to include the

letters E or. W and N or S in your answers.

(a) New York City (e) Paris

(b) Chicago (f) MosCow

(c) San Francisco (g) Rio de Janeiro

(d) London (h) Melbourne, Australia

2. 'Greenwich; England is located approximately on the parallel.. of

latitude labeled 52° N. Without obtaining'.further information,

write the location of Greenwich.

3. Chisimaid, Somalia, in, eastern Africa, is lOcated.on the

equator (or very'near.:the equator). It is about 42 degrees

east of Greenwich.`' Without using. a reference; write the'.

location of Chisimaio.

4. Using a map or a globe, find.the cities located 15y,the

follOwing:

(a) -$58° W, 35° S. (b) 175° E, 419'S.

5. Using a map or a globe, find the cities located by the

followi

(a) 122P E, 359 N. (b) .49 W, 419 N.

6. (a) Compare the location of the:city in your answer for 4(a)

witI'the location 'of the city in your answer for 5(a).

(b) Similarly, compare the locations of the cities determined

by 4(b) and 5(b). A
) What'kind of pdints do these locations suggest?
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7. -Determine a way of. finding the.location of an entipadal point,..

say of 90° W, 45° N. withOut using a globe. or map. ,

Then find the antipodal points of each of the following:

.(a) '..80°,W, 25°'S. (c) 180° W,"51° S.

(b) 100° E, 65° N. .

.

8. Where' and whatis the. International Date Line?,

. Southeast of Australia, there is located a group of islarids

called the Antipodes Islands. .They received this name because .

they are antipodal e0 Greenwich. Without using a refe*eoe,..

write the location of the Antipodes. When it is midnight.in

Greenwich, what time of day is it at the Antipodes? When'it T
-

is -the middle of summer in Greenwich, what seasonls lt-in the
. .

AntipOdes?'.

8-11, Volume and Area tit a Spherical Solid.

A cube is a surface; and,when e speak of the vOluthe
. .

cube we mean. the volumeof.,a: rectan ular solid whose surface is a

cube. Similarly,, by volume of a sphere we mean the volume of a

solid whose surface is,a.sphere.

Tille\drawingat the right shois

a sphere withthe smallest pOssible

cube built arouhd the sphere. Each

face of the 4ube is tangent to one

point ofthe-aphere& Hencethe edge

of the cube 'has measure -2r where r'

is the radius.of the sphere.

If Vcube = e3.

then Vcube.' (2r)''. or 2r,+2r2r,
I

or V 'cube .=:8r3.

Since the.aphere lies entirely within the cube,

8r3Vsphere <

1
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.
,( 'The drawing ate right represents

a cube entirely within the sphere so.

. that. all the vertices of the cube lie, On

the sphere. Points A .and B are,

opposite vertices of the cube. Point C

is. the Center of the sphel'e and lies on

the segment .AB: Hence A and B are

antipodes.

Sitice AbE is a right triangle; .

2. \2"-
ADi- = e- e or,

(Note: AD means the measure of .

Since ADB is also a right tyikngle '

. 7

But, '(BD) = e and (',153) = 2r

s SQi, 2.e2 + 'e =1-1 (2r)

and, =51r2t

(AD)2 (p)

Solving for 2 !"-

= 2r

y( ,

Hence, v
cube

3

= 2r13

v
c

1:53r3r'
1

.=.,','

. ..

Since the volume of the sphere is larger t n tne volume of

this-tube, ,

1

> 1:53r3
Vsphere ' ,..,

1

<'Therefore/, 1 . 53r3- <. Vsphere
8r3

We have: two numbers between whicn the measure lof the volume of

tne sphere lies. We can see.that these numbers are not Nery close

to each other by replacing r with 2. MatheMaticians nave proVed.:

that the' volume of a sphere may be, found using the, following

formula,
3

= Tr r .

1[

Note that
3

it r
3 lies between 1.53r

3
and . 8r

3.

It is also difficult to 'determine a formula for the area of

.`14-the surface Of a sphere!' Matnematicians have proved tnat the area

od
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of tne surface of a spnere may be found by using the following

formuld:'

A
s

m r2
.

410
Exercises 8-11

.1. For eacIf sphere Wnose radius-is given below, find the volume of

the corresponding spherical solid. Use 3.14 as the approxi-

Illation for 7r.

(a) r = 3 inches (c) . r = k. yards

(C r,= 10 feet (d) r = 6 cm.

2. For the various spneres,of Problemel. find tne surface area.

.3. An oil tank is in the shape of a spnere wnose diameter s 50

feet. The tank rests on a concrete slab.

(A) If paint costs $b per gallon and a gallon covers 400

square feet, find tne Cost of tne paint for tne surface.

(b) If oil costs 13 cents per gallon find the value of the

oil in the tank. Assume that the tank is full..

(Use 1 cu. ft. = irff gallons.)

. A'spheXical balloon has a diameter of 40 feet. How much gas

will it hold when all the air has been pushed out?

(a) If theradius of a sphere is doubled what effect does this

have on the volume? On the 'surface area?

(b) If the xadius of a sphere is tripled what effect does this

have on the volume? On the surface area?

6. Two spheres have radii'in the ratio .

(a) Find the ratio of their volumes.

(b) Find the ratio of their surface areas.

-12. Finding Lengths of Small Circles

The lengths of circles of latitude may be fowd.by using

values%of:.cosines of angles.. In

tlite drawing at the right, N repre-
.

-Sents.the north pole, C the center

of the earth,,' P some point on the,

SUrfaCe of the earth, and E the
pointon the equator. directly south

of. F.-The. drawing shows the great

circles'through E and through P, and the small circle through P.

21s
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The measure,in degrees, of L PCE is the latitude of point P.

Let A represent a point such that PAC . is a right angle, and let

13 represent a point on CN such that PBC is a right angle.
,

Thus, PBCA is a rectangle, and hence PB and .C.A are congruent.

Let e represent the length of the great circle.repreSented

by the equator. The radius of this circle is CE, and CE and

CP are 'congruent. The length of e -. 2 w(CE) = 2 w(CP).

Let p represent the length of the small circle at P. The

radius of this pircle,is BP, and BP = CA. Thus the length of

p = 2 r(BP) '2 W(CA).

Let L° represent the latitude of P. Thus, the cosine of

,PCA = Cosine L°,
CA

So, cos L° = CP 141 .

multiplying mr, by 1, using 1... , cos Lo _
2 711Cd

CA 2 Tr 2 Tr CA

Therefore, .cos L° .

Since cos L° = P , it follows that*p = e cos L°. The length of.'

the equator is abo&t 25,000 miles, so p 25,000 cos L°.

Assume the latitude represented by L° is 35°. The, value

for the cosine of 35° is 0.8192. The length of the small circle

passing through a city having latitude of 35° is about

25,000 x 04192, ti 20,480 miles.

Exercises 8-12

1. Find-to the nearest ten miles the'length of the circle of lati-

tude which passes through the point with latitude given below.

c,(a) 15° (b) 75 (c) 45°

2. How far is it between meridian 10° W. and 70°W. at latitude

40° N. along the parallel of latitude?

3. By sun-time is meant the time as determined by the position of

the sun. Standard time zones should not enter into this problem.

(a) If sun-time is 7:00 a.m. meridian 10° W., find the sun-

time at 70° W. . .

(b) If sun-time is 7:00 a.m., at meridian 70° W., find the sun,

time at 10° E.



Chapter 9

RELATIVE ERROR

9-1. greatest Possible Error

When you use numbers to count separate objects you need only

counting numbers. When you measure something, the situation is

different.

Scientists and mathematicians agree that measurement cannot be .

considered exact, but only approximate. The important thing to

know is just how inexact a measurement may be, and to state clearly

how inexact itmay be.

A 1. 2 B 3

< 1 I

The line above shows a scale divided into one-inch units. The.

zero point is labeled "A", and point B is between the 2-inch

mark and the 3-inch mark. Since .B is clearly closer to the two-

inch mark, you may say to the nearest inch that the measurement of

segment AB As 2 inches. However, any point which is, more than
1I-
2

'inches from A and less than 22 inches from A would be the

endpoint of a segment"whose length, to the nearest inch, is also

2 ,inches. The mark below the line shows the range within which. the

endpoint of a line segment 2 inches long,(to the nearest inch)

might fall:- The length /of such a segment might be almost 1 inch
2

less than 2 inches, or almost
1 inch more than 2 inches. You

thereforecan say that, when a line segment is measured to the
1

nearest'inch, the greatest, possible error is .-
2

inch. Consequently

such measurements are sometimes stated as (2 + =-) inches,. When a
- 2

1v
measurement is stated as 2 inches it may,mean (2 + v inches or

(2 + 0.5), inches. In the everyday world this is 'often notthe

case. However, in industrial and scientific work the greatest .

possible error should be specifically stated. For example,a

measurement should be given as. (2 + 0.05) inches, or (2 + 0.005)

inches, not simply as 2 inches.

221
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Exercises 2=1
,

L. Draw a line and mark on it a scale with divisions of 7 inch.

Mark the zero point C.' Place point between' and 1. ,

but closer.to l , and call the point. D. How long is CD

to the nearest-4- inch?

2. Between what two Points on'the scale must D lie if the
17tmeasuremento the nearest inch, is to be 14 inches?

How far from lir inches is each of these poi ts?

3. Why may this measurement of be be stated (114 + 11) inches?

4fr ,4. The measure ,Of a line segment was stated as .1k* +71..

,(a) Between what marks on the.scale must. the end of this.

segment lie?

(b) What is the greatest possible error?

!9-2. Precision and Significant Digits
. 1 1C nsider the two measurements, 107 inches and 7127 inches.

As co only used, these measurements do not indicate what unit of

measurement wasused: SuppoSe that the unit for the first measure-

ment i
1ment is Br- inch, and the unit for the second measurement is 7

inch. Then it.is said that the first measurement is more precise

than the second, or hat gre&ter'precision. Notice also, that the
1 17greatest pdtsible error of the first measurement is 7 of inch,

or.
T6

1 .1 17 1E inch, and 'of the second is 7 of inch, or inch.

. The greatest possible error is less for the first measurement' than

for the second measurement. Hence the more precise of.two measure-

ments is the one Made with the smaller unit, and for which the

greatest possible error is therefore the smaller.

Iri this chapter the 'convention, that the denominator of the

fractional part of a measurement indicates the unit of meapurement

used, is adopted. If a line segment is measured to the nearest 7
inch, and the measurement is 27 inches, you shall not change the

fraction to. , for that would make it appear that the unit was

T. inch, rather than 7 .inch. If a line segment is measured to

the nearest 4 inch, and the measurement is closer to 3' inches

34
0

than-to 27 or aT inches, you shall state it to be aT inches,

4so that it is clear that the unit used is 7. kinch.
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Usually scientific measurements are expressed-in decimal form.

For instance, it is known-that one meter is about ..39:37 inehes."7'

This means that-a meter is closer to 39.37 inches than it'is to

39.38 inches or 39.36 inches. In other words, cafe meter lies

between 39.375 inches. and 39.365 inches.'

The measurement, 39.37 .inches includes: 4 significant digits.

They are significant in that they tell us the precision of our

measurement.' The place value of the last significant digit to the

right indicates,theAprecision, in this case one hundredth of an

inch. :

All non-zero digits are significant. A-zero may or may not be

significant. Zeros are significant when they are between non-zero

digits as in numerals like 2007 (4 significant digtts), 80,062

(5 significant digits), and 3.08 (3 significant digits). Zeros

are not si:gnificant in numerals such as 0.008 and 0.026 because

the zeros are used only to fix the decimal point.

If you are told that something is 73,000 feet long, it is not

clear whether or not the zeros at the end are significant and

actually indicate the precision. There is doubt about the pre-

cision of such a measurement. The unit of measurement may have

been 1,000.-feet, 100 feet, 10 .feet, or 1 foot. In a case

like this, a zero is sometimes underlined to show how precise the

"1(17

measurement is. For example, 73,000 feet (3 sigriif ant digits)

means that.the measurement 41precise to the nearest, 0 eet,

73,000 feet (4 significant digits) means that 'the mea rement is

precise to the 'nearest 10 feet, and 73,000 feet (5 significant

digits) means that Vie measurement is precise to the nearest foot.

If no zero is underlined, you understand that the measurement was

made to.the nearest 1000 .feet: If,a measurement is stated as

5.640 feet you understand, without underlining the zero, that is

is significant and that the unit is one thousandth of a foot, for

Otherwise the gero would' not be written at all.

When a number is written in scientific notation, all of the-
(

digits in the first !Actor are significant. For exaMple,,the'

measurement 2.99776 x 1010 cm. /sec., for the velocity of light, ,.

has 6 significant digits; the measurement 2'.57 x'16-9 cm. for

the radius of the,hydrogen atom, has 3 significant digits; the
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measurement for the national debt in 1957, . 2.8 k&1011 dollars,'

has 2 signifidan.t digits; 4.800 x 108 has 4 iipificant

digits. In .the last case, the two final zeros are significant.

Were they not,Jthe number should have been 'written as 4.8 x 108.

Exercises

1. Suppose 'you meas ed. a /ine to the nearest hundredth of an

inch. Which of thp folldWing states the measurement best?

3:2inches: ' 3.20 inches x.200 inches

-.2. Suppose you measured to the. nearest tenth of an'inch. Which

of the following. should you use to. .state theresult?

4 inches 4.0 inches 4.00 inches

3. Tell which measurement in each pair 4as the greater precision.

(a) 5.2 feet

(b) 0.68 feet;

(c), 0.235 inches,

2.7 feet

23.5 feet

0.146 inches.

(A) For each measurement below tell the place value of the

last significant digit.

(B) Tell the greatest possible error pf the measurements.

(a) 52700 feet (c) 52.7 feet

(b) 5270 feet (d) 0.5270 feet

5. (q) Which of the measurements in Problem 4 is the most precise?

(b) Which is the least precise?

(c) Do-any two measurements have the same precision?

6. Show by underlining a zero the-precikon of the following

measurements:

(a) 4200 feet measured to the nearest foot.

'(0) 48,000,000 people, reported to-the nearest ten-thousand.

7. Tell the number or significant digits in each measurement:

(a) 520 feet , 2 (c) '25,800 ft.

(b) 32.46 in. (d) 0.0015 in.

8. How many significant digits are'in each of the following:

(a) 4.700 x 10 (b.) 6.70 x 10-
4
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9-3. Relative Error. Accuracy and Percent of Error

While two measurements may be made with the same pr cision

(that is, with the same unit) and therefore With the sam greatest

possible error, this error is morvoimportant in some cas s 'than in
1

others. An error of 7 inch in measuring someone's he ght would

notbe very misleading; bUt an error of inch in mea uring a nose

would be misleading. One can get a measure of the imp rtance of the,

greatest. possible'error by comparing it with the measurement. Con--

sider these measurements and their greatest possible rrors: t

4 in.-+ 0.5 in.: 58 in. 0.5 in.

Since these measurements are both made to the neares' inch, the

greatest possible error in each case is 0.5 inch. If you divide

the me sure of the greatest possible error by then ber of units

in e-measurement you will get these results: (N te that the

Mea ures are numbers and the measurements are not'. The number of

uni in the measurement is called the mea re).

4:4=
40

°5,_ _ i- :,,,, o.0086 I

The quotients 0.125 and 0.0086 are called relative errors.

The relative error of a measurement is defined as the quotient of

the measure of thb greatest possible error and/ the measure..

measure of the greatest possible error
Relative error - the.measui-e

Percent of error is thefrelative error 9Icpressea as a bercent.
;

In the above two examples the relative. error 7xpressed as a perCent

is 12.5 and 0.86 . When written in this form it is *called

the percent of error. . . '. r

The measurement with.a relativp error of 0.0086 (0.86 y is

more accurate than the measurement with ,.relative error of 0.125

(12.5 ). By definition a measurement with a smaller relative

error is said to be more accurate than one with a larger relative

error.

The terms accuracy,and precision are used in industrial and

scientific work in a special technical,Sense_even though they area

often used loosely and as synonyms in everyday. bonversation. Pre-
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cision depends upon.the size of the unit of measurement; which is

twice the greatest possible.error, while accuracy is the re1ative

error or percent of error. ,For example, 12.5 pounds and 360.(

pounds are equally precise, that is, precise' to the nearest 0'.1

of a pound (greatest possible error in each case is 0..05 pound).

The .two measurements do not possess'thersame accuracy. The second

measurement is more accurate. You should verify the last state- '

ment by computing the relative errors in each case and comparing'

them.

An astronomer, for example, making a measurement of'the dis-

tance to a galaxy may have an error of a.trillion miles

(1,000,000,000,000 miles) yet be far more accurate than.gmachinist

Measuring the diameter of a steel pin to the nearest 0.,001 inch.

Again, a measurement indicated as 3':5 inches and another as

3.5, feet are equally accurate but the. first measurement is more

precise. Wny?

Exercises .2=2

In all computation express your answer so that it includes two

significant digits.

1. State the greatest possible error for each of these measure -'

ments.

(a) 52 ft. (c) 7.03 in.

(b) 4.1 in. .(d)., 54,000 mi.

2. Find the relative error of each measurement inProblem 1.

3. Find the greatest possible error and tne percent of error for

' eacn of tne following measurements.

(a) 9.3 ft. 1' (b) 0.093 ft.

Whaft do you observe about your an/swers for Problem 3? Can you

explain'why the percents of error should be the same for these

:measurements?

5. Find the precision of the following measurements.

(a) 26.3 ft. (b) 51,000 mi.

6. How manySignificant digits are:there in each of tne following.

measurements?

(a) 52.1 in.

(b) 52.10 in.

(c) 3.68.in.

(d) 368.0 in.
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Find the relative error of each 'of the measurements in-Problem-6.

.8. From your answers for Problems 6 and 7, can you see /any relation

between the number of significant digits in a measurement and

its relative error? What is the relation between the'number of

significant digits in a measurement and its accuracy?

.9. Without computing, can you tell which of the measurements below

,hasthe greatest accuracy? Which is the least accliiratit?
. .

23.6 in. , 0.043 in., , 7812 in.. ' 0.2 in.

10. Arrdhge the following measurements the order of their pre-

ciSioh (from least to greatest).

(a) .34 in., 27?-.6. in., 324 ins, 1467 in., 227 in:

(b) 4.62 in., 3.041 in., 3 in., 82.4 in., 0.3762 in.

11. Count the number of significant digits in. e',ch of the following:

(a) 43.26 (c) 0.6070 -(e) ,76,000

(b) 4,607 0:0030 (f). 43,00Q

9-.4. Operations with Measures

'Since measurements are,never exact the answers to' any gues,,

tions which depend on_thoSe measurements are also approximate.; For

instance, suppose yoU measured the length of a room by making two

.marks on a wall, which. you-called A and B, and then measuring/

the distances. from corner to A,' from A. to 1, and From ,B

to the other Corner. Measurements such as these whosemeasures are

to be added, should all be Made, with the same precision. Suppose, ,,

to the nearest fourth clf an inch, the measurements were 724 :itches,

44 inches, ,224A inches. You would add the measures to get 13.54.

22
Therefore'the measurement is 13 D7- inches. Of course, the dis-

tances might have
/be.en

shorter in each Case. The mea res could

7,u
have been almost 61,53/ small. as, 72i, 408, and 22i- n which case

1
the distance would have been almost as small as 1357 inches,

4 2
which is three-eighths of.an inch less. than 1357 inches.

Also,.each distance might have been longer by-nearly one-eighth of

an inch, in which case the total length. might have been almost three.-
.2

ei4hths of an. inch longer than 1357 inches. The greatest possible

error of dsum, is the Sum of the crreateSt possible errors. If you

were adding.measures of 37.6, 3.5, and 178:.6, the greatest

4
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JpOssible error of the sum.would'be 0.5 4\0.5 + 0.5 or -1.5

The result, of this addition,cOuld be 'shown as 819.7- + 1.5 .

,computation involVing measures is very important in today's.

world. Many rules have been laid down giving thd accuracy or'

precision of.the results obtained from computation with approxi-

mate measures.

The general principle is that the sum or difference of measures

cannot be more preciSe*than the least precise measure inVolved.

Therefore to add or subtract. numbers arising fr.= approximations,

.first round each number to the unit of the least precise number and

then ptrform the operation.

When data are expressed in decimal form a rough guide pan be

employed fop finding a satisfactory product. The number of sig-

nificant digits in the product of two numbers is not more than the

number of significant digits in the less accurate factor. For, I

example: The area of the rectangle 10.4 cm. by 4.7 cm. would be,

stated as 49 sq. cm. -.

10:4

4.7
728
416

48.88

If one of the two Tadtors contains more significant digits

than the other :.round off.the factor which'has more significant

-digitssO that'it contains only one more significant digit than

the other factor.

Exercises

1. Find the greatest possible error for the sums of the measure-

ments for each of the following:

(a) . 5i in., in., 3- in.
6

(b) 0.004 in., 2.1 in., 6.135 in

(c) in., 1 ai in.

2. ,'Add the following measures:

(a) 42.36, ,578.1; 73. IP,' 37.285, 0.62 '

"(b) 85.42, 7.301, 16.015, 36;4

3. Subtract the following measures:

(a) 7.3 - 6.28 (b) 735y7. 0.73 (c) 5430 -.647
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. Multiply bl-ie-following .approximate numbers.

(a) 1.1 x 36.9 (b) 3.6 x,4673 (c) 3'.76 x (2.9 x.10 )

'Find the area of a rectangular field 'which is 835.5'rods long

and 305 rods wide. .

6. A machine stamps out parts each weighing 0.625 1b. How much

weight is there in 75 of theseParts?

,7. Assuming that water weighs. 62.5'lb. per cu. ft., what is the

volume of 15,610
P

There are many rough rules for computing with approximate data

but they have to be used with a.i1xeat deal of common sense They'

don't work in all'cases. The Modern high speed. computing machine

which adds or multiplies thousands of numbers. per second. has to

have special rules applied to-the data which are fed, to it. Errors

involved in,pounding numbers add UP or disapPear in'a very unpre-

dictable fashion in these machinea.. AS a matter,of fact "error

theory" as applied to computers is an active field of research

today for mathematicians.

4
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